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ABSTRACT 
This study is a description of the morphology and syntax of Nggem, a language spoken 

in the highlands of the province of Papua (fonnerly Irian Jaya), Indonesia Nggem is a 

language in the Dani family of languages, and has many features typical of highland New 

Guinea languages. 

Nggem is predominantly a verb final language, but otherwise the order of arguments in 

the clause is flexible. Phrases are more rigid in the order of elements, and the major phrase 

types are left headed. 

Nggem distinguishes the major word classes of nouns, adjectives and verbs, as well as a 

number of minor word classes. In comparison with verbs, non-verbal word classes have 

relatively little morphology, with the primary exception being pronominal prefixes. Verbs on 

the other hand have complex morphology. Verbs have a high functional load, and many 

clauses consist of only a verb. 

Verbs have a three-way inflection of mode and several tenses, each with idiosyncratic 

subject inflection. Verbs may also be inflected for hortative and imperative, negation, and 

various relationships between events such as sequence, simultaneity, condition, minor stage 

in larger event and equal stage in larger event. Some of these categories also indicate switch 

reference. 

Person and number of objects is indicated on the verb by compounded auxiliaries, as is 

middle voice. Another kind of inchoative is expressed by the verb meaning 'say' in 

conjunction with generic verbs. Progressive aspect is expressed by an auxiliary related to the 

verb meaning 'stay'. 

As with many other Papuan languages, clause chaining is common, and some serial 

verb constructions are found. 
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In most examples, there are normally three lines - the language example, the gloss and 

the free translation. Where however the underlying form of the language example may not be 

clear, a further language line may added under the first showing the underlying form and 

morpheme breaks, or, the underlying form of a word may be given in curly braces adjacent 
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In vernacular example lines, sentence initial capitals and terminal punctuation are not 

used if the example constitutes only part of a sentence. (This does not mean that the example 

cannot constitute a sentence. However, it indicates that the example has been lifted out of a 

sentence. As 'sentences' can be very long, it is not practical to include all of a sentence in 

many examples.) 
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Nggem does not differentiate gender in pronominals. Where an example originates from 

a text where the gender of the referent of a third person singular pronominal is known, the 

relevant English translation (i.e. he, she or it) is used. Where it is not known 'he' or 'she' is 
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Nggem and other vernacular words are written in italics (e.g. yerogo) but Indonesian or 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 



1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the morphology and syntax of Nggem, a Papuan (non-

Austronesian) language in the Greater Darn family found in the highlands of the island of 

New Guinea. This chapter provides some general background on the language and its 

speakers (l.1) information on language vitality (l.2), and a discussion on the classification 

of the language (l.3). It reviews previous studies on related languages (1.4), and 

introduces this study with information on the sources of data (§ 1.5) and the organization of 

the thesis (1.6). 

1.1 General background 
The Nggem language is spoken by approximately 4300 people who live in the 

Kobakma and Kelila districts of the Jayawijaya regency in the province of Papua (formerly 

known as Irian Jaya), Indonesia. The name Nggem is used by speakers of the language and 

speakers of neighbouring languages to refer to both the language and the tribal grouping of 

the Nggem people. The name Nggem comes from the noun nggem, which refers to the type 

of dress formerly worn by Nggem women, consisting of a very short grass skirt covering just 

the central buttock and pubic area. Nggem people also refer to other language groups by the 

name of the style of the women's traditional clothing; for instance, the Danis are known as 

yonggal 'string skirt'. In at least one neighbouring language (Western Dani), nggem is a 

derogatory term meaning 'thief. 

The Nggem people are primarily subsistence farmers, using slash and burn techniques. 

They grow most of their own food, and nowadays have a cash economy through selling 

peanuts and other produce which they send to the town of Wamena, a two day walk or 

twenty minute Cessna flight away. Their first contact with people outside their immediate 

neighbours was in 1938, when an expedition led by the Dutch explorer Richard Archbald 

travelled through the Nggem area and established two base camps on its northeast and 

southwest boundaries, at places now known as Bernard Camp (Berenekam) and Lake 

Archbald (Asipol). Their next contact was around 1955 when missionaries from the 



Unevangelized Fields Mission established a camp on the shores of Lake Archbald, which 

they used for approximately one year before moving to more densely populated areas at 

Kelila and Bokondini in the Western Dani language group. Over the next two decades many 

Nggem people from the Western Nggem communities moved to Kelila and Bokondini to be 

near the influence of the missionaries. 

In 1969 the airstrip at Kobakma was opened, and most of the remaining Nggem people 

moved from their traditional vifiages southwards to be near the airstrip. Darn evangelists 

went to live among the Nggem people, and it is noteworthy that while Nggem people seemed 

to have no trouble learning to speak Western Darn (and also the neighbouring languages 

Walak and Yali), people from those other language groups have not been very successful in 

learning to speak Nggem. There are two probable reasons for this. One is that the Nggem 

people are looked down on by many of their neighbours, as they tend to be considered 

sicker, smaller and less motivated, and thus their language has less status. Another may be 

because Nggem has sounds which Western Danis and Walaks fmd difficult to differentiate 

and pronounce.' As a result the Darn evangelists taught people to speak Dani, rather than 

learned to speak Nggem, and so for a couple of decades Western Darn was the dominant 

language used in the church, an influential sphere. 

During the early 1980s most of the Nggem people who had been living around 

Bokondini and Kelila moved back towards Kobakma, also bringing with them an influence 

of Western Darn language. The Nggem language that is spoken today has undergone 

significant Western Dani influence, mainly in the area of vocabulaiy. However, since the 

early 1990's very few Darn church leaders have lived in the Nggem area, and in most 

villages there is currently a resurgence of interest in using Nggem in all domains. Whereas a 

generation ago many young people grew up bilingual in Western Dani and Nggem, today 

young people are more likely to have only limited understanding of Western Darn. Among 

example, Western Darn lacks the implosives, sibilants and voiceless velar fricatives 
found in Nggem. 



older people, especially men, multilingualism is common, with some able to speak Yali, 

Walak, Western Dani, Bahasa Indonesia and Arira, a trade language used to communicate 

between Taworta (an unrelated language of the lowlands to the north) and Nggem speakers. 

Today younger people are more likely to have Bahasa Indonesia as their second language, 

although only about 10-15% of the people have even moderate fluency in that language. 

In the late 1990s many Nggem people started gradually migrating northwards towards 

their more isolated traditional village areas in the mountains between the Habliforie and 

Idenberg rivers, a movement that continues today. They currently live in 21 villages 

scattered in the area between Kobakma and Babup in the south and Taria and Magambilis in 

the north.2  

1.2 Language vitality 
As mentioned above, the Nggem language has traditionally been looked down on by 

speakers of neighbouring languages, and this has rubbed off on the Nggem people. When we 

started working with them in the early 1990s, there was a noticeable linguistic deference to 

speakers of other languages visiting the Nggem area. For the sake of one or two visiting 

Western Danis, the Western Dani language would be used in church and conversation by 

those who could speak it. 

As literature has been produced in Nggem and the speakers have seen that it can indeed 

be written down, and perhaps because they saw that an outsider thought that their language 

was 'worthy'. there has been a noticeable increase in pride in the Nggem language. 

Nowadays people say that if outsiders (Dams, Walaks or Yalis) visit, they can learn to speak 

Nggem, just as the Nggem people learn their languages when they visit their areas. This was 

even taken to an extreme by a pastor who visited a Walak area and when invited to preach 

insisted on preaching in Nggem to Walaks, even though he speaks Walak, saying that if it is 

good enough for Walaks to preach to Nggems in Walak, then it is good enough for Nggems 

2 GPS coordinates: Kobakma S03 39.38, E139 03.54; Babup S03 43.00, E138 52.00; Taria 
S03 24.81, E138 53.62; Magambilis S03 33.52, E139 16.14. 



to preach to Walaks in Nggem! This illustrates the desire of the people to hold up their 

language as being equal to those of their neighbours. 

Unfortunately this renaissance of interest in the language does not extend to all Nggem 

villages. In a survey of the three westernmost 'Nggem' villages in 1999, it was apparent that 

most people younger than their mid twenties could not speak Nggem well if at all, and their 

language of choice was Western Dani. These three villages, which have strong traditional 

ties to Western Dani villages through intermarriage and trade, have a Nggem dialect that is 

quite distinct from the other Nggem dialects, and it appears that it is dying out in favour of 

the Western Dani language. Two of these villages have started Nggem literacy classes, and 

time will tell if that has an effect on the language shift underway there. 

In other villages there is no sign that the language is in decline, but rather the opposite. 

Children still learn and use Nggem as their mother tongue, and it is used in most domains of 

life. There are two domains where other languages in addition to Nggem are sometimes 

used. One is Bible reading in church, where the Western Dani Scriptures are used (though 

some translate them straight into Nggem). The other is government or 'official' business, in 

which there is much interaction with 'outsiders' and Bahasa Indonesia is often used. But 

even in that domain, some people insist on using Nggem, especially with officials from the 

neighbouring language groups. While it can be expected that fluency in Bahasa Indonesia, 

the national language, will increase, at this stage there is nothing to indicate that this will 

cause a decline in the Nggem language. 

1.3 Classification 
The Nggem language has been classified as a member of the Greater Dani language 

family, in the Southern Dani-Kwerba stock of the Central and Western New Guinea section 

of the Trans New Guinea Phylum (Grimes 2000). The Nggem speaking area shares borders 

with four other languages groups, Northern (or Abenaho) Yali to the southeast, Walak to the 

south, Western Dani to the west, and Taworta to the North. Yali, Walak and Western Dani 

all belong to the Greater Dani language family, and as such share many similarities with 



Nggem. Taworta belongs to a separate language family and has little relationship to Nggem 

(less than 5% shared vocabulary). The following map shows the location of the Nggem 

speaking area, in relation to the neighbouring languages. 

Greater Dani Language Sub-family boundary -------Language boundary 
family boundary 

Taworta 
Wano sf-I 

-- - - -' 
Bokondini , 'tNggL 

7 Central Dani sub-family / Northern 

( 
\.Waa (Abnah9) 

Upper Grand Yali 
Western Dani Valley Dani 

Mid Grand 
Anggunik 

- Yali 

I Lower Grand \ 
Nduga L Valley Dani 

_g4 

-, 

sub-fa 

N  Ninia Yali 
Sihmo 

Pp 

Figure 1.1: Greater Dani family languages (Language boundaries based on Grimes 2000). 

According to Bromley (1967) the Greater Dani language family has three sub-families3: 

Central Dani, Ngalik-Nduga, and the sub-family language isolate (sf-I in Figure 1.1) Wano. 

This conclusion was based on a comparison of wordilists adapted from the Swadesh 100 

word list, taken from 22 dialects or languages in the Greater Dani family, not including 

Nggem. Bromley assigned different sub-families on the basis of lexico statistical analysis. 

The various languages of the Central sub-family share 78% common vocabulary. Each of the 

Ngalik-Nduga sub-family languages share no less that 77% basic vocabulary with adjacent 

members. As a whole, the Ngalik-Nduga sub-family shares an average cognation of 63% 

The term 'sub-family' used by Bromley and others in regard to the Greater Dani language 
family refers to languages that are more closely related to each other than is usually the case 
for the designation 'sub-family' (e.g. Wurm 1982:149). It is used to refer to a chain of 
closely related languages or dialects that together have more in common than another 
groupmg. 



basic vocabulary with the Central Dani sub-family, and about 50% with Wano. Wano 

appears to have about 60% average cognation with Central Darn dialects. 4  

The Nggem language was not included in this classification, and while Grimes (2000) 

states that Nggem is closely related to Walak, it is unclear what evidence that conclusion is 

based on. According to a check by Murray Rule (Ruke and Rule 1975) Nggem shares 51% 

cognates with Western Dani (Bokondini). Using Bromley's 100 word lists and his methods 

of comparison, my own comparison of Nggem with Abenaho Yali and Angguruk from the 

Ngalik-Nduga sub-family yields 67% and 63% shared cognates respectively; and with 

languages in the Central Dani sub-family, 6 1 % with Mid Grand Valley Dani, 5 3 % with 

Pyramid Western Dani, and 62% with Walak. A comparison with Wano revealed 48% 

lexical cognates.5  Comparison of longer wordlists (approximately 200 words) collected in 

1999 from a Northern Yali dialect and Walak revealed cognates of 48% and 58% 

respectively. 

Using Bromley's methods it is not possible to assign Nggem to any one of the Darn 

language sub-families (or language/dialect chains) based on these figures. Historically some 

Nggem clans trace their ancestly to Yalis, others to the Walak speaking area and others again 

to the Western Darn area. Some even have clan ties with the distant Wanos. Like many Dani 

groups they trace their origins ultimately to the Baliem Valley. Geographically they are a 

fringe group, more isolated than many of the other Dani language groups. It is quite likely 

that the Nggem language originated with groups of people leaving or being forced out of the 

various higher mountain areas, bringing with them their particular linguistic contributions to 

the area, which then combined and developed in isolation into a unique language. This 

language, like Wano, probably constitutes a separate (and fourth) sub-family isolate of the 

Greater Dani language family. 

As Bromley (1967) admits, some of the data used for his analysis is of dubious quality. For 
a truly accurate classification of the Darn languages further data and analysis of all the 
Greater Darn family languages is required. 

Based on an incomplete wordlist. It is interesting to note that there are a number of Wano-
Nggem cognates that are not shared with any other of the Darn languages. 



Within the Nggem language two major dialects occur. The 'Eastern' dialect 

encompasses 19 of the Nggem villages and is the dialect described in this study. The 

'Western' dialect includes the three westernmost villages, and shares 90% cognates with the 

Eastern dialect and 52% cognates with Western Dani. There is some dialect variation within 

the Eastern dialect, mainly with vowel differences (e.g. inggul unggut 'ignorance'). 

1.4 Previous studies 

There have been several studies of languages in the Greater Dani language family. 

These include Van der Stap' s (1966) description of the morphology of Mid Grand Valley 

Dani; Bromley (1961, 1967 and 1981), the last a comprehensive description of lower Grand 

Valley Dani; and Fahner (1979), a descriptive and comparative analysis comparing the 

Abenaho Yali dialect with Grand Valley and Western Dani. Burung (forthcoming) provides 

a description of the Wano language. In addition, language notes have been produced for 

Western Dani and probably most other languages in the Dani family for missionary use. 

No literature on the Nggem language has been published6, though Earl and Julie 

Hughes, missionaries who lived at Kobakma in the late 1970s and early 1980s, wrote 20 

lessons on the Nggem language (Hughes and Hughes, c1980), which has been an invaluable 

introduction to the language. Likewise A Statement of the Nggem Language of Kobakma 

written by missionary linguists Murray and Joan Rule in 1975 after six weeks field work at 

Kobakma has also been of great assistance in starting me off in the Nggem language. 

Although the existence of Nggem as a separate language was commonly known by members 

of Asia Pacific Christian Mission working at Kobakma and in some neighbouring areas, 

little appears to have been known about the language, or even it's existence, by missionary 

linguists working in related languages. Bromley (1967:287) mentions a word list taken from 

a dialect in the 'Mulik-Archibald lake' area, which may be Nggem but more likely would 

have come from a Western Dani or Walak speaker, since it shares 90% cognates with 

6  Bromley mentions a wordlist published from the 1938 Archbald expedition, taken from the 
'language of the Upper Habliforie River' (Bromley 1981:3) and published m Le Roux, C. C. 
F. M. 1950, Bergpapoeas van Niew Guinea en hun Woongebied, Leiden. To date I have not 
been able to locate that source to determine whether it is a word list of the Nggem language. 
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Pyramid-Western Darn (p.295). Fahner (1979), though describing a language located 

geographically close to Nggem, makes no mention of the latter. 

1.5 Source of data 
The data for this description was collected while working with Nggem people from 

August 1993 to October 1999. During that time I spent 44 months living at Kobakma and 

much of the remainder of the time working with Nggem people in Wamena The focus of my 

work has been learning and analysing their language, helping to develop an orthography, 

producing literature in Nggem and training literacy teachers. Data for this study has come 

from my own fluency gained in the language while living in Kobakma and Wamena, from 

notes on the language made during day to day activities and conversations with Nggem 

people, and from a collection of texts, including narratives, legends and descriptions of life 

and events. 

The main body of data is a database of approximately 2000 written 'sentences', which 

are drawn from 58 recorded texts and many elicited and 'overheard' statements. Because this 

description is written based on data already collected, some questions have arisen that are 

unable to be answered at this time due to insufficient data. A few examples of language first 

encountered in 20 lessons on the Nggem language by Earl and Julie Hughes (c1980) and 

subsequently confirmed by native speakers are included in the data and may be used as 

examples in this description. 

1.6 Organization of the thesis 
Like many highlands New Guinea languages Nggem is predominantly a verb fmal 

language, with complex verbal morphology. The prime focus of this study is the verb 

morphology, but as background to that, Chapters 2 to 4 provide overviews of phonology, 

syntax, and the morphology of non-verbal word classes. 

The remaining chapters primarily describe verb morphology. Chapters 5 through to 9 

describe that found in independent clauses. This includes an introduction to the verb and the 

verb complex in Chapter 5, and basic verb morphology necessary for independent verbs, 



including mode and tense in Chapter 6. Object inflection, shown primarily by the use of 

various compounded auxiliaries, is described in Chapter 7, and Chapter 8 is devoted to 

inchoatives. Chapter 9 describes progressive aspect. 

Dependent clause morphology is covered m chapters 10 (subordinate verbs) and 11 

(nonfinite verbs). Chapter 12 is a summary of the thesis. Two appendices are included, the 

first listing paradigms showing the major categories of verb inflection, and the second an 

interlinear text to provide examples in the context of sustained discourse. 

This study is a descriptive work not based on any particular theory of linguistics. It 

draws on insights into languages and linguistics from various authors. I am particularly 

indebted to Bromley's (1981) pioneering comprehensive work on Lower Grand Valley Dani. 



Chapter 2 

Phonology, orthography and morphophonemics 



2. PHONOLOGY, ORTHOGRAPHY AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 
This chapter is a summary of and introduction to the phonology, orthography and 

morphophonemics of Nggem. It is not intended to be a comprehensive description, but rather 

an overview to give the reader enough information to make sense of the remainder of the 

description. 

An analysis of the phonology of Nggem was carried out in 1975 by Murray and Joan 

Rule (Rule and Rule 1975), and with some modifications this has been the basis for the 

development of the current orthography. The Nggem orthography has been influenced by the 

orthographies for both Western Darn and Indonesian, although there is a growing belief by 

educated Nggem people of a need to align the orthography as closely as possible with the 

Indonesian orthography, even though this results in non-phonemic spellings (see §2.2). This 

belief influenced a recent change to the orthography while this thesis was being written. The 

orthography used in this paper is a tentative orthography, although no further major changes 

are expected. It is based on the current preferences of how a committee, consisting of several 

community leaders, educated young people and myself, has chosen to write the language. 

Some of the choices are not always consistent - for example, some compounds are written 

with a hyphen, while others are not. However it represents the closest thing possible at this 

time to what will be standardised as the written Nggem language. 

This chapter will first outline syllable structure (S2. 1), followed by an overview of the 

phonology and orthography with particular attention to the more problematic features 

(2.2). After a short section on stress (2.3), the chapter will finish with morphophonemic 

processes, a complex aspect of the language (2.4). 

In the examples given in this Chapter, phonemic representation is given in slash 

brackets (e.g. I... I), morphophonemic representation in curly braces (e.g. {... }) phonetic 

representation in square brackets (e.g. [... ]) and orthographic spelling in italics. From 

Chapter 3 onwards, examples will be written in the orthography, though an additional gloss 
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line or underlying form in curly braces will be used where necessary to represent the 

underlying morphophonemic forms. 

2.1 Syllable structure 
The Nggem syllable can be represented as (C1 )(C2)V(C3), where C represents a 

consonant and V a vowel. V is the only obligatory element, and may be found as a complete 

word or as the first syllable of a word: 

1) a. /o/ o 'house' 
b. /'i.sal isa 'mother' 

The most common syllable pattern found is CV, which may be found in any position in 

the word. VC syllables are found word initially, and CVC syllables are found word initially, 

medially and fmally. The consonants /p/, It', /kl, /s/, /1/, /in/, and /n/ may occur in the coda 

(C3) when word fmal. Word internally, only /p/, /tl and 1k/ occur in the coda; e.g. 

2) a. /wi.sâ.ne/ wisane c many' 
 /p.liJ epli 'late' 

 /dèk! dek 'no' 

 /'a.dik/ adik 'self 
 /sk.noI sakno 'trap' 
 /pk.ne.yâ.kas/ pakn eyagas 'he touched me' 

The combination C1C2V (and C1C2VC3) is found word initially and following any (C)V 

syllable. C I  can be nearly any consonant, while C2  can be w or y, though y does not occur in 

C2  position in the first syllable of a word (see also §2.2.4). 

3) a. /pwi/ pwi 'lice' 
/swanl swan 'k.o. vegetable' 
/â.bya! abya 'flame' 
/la.kâ.kwa! lagagwa 'they went' 

Words of up to seven syllables have been recorded, although only compound verbs have 

been found with this many. (In the following examples note that InggI and /mb/ represent 

single phonemes): 

4) a. /wât.ba.ni.nggi.ki-fik.mul watbaninggigirikmu 'after he hit me' 
b. /e.no.mbâ.tu.s&konl enombarusogon 'p.subj will think about them' 
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2.2 Phonemes and orthography 

The following table displays the Nggem phonemes. Allophones are given in square 

brackets beneath phonemes that have significant phonetic variation. The hyphen symbol (-) 

indicates the position in the word where the allophones are found: a hyphen preceding a 

symbol indicates non-initial, and following a symbol indicates non-final. 'C' indicates an 

adjacent consonant that conditions an allophone. Orthographic symbols are in italics; note 

how in some cases they reflect phonetic values rather than phonemic distinctions. 

Table 2.1: Nggem phonemes and orthography 

Consonants: Bilabial Alveolar Vetar 

Pre-nasalised stops /mb! /ndl /ngg/ 
[p-. -mb-] [t-, -nd-] [k-, -rjg-] 

mb nd ngg 

Voiceless 'stops' Ip/ It! 1k! 
[p-, --, -pC, _h]  [-r-, -tC, _th] [x-, -y-, -kC-, _kh] 

-- 
-r-, 1 h-, -g-, k 

Implosive stops If)! Id! 
[6-, -Cb-, -?6-] [ci-, -Cd-, -?cf-] 

b d 

Sibilant Is! 
S 

Lateral /11 
1 

Nasals /in/ In/ 
m ii 

Semi-vowels 1w/ fyI 
w y 

Vowels: Front Central Back 

High It! 
I U 

Mid le! /0/ 
e o 

Low /a! 
a 

Dipthongs: !ail, lao!, /an/, Iei/, lou! 
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Nggem phonemes parallel Proto-Darn (P-D) closely (Bromley 196 1:6-7), with a series 

of prenasalised stops (paralleling P-D voiced), voiceless (P-D aspirate stops) and implosive 

stops. Unlike most Dani languages, but like the immediately neighbouring varieties (Walak, 

Western Dani-BokindinifKelila, Abenaho Yali), Nggem has only five vowels instead of 

seven, lacking a phonemic contrast between close and near-close vowels. Vowels in many 

words tend to vary between dialects. 

No further discussion is given here on the phonemes /s/, /11, /in/, In/ and the vowels, as 

these are not problematic and are represented in the orthography by the phoneme symbols. 

Further discussion is given below on the stops and the semi-vowels, which are more 

problematic. 

2.2.1 Prenasalised stops 
Prenasalised stops occur in word initial and intervocalic position. The orthographic 

symbols for the prenasalised stops are: mb, nd, and ngg. These symbols are familiar to 

Nggem readers trained in the Western Dani system and are readily accepted for representing 

the corresponding Nggem phonemes. 

In word initial position the prenasalisation is rarely heard when the word is spoken on 

its own - thus the allophones [p], [t] and [k]. However, when a prefix or word ending in a 

vowel occurs beforehand the prenasalisation can be clearly heard, e.g. 

5) a. /mbasl [pas] mbas 'snake' 
 /nómbas/ [nónthas] nombas 'my snake' 
 /mbi! [ámbi] ambi 'one' 

6) a. Indup/ [tup] ndup 'pig arrow' 
 !yi ndup/ [yindiip] YE ndup 'this is a pig arrow' 
 /ndiI [ándi] andi 'that' 

7) a. /ngg6maJ [kóma] nggoma 'where' 
 /o ngg6mal [orjgóma] o nggoma 'where-place' 
 /nggon1 [áijgon] anggon 'dislike' 

2.2.2 Voiceless stops 
The voiceless stop series /p/, It!, and /k/ are characterised by considerable phonetic 

variation, some of which are represented in the orthography, resulting in an 
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overdifferentiated orthography. For each of these phonemes there is an intervocalic voiced 

fricative or trill allophone ([}, [r], and [] respectively). For each there is also a stop 

allophone ([p],  [t] and [k]) that occur as the first member of a consonant cluster and 

mtervocalically where they are interpreted to be the geminates IppI, itt' and /kkl respectively 

(see §2.4 below). 

The phoneme /p/is overdifferentiated in the orthography. Word initially and finally it is 

written asp, but the intervocalic voiced fricative allophone [[i] is written as v7 . 

8) a. /âpitl [á[it h] avit 'cover' 
/pa/ [a] pa 'grass' 
/nôpa / [n6a ] nova 'my grass' 
/mâyupl {m.yup'] mayup 'salt' 

The geminate 1pp/, which is pronounced as an unaspirated stop [p],  is written asp, as is 

the same allophone which is found as the first member of a consonant cluster. 

9) a. lâppikl [áplkh] apik 'all' 
b. /ph/ [épli] epli 'late' 

The phoneme It/ only occurs word medially and finally. (Morphophonemically It/ is 

replaced by Is/ word initially, which conirasts with It/ in all other positions; see §2.4.6.) The 

phoneme /t/ is also overdifferentiated in the orthography, with the intervocalic allophone [r] 

written as r, but I being written elsewhere, including for word fmal [th],  the first member of a 

consonant cluster [1], and the geminate /tt/ pronounced as [t]. 

10) a. /itis/ [Iris] iris 'hair' 
/at/ [at"] at 13s' 
iat-enl [áren] aren 'is-ERG' 
/itt6k1 [itiok'] itok 'custom' 
/tma/ [tma] alma 'so' 

As with the phonemes /p/ and /t!, the phoneme /kl is overdifferentiated in the 

orthography. The allophones [kh]  found word finally, [k] found as the first member of 

Until recently [] was written as b, reflecting the Western Dani orthography, and this is 
still reflected in the spelling of proper names, including Kobakma. The change to v came at 
the prompting of young educated men, who want to align the orthography more closely with 
Indonesian. 
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consonant clusters, and the geminate /kk/ are written as k. The word initial voiceless fricative 

allophone [x] is written as h, and the intervocalic voiced fricative allophone [y]  is written as 

11) a. /kâlil [xáli] hail 'fire, firewood' 
 /'aka/ [áya] aga 'itbecame' 
 /kko/ [áko] ako 'that which we know 

about' 
 /dek/ { cfck h dek not, no' 

 /ciekenl [dycn] degen or dek en 'it does not matter' 
 /cfIklip! [cfükl ip h] dukiip 'he would have stayed' 

2.2.3 Implosive stops 

The two implosive phonemes /6/ and /d7 occur word initially and medially in Ci  

position, and are written as b and d respectively; e.g. 

12) a. /ba/ [ba ba 'fire tongs' 
 /'a6il [áThi] abe 'nose' 

 !abik6ikl [abIkbik] abikbik 'breastbone' 

13) a. /diik/ [thkh] duk 'frog' 

b. I'adup/ [a?d.uph] adup 'long' 

2.2.4 Semi-vowels, labialisation and palatalisation 

The phonemes 7w! and /y/ occur word initially and medially. 

14) a. /wkke/ [wákc] wake 'thatch' 
 /âwil [áwij awl 'home' 
 !yiipuk! [yiUkh] yuvuk 'smoke' 
 !eyâset/ [cyásctt'] eyasel 'cooking juices' 

Sequences of a consonant followed by a semi-vowel also occur. The semi-vowel /y/ has 

been recorded following /6/, /d!, md!, 7k!, /in/, /n!, /p/, /11 and 1mb!, in word medial position 

only. The semi-vowel /w/ has been recorded following all consonant phonemes, in both word 

initial and medial position. 

Bromley (1961) considers the labiovelar forms nggw and kw to be full phonemes in 

Lower Grand Valley Dani, and does not mention labialisation of other phonemes. Since most 

consonant phonemes can be labialised or palatalised in Nggem, I have treated the labialised 
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or palatalised forms as consonant clusters ending in /w/ or lyl respectively, rather than as 

separate phonemes. 

15) a. /swa/ [swa ] swa bird 
b. /pwil [pwj] pwi 'lice' 
C. /IwiI []Y'i] Iwi 'kind of (k.o.) tree' 

 /hwis/ [xis] hwis 'dark' 
 /'akwa/ [ákwa] akwa 'women' 

 /h(mggwa/ [ xür]kwa ] hunggwa 'lining leaves' 

16) a. /apyâratl [a1J6rath] avyaral 'true' 
 !lâdya/ [1áda] ladya 'k.o. taro' 
 ianye/ [ánic] anye 'strength' 

Palatalisation and labialisation also occur as non-phonemic modifications. Velar 

phonemes are labialised when occurring between a syllable containing u or o and a word 

fmal syllable containing a, unless at a morpheme boundary. This is not represented in the 

orthography. The consonants n, d, m, nd, s, ngg, k and t are palatalised when following a 

stressed syllable containing i, when occurring in the fmal syllable of a word. Again this does 

not occur where there is a morpheme boundary. This is also not represented in the 

orthography: 

17) a. /mokal [ móywa ] moga 'forbidden' 
b. /isok! [Isok] isok 'leg, foot' 

2.3 Stress 

The majority of words in Nggem are stressed on the penultimate syllable. However 

there are some exceptions to this, indicating that stress is phonemic. No minimal pairs have 

been found, but the following examples illustrate varying positions in which stress can fall. 

Examples (18a) and (18b) are from Rule (1975:15). 

18) a. /'abil abi 'nose' 
!abis/ abis 'mouth' 
/apuilal avula 'pregnant' 
/'apulak/ avulak 'clatter' 

Stress is not written in the orthography, and it is not recorded in later chapters unless the 

discussion of a particular feature warrants it. 
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2.4Morphophonemic processes. 
There are several major morphophonemic processes found in Nggem. These include 

cluster assimilation and coalescence, seent deletion, s-rhotacism, vowel hannonisation 

and vowel raising. Some of these processes operate in different ways across morpheme 

boundaries as opposed to compound boundaries. In this section a morpheme boundary is 

marked with a hyphen (-) and a compound boundary is indicated by plus symbol (+). Some 

citics follow morpheme boundary rules and others compound boundary rules. Full phonetic 

features are only written in this section where relevant. 

2.4.1 Consonant cluster progressive assimilation at morpheme boundary 
A consonant cluster produced by two voiceless or implosive stops at a morpheme 

boundary (and including some clitic boundaries) assimilates to a voiceless stop geminate 

(ippi, itt] and /ick!) at the point of articulation of the first stop. Recall that this geminate is 

pronounced as a single stop ([p], [t] and [k]), and is represented in the orthography by a 

single symbol (p, I, k). 

19) a {wat-kis} 4 /wttis/ [wátis] walls 'I hit him' 
{mbalinip-kas} 4 /mbâlinippasi [pálinIpas] mbalinipas 'he cut them' 
{lakakup-tik} 4 /1akak6ppik/ [lagagñpik] lagagupik 'after you(p) 

went' 
{hab&1-kas} - /habttas/ [xaétas] habetas 'she searched' 
{wolok-ta} 4 !wolokka/ [wóloka] woloka 'having gotten' 

2.4.2 Consonant cluster regressive assimilation at compound boundary 
A consonant cluster consisting of a voiceless stop and a voiceless or prenasalised stop at 

a compound boundary (rather than a morpheme boundary, as in the previous rule) 

assimilates to a voiceless stop geminate at the point of articulation of the second stop. The 

resulting geminate (/pp/, itt!, /kk/) is written in the orthography as a single stop (p, t, k), and 

in most cases is pronounced as a single stop. Note that 'compound boundary' also includes 

the juncture of some reduplicated stems and some clitics. 
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20) a. {ambot+nggan} - /ambókkanl [ainbókan] ambokan 'rear direction' 
(ambot 'back', nggan, 'direction') 

{ndak+ndak} - /nd'attak! [tátak] ndatak 'same' 
{pik+pak} - /pippak! [pIpak] pipak 'prepare' 

The underlying sequence of word final 7k/ followed by word initial 7k/ produced by this 

process at a compound boundary is pronounced as [kx:] or [k h:].  The aspiration and length is 

attributed to the sequencing of the word final allophone of [kh]  and the word initial 

allophone [x], still realised as a word initial allophone. Despite these features the preference 

of Nggem people is to write this as a single stop k (and thus a single word) in the 

orthography. Examples (21a, b and c) below illustrate this. 

It should be noted that this process also occurs not just at compound boundary, but also 

where there is a close knit sequence of words that function as a unit, such as a pronoun 

followed by a pronominal prefix as illustrated in example (21 d) below. In this kind of 

instance the regressive assimilation occurs in fast speech, but not in slow, and is not 

represented in the orthography. 

21) a. {atup+kudis} 4 !atuk+kdis/ [arukh  ücfis] arukudis 'female sibling 
of a male' (arup 'cross sex sibling'; hudis 'female') 

{kepetet+kak} - ikepet'ek+kaki [heIcrkh  ak] heverekak 'the day 
before a particular day in the future' (heveret 'tomorrow', hak 'like') 
{wat+kanen} 4 iwk+knen! [wák" áncn] wakanen 'tiy' (wa! 'hit', 

ha-nen 'see-2s.IMP') 
{kat k-endak} -* /kak kendak! [xak'': ndak"] hat hendak 'you first' 

(hat 'you(s); h- '2s.GEN'; endak 'first') 

From a linguistic point of view it would be more ideal to represent in the orthography 

arukudis as arukhudis or aruk-hudis, heverekak as heverekhak or heverek-hak, and wakanen 

as wakhanen or wak-hanen. As a compromise for this description and to assist in parsing, 

some examples are written in the latter manner. 

2.4.3 Alveolar cluster coalescence to voiceless stop geminate 

A consonant cluster of a voiceless alveolar stop !t/ followed by /di coalesces to a 

voiceless stop geminate itt!: 
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22) a. {anggat+dek} - /anggattek/ [anggátek] anggalek 'incapable' (anggat 
'capable'; dek 'NEG' 

b. {opat±dek} - /opâttek/ [o1âtek] ovalek 'blunt' (ovat 
'sharp'; dek 'NEG') 

This is essentially the same process as in the previous rule, but is mentioned separately 

because 1) it only applies for clusters of It! and /d/, as clusters of 7k! and /d7 are permissible 

clusters and clusters of /p/ and /di are unattested, and 2) the other implosive /6/ does not 

follow this rule, as clusters of It! or /k/ and /6/ are permitted, and /p/ and /6! are unattested. 

2.4.4 Lateral/nasal and stop assimilation at morpheme boundary 

Laterals or nasals preceding stops at morpheme boundaries coalesce with the stop to 

produce prenasalised stops at the point of articulation of the stop: 

23) a. {lakakin-tik} - /Iakakindik/ [layayIndik] lagagindik 'afteryou(s) 
went' 

{mbal-kas} - /mbanggas/ [pánas] mbanggas 'he cut' 
{kin-kas} - /kinggas/ [xIqgas] hinggas 'he pulled out' 
{waklin-buk} - /waklimbuk/ [waklImbuk] waklimbuk 'you would not 

have come' 

Note that this rule does not apply at compound juncture (see the following rule). 

2.4.5 Lateral/nasal deletion at compound boundaries 

A nasal or lateral is deleted before /6/ or an identical consonant at a compound 

boundary: 

24) a. {mbal+latup} - /mbalatupl [pálárup] mbalarup 'to get cut' 
{mbal+baluk} - Imbaba1uk! [pábáluk] mbabaluk 'having been cut' 
{kun+netan} -* /kunetan! [xiInc ran] huneran 'buy for us' 
{kun+baup} 4 /kubaupl [xi16aup] hubaup 'to join it,  

For a contrastive example with the previous rule, compare examples (23d) and (24d). 

2.4.6 Rhotacism of s 

The phoneme Is/ becomes hi (pronounced as [r] and represented by r) when preceded 

by a vowel in a prefix or compound word. 

25) a. {na-sup} 4 /natup/ nárup] narup 'my path' 
b. {kwa+sokwa} -* /kwatokwa! [xwaróywa] hwarogwa 'widow' 
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Positing the rule in the opposite form, that It! becomes Is/ word initially, does not work 

because compounds with a fmal stop in the first word and initial s in the second retain the s 

in the compound. For example, consider the compounds formed with saive 'young' as the 

second member: 

a. {kwa+sawe} - Ikotawe/8 [xoráwE] horawe 'teenage girl' 
(hwa 'woman') 

b. {ap+sawe} 4 /apsawel [apsáwc] apsawe 'youth' (ap 
'man') 

If sawe was underlying /*tawe/,  then we would expect the compound { to 

become I*attawel  following the rule in §2.4.2. 

2.4.7 Deletion of s before consonant 

Before a consonant, s is deleted. For example: 

a. {lakakis-tik} - !Iakakitik! [layayIrik] lagagirik 'After I went' 
 {is-paka} -* /ipaga' [I1aya] i-paga 'on the water' 
 {is-ma} - IimaI [Ima] ima 'water place' 
 {is+litis} 4 Iilitis/ [ilIris] i/iris 'head waters' 

 {is+6otok} - Iibotok! [Iborok] iborok 'mud' 
 {inggis+sopo } - /inggitopo/ [Inggi r 6 oI inggirovo 'accurate 

shooter'(inggis 'arm'; sovo 'accurate') 

Note that in example (27f) above, after the s deletion rule, the remaining consonant 

undergoes the s rhotacism rule (2.46). (in example (27b), we see an exception to the 

normal orthographic spelling of mtervocalic []. This is because there is strong resistance by 

readers and writers to writing the particle paga in any other form.) 

2.4.8 Vowel raising 

The vowel a is raised and fronted to e when occurring in an unstressed syllable before a 

stressed syllable containing an alveolar consonant other than s followed by the vowel a; e.g. 

8  It appears that the twal of /kwa/ coalesces to to! before !Cal. There is not enoug1 evidence 
to support this as a general rule. 
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28) a. {keda-lagwi} - /kedelagwil [hcdeláywi} hedelagwi 'p.subj. is 
taking it' 

{la-ndakwi} - /lendakwil [lcntáywi] lendagwi 'p.subj is 
going' 

{bananggas) - /benanggas/ [bcnánggas] benanggas 'he placed 
me' 

There are some exceptions to this rule, for example /yakalikwiI [yayaláywi] 

yagalagwi 'p.subj is saying' and /bagalagwil [6ayal'aywi] 'p.subj is putting'. In these words, 

it appears that the preceding sequence of a and a weak consonant [ay] acts as a counter 

influence to the vowel raising process. 

In many words a is raised and backed to o across a morpheme boundaiy when occurring 

before a syllable containing a bilabial consonant and a. For example: 

29) a. {kamb-akas} [xornbáyas] hombagas 'he died' 
but: 
b. {kamb-iki} [xainbIyi] hambigi 'I died' 

2.4.9 Vowel harmony 

Many verb roots and suffixes display regressive vowel harmony (VH). For those that 

do, the pattern most often is: 

V1  - V2  / CJV2  

w' y 

That is to say, a vowel in a stem or affix that is susceptible to vowel harmony 

harmonises with the following vowel (or semi vowel). It is difficult to predict which verbs or 

types of verbs are likely to do this. For example the verb ha- 'see' and Wa- 'get' undergo a 

great deal of vowel harmony, while ba- 'put' and la- 'go' do not. Some tense/modes are 

more likely to have examples of vowel harmony, while others do not at all. The realis mode 

conjugations (6. 1) are more likely to undergo vowel harmony, most often involving the 

high vowels i and u. Verb stems that are 'open'. that is either CV- or VC- are more likely to 

display vowel harmony than stems that are 'closed', i.e. CVC-. But these are generalisations 

only. 

Compare the following examples: 
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30) Susceptible to VH 
Root ha- 'see' 

higi 'I saw' 
hegen 'you saw' 
hagas she saw' 

Resistant to YR 
Ia- 'go' 

but lagi 'I went' 
lagen 'you went' 
laga 'he went' 

This rule can apply more than once in a verb, as seen in the following examples: 

31) Root ombat- 'think' 
{en-ombat-k-ik-is} inimbitegis 'I thought about them' 
{nen-ombat-k-uk-wa} nenumbutugwa 'They thought about us' 

Vowel harmony is primarily restricted to particular lexical items in particular 

grammatical (mostly realis mode) environments. For example, in the example above the root 

ombat- 'think' clearly displays vowel harmony. Both of these examples are realis mode. 

However the same root in inea1is modes does not undergo vowel harmony at all. For 

example: 

32) a. ombarugwis 
ombakli 
ombarisagwi  

'I will think' 
'I would think' 
'p.subjects are thinking' 

Realis mode/tenses do not provide an environment for vowel raising (2.4.8) to take 

place, and so vowel raising and vowel harmony mostly occur in mutually exclusive 

environments. 
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Chapter 3 

Overview of syntax 



3. OVERVIEW OF SYNTAX 
This chapter is an overview of the major clause and phrase types that are found m 

Nggem. It is intended to provide the reader with background information to assist in the 

understanding of the major chapters of this thesis on verb morphology. 

All clauses have the core arguments of subject and predicate. The subject in most clause 

types is not required to be overtly expressed by a nominal element, as it is indicated by 

verbal affixes. Objects (where they occur) may also be indicated by verb affixes, and not 

expressed overtly by nominals. Certain object case relations may also be expressed by the 

use of verbal object auxiliaries. This means that minimally, and not inftequently, Nggem 

clauses consist of only a verb. Some examples of verbs that could constitute clauses in 

themselves follow: 

la-g-ag-wa 
go-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They went (more than a few days ago).' 
wokniklipuk wok-nik-l-ip-buk 
give-i s.REC-CF-3s-NEG 
'He would not have given it to me.' 
natas {nat-k-as} 
hit me-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He hit me.' 

The result of this is that sentences in Nggem are frequently 'top heavy' in verbs, and it 

is not unusual for the verbs in a sentence to outnumber that of other elements. 

While primarily an SOV language, like many other Papuan languages (Foley 1986:168) 

Nggem is a 'flexible' or 'fluid' (Andrews 1985:72) order language. Both core and peripheral 

grammatical roles at clause level are frequently identified by means other than word order, 

such as semantics, case marking andlor verbal morphology. 

In this chapter, a brief description of the core and peripheral arguments that are common 

to many of the clause types will be given in section 3.1, followed by an overview of each of 

the major clause types found in Nggem (3.2). This will be followed by an overview of the 

major kinds of phrases (3.3). 
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3.1 Clause level arguments 
Major clause level arguments found m Nggem are subject, object, personal object, time, 

location, ablative, instrument, cause and reason, and manner. Examples (36) to (39) illustrate 

most of these argument types. Only a few examples are given here as many more examples 

can be found in the following sections and chapters. 

Intransitive clauses: 
At ako andi bulan Agustus andi paga Kobakma en 
3s t.w.k that month August that TEMP Kobakma ABL 
SUBJ TIME ABL 
o Sentani yoma wambu wa-g-ag-i. 
place Sentani here descend come-REAL-FPST-3s 
LOC PRED 
'He that we know about came down from Kobakma to Sentarn here in August.' 
An wuru paga Kelila daga war-ugw-is. 
is plane INSTR Kelila ascend come-DEL.FUT- 1 s 
SUBJ INSTR LOC PRED 
'I will come up to Kelila by plane.' 

Transitive clause: 
Ap ako at aninis en o-gwa ako 
man t.w.k 3s rage CAUSE 3s.GEN-wife t.w.k 
SUBJ CAUSE OBJ 
at o-inggis paga watigi. {wal-k-ik-i) 
3s 3s.GEN-hand INSTR hit-REAL-FPST-3s 
INSTR PRED 
'That man hit his wife with his hand out of rage.' 
Yogak Membak ayam o-isok ndisu paga bogal-is-iga. 
now Membak chicken 3s.GEN-leg knife INSTR chop-PRES-s 
TIME SUBJ OBJ INSTR PRED 
'Now Membak is chopping the chickens leg with a knife 

Following is a brief description of the major clause level arguments. Note that some of 

the arguments involve 'case marking relators' discussed in §4.8.3. 

1. Subject 

The subject of a clause may be expressed by verbal affixes only, as in examples (33), 

(34) and (35) earlier. When expressed by some kind of overt nominal argument, it may be by 

means of a noun phrase (NP; see §3.3.1) as in the examples immediately above, possessive 

phrase (see §3.3.2), complex noun phrase (see §3.3.5), or relative clause (see §3.3.6) The 

subject is most often one of the first two arguments in a clause, though sometimes it is 
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not (see §3.2.3 for more on word order in transitive clauses). The subject of a transitive 

clause may be marked by the particle en (*3.2.3  and §4.8.3.3). 

Object 

An object in a clause may be expressed by the same types of elements that express the 

subject (see examples (38) and (39) above), though phrases referring to objects tend to be 

more complex or contain more information than those referring to subjects. Overt nominal 

references to the object argument are frequently absent, as in examples (34) and (35) earlier, 

but are more likely to be overtly expressed than subjects. 

Personal object 

The term personal object is used to distinguish between two objects found in a clause, 

where one of them is animate. It is referred to as a personal object because it is characterised 

by inflection on the verb that agrees with its person and number (usually in conjunction with 

auxiliaries compounded to the verb stem). This inflection does not distinguish 'direct object' 

from 'indirect object', but rather it refers to an animate object, whether direct or indirect (for 

more information and examples see §3.2.4 and Chapter 7). Reference to a personal object 

can be expressed by verbal affixes only, with no corresponding overt nominal element. 

Where a personal object argument is expressed by a corresponding overt nominal element, it 

is by the same means as used for subjects and other objects. 

Time 

The time argument most frequently comes in the first position in a clause, although may 

occur in other positions. It may be expressed by a temporal adverb (*4.6)  or adverbial phrase 

(*3.3.4), a noun phrase referring to a time which is usually followed by the case marking 

particlepaga (*4.8.3.2)  and occasionally en (*4.8.3.3), or by a subordinate or dependent 

clause. Examples (36) and (39) above contain examples of time arguments. 

Location 

Location can be either the place to which an event proceeds (as in examples (36) and 

(37) above) or where an activity takes place. It may be expressed by a variety of means, 

including a noun phrase, possessive phrase, a subordinate clause referring to a location 
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(S1O.2), or a location adverb or phrase (3.3.4). It is often identifiedby one of the case 

markers -ma-mu (sS4.8.3.1), paga (S4.8.3.2), occasionally by the case marker en (4.8.3.3) 

or apostposition (4.8.2). The position ofa locative argument in a clause is generally 

flexible, although it usually follows any ablative, as in example (36). 

Ablative 

An ablative argument refers to an entity from where an event proceeds. It generally 

precedes any location argument, and is marked by the particle en (see example (36) and 

§4.8.3.3). Elements filling the role of ablative are as for location. 

Instrument 

An argument referring to an instrument is expressed by a noun phrase or possessive 

phrase, usually with the particle paga (as in examples (37), (38) and (39) above) which in 

this sense is glossed as INSTR (4.8.3.2). Occasionally the paga is omitted. An instrument 

argument usually occurs between the subject and verb, and may be before or after an object 

argument. 

Cause and reason 

Causal arguments are indicated by the particle en following a NP, as in example (38). 

Reason may by indicated by en, paga or the clitic -ma/-mu occurring with a NP or 

subordinate clause. 

Manner 

Manner is usually expressed by an adjective phrase (3 .3.3) or a dependent clause with 

a verb inflected with the manner participle (§ 11.5). Manner arguments are generally flexible 

in terms of where they can occur in the clause, though most often they occur preverbally. 

More information on the order of core arguments can be found in §3.2.3 and §3.2.4. 

Although the order of peripheral arguments is not fixed, the most common order is: 

TIME - ABLATIVE - CAUSE/REASON - INSTRUMENT - LOCATION-MANNER 

It is unusual though to have all of these arguments occurring in one clause. All can occur pre 

or post subject, though it is normal to split them, with temporal arguments most likely to 

occur before the subject and the rest after the subject. 
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3.2 Clause types 
The major clause types found in Nggem are intransitive, existential, transitive, 

ditransitive, equative and attributive. Several clause subtypes are also described. 

Unless otherwise stated, clause negation is marked by verbal affixes and so is not 

discussed in this chapter. Descriptions of negative affixes can be found in §6.7. 

3.2.1 Intransitive clause 

An intransitive clause is one that has only one core argument, the subject. As mentioned 

above, the subject may be expressed by verbal suffixes only, resulting in clauses consisting 

of only a verb, as in example (33) earlier. 

Where there is a overtly expressed nominal subject, the word order is SUBJECT - 

VERB. The verbal affix indicating the subject agrees with the person andlor number of the 

nominal subject. For example: 

ap akwa wisane hamb-is-agwi 
men women many die-CUST-p 
SUBJ PRED 
'Many men and women die.' 
an wa-g-i 
is come-REAL-i s.NPST 
SUBJ PRED 
'I came.' 

The subject of an intransitive clause may be an agent, as in (41), or a patient, as in 

example (40). 

3.2.2 Existential clause 

Existential clauses indicate the existence of an entity. The structure of existential 

clauses is: 

SUBJECT- COPULA 
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The copula (COP) may be an unmflected particle (the existential particle werek or the 

negative particle dek if it is a negative existential clause), or the copula verb wela-/dogo-

which is also found as an intransitive verb meaning 'stay'9. Some examples follow: 

hena werek 
clouds EXIST 
SUBJ COP 
'There are clouds.' 
erom dek 
food NEG 
SUBJ COP 
'There is no food.' 
mbas aveta werek 
snake huge EXIST 
SUBJ COP 
'There is a big snake' 
ap adigal wela-g-ag-up 
men only stay-REAL-FPST-lp 
SUBJ COP 
'There were only men (people)' or 'Only men (or people) lived'. 
Ha/i rnberen nggeral-ek agarik. 
firewood two tie in bundle-RES it is 
SUBJ COP 
'There are two tied up bundles of firewood.' 

The copula verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' or the verb at- 'become' may occur together with 

the existential particle werek or the negative particle dek-. 

Pivis gereja inim werek ar-i-sogon. 
Later church COM EXIST become-s-FUT 
TIME SUBJ COP 
'Later there will also be(come) a church.' 
nil dek duk-1-u 
ip NEG stay-CF-lp 
SUBJ COP 
'We would not exist.' 

The verb we/a-/do go- 'stay' uses the root we/a- for realis modes, do go- for most iffealis 
modes, and has a further series of forms for presenticustomary tense, namely agirik 'I am', 
agindik 'you(s) are', agarik 'she or he or it is', agurik 'we are', agipik you(p) are' and 
agarwik or agaorik 'they are'. See §6.3.1 and Chapter 9 for more details on this verb. 
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3.2.2.1 Possessive clause 

A subtype of the existential clause is the possessive clause. These clauses express the 

possession of something. They consist of a possessive phrase (3 .3.2) followed by the 

existential particle werek. 

Hwa ako o-eyak werek 
woman t.w.k 3s.GEN-child of woman EXIST 
SUBJ COP 
'That woman has a child.' 
An n-inggis werek 
is is.GEN-arm EXIST 
SUBJ COP 
'I have an arm' (An idiom meaning 'I have wealth'). 
An na-yoparip werek 
is is.GEN-money EXIST 
SUBJ COP 
'I have money.' 

A possessive clause may be found as a relative clause where it means 'the owner of the 

possessed item'. 

hwa o-an ggom werek ako yok ha-a la-g-ag-i. 
woman 35.GEN-pig EXIST t.w.k look see-PURP go-REAL-FPST-3s 
'The woman who owned the pig went to look.' 

3.2.2.2 Locational clause 

Locational clauses indicate that the subject entity is in a particular location. The most 

common structure is: 

(SUBJECT) - LOCATIVE - COPULA 

An alternative order is for the locative argument to occur before the subject. The 

locative argument may be any word, phrase, subordinate or dependent clause that refers to a 

location. A time argument may occur before or after the subject. As with existential clauses, 

the copula may be the existential particle werek or the copula verb wela-/dogo-. 

hal nen-adema yena werek 
2s 1p.GEN-beside here EXIST 
SUBJ LOC COP 
'You are here beside us.' 
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An mo paga dogo-sogon. 
is sun in stay-FUT 
SUBJ LOC COP 
'I will stay in the sun.' 
Abok ao Wamena agarik. 
Abok still Wamena he is 
SUBJ ADV LOC COP 
'Abok is still in Wamena.' 

Unlike more general existential clauses, locative clauses are not found with both the 

existential participle werek and the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' occurring together. 

Locational clauses may be negated by either inflection on the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' 

(see §6.7) or by replacing the existential particle with the negative particle dek, as in the 

example below. 

At Wamena dek 
3s Wamena NEG 
SUBJ LOC COP 
'He is not at Wamena' 

3.2.3 Transitive clause 

A transitive clause has the core arguments of a subject and an object (or personal 

object). As mentioned above, these do not need to be represented by nominal arguments, as 

they may be indicated by verbal affixes alone. Thus the only obligatory element in a 

transitive clause is the verb, as seen in example (35) earlier. 

Where the core arguments of subject and object are overtly expressed by nominals, we 

fmd the most common order to be: 

SUBJECT - OBJECT - VERB 

This order is found in around 85% of clauses that have both subject and object expressed in 

nominals. An example follows: 

An erom mbedal-is-iga. 
is sweet potato peel-PRES-s 
SUBJ OBJ PRED 
'I am peeling sweet potato.' 

The second most common word order is OBJECT - SUBJECT - VERB, which is found 

in about 10% of clauses containing both subject and object nominals. The above example 

can also be expressed in this order: 
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Erorn an mbedalis-iga. 
sweet potato is peel-CUST-s 
OBJ SUBJ PRED 
'I am peeling sweet potato.' 

Rarely the subject or object are found after the verb, and when they do the argument is 

given information and/or considered unimportant to the stoly line. Some examples are: 

... pangganggugwa {panggal-k-uk-wa}, Dokter en 
butcher-REAL-FPST-3p. doctor ERG 
PRED SUBJ 

'Doctors operated on him.' (or ?'He was operated on, by doctors.') (Eveiyone knows 
that doctors operate on people, and they are only an incidental part of the story.) 
warn yE en oga-s-iga civyak ako 
pig this ERG do-PRES-s child t.w.k 
SUBJ PRED OBJ 
'This pig is doing it, to that child.' (Eveiyone knows that we are talking about what 
happened to the child.) 

According to Foley (1986:168), the word order of nominals in clauses in Papuan 

languages plays only a minor role in their interpretation. This is also true of Nggem 

transitive clauses: of greater significance in determining the grammatical roles of nominals 

are verb morphology, case marking, and semantic considerations. Word order is the deciding 

factor only when these three factors fail. So while in the majority of cases subject does 

precede object, it can only be taken as an indicator of grammatical role if no other device 

indicates otherwise. 

In examples (57) and (58) above the subject is identified by semantic factors: it is much 

more likely for me to peel a potato than for a potato to peel me. Even if the latter were 

possible, the verb would then contain an affix indicating that there is a first person singular 

object (third person singular objects do not always need to be indicated by a verbal affix). 

In the following example, the subject is identified as being the 'three men' by the plural 

subject inflection (p) on the verb. The lack of an object person affix on the verb indicates a 

third person singular object. 

ap henggarn at Ndagagi pagar-u-sogon 
men three 3s Ndagagi hold-p-FUT 
SUBJ OBJ PRED 
'Three men will hold Ndagagi.' 
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In the following example, both the third singular (3s) subject and the first person (is) 

object are identified by verbal affixes: 

Membak an yonggat neya-g-as. 
Membak is help see me-REAL-3s.NPST 
SUBJ OBJ PRED 
'Membak helped me.' 

In this example, the object is indicated by the use of neya-, a portmanteau morpheme 

that occurs as a primary verb root meaning 'see me' and as an auxiliary indicating a first 

person singular object of certain verbs (see §7.3 for a full description). 

Frequently the subject (or agent) of a transitive clause is indicated by the case marking 

particle en. This particle is also used in other functions, including ablative and causal case 

relations (see §4.8.3.3). Here we are concerned with the function that en has in identifying 

the agent of a transitive clause. We have already seen two examples of this, in examples (59) 

and (60) above. Although it does not occur with every subject/agent of a transitive clause, it 

frequently does, while never occurring with the subject/agent of an intransitive clause. This 

identifies Nggem as having traits of an ergative case system, as the agent of a transitive 

clause is opposed to that of the subject of an intransitive clause and the patient of a transitive 

clause, both of which are always unmarked'°  (cf. Foley 1986:107). Where the clitic en 

occurs with this function, it is glossed as ERG (ergative). 

The ergative case marker is used when necessary to disambiguate the roles of subject 

and object. It is also used frequently to emphasise that the subject is taking the initiative or 

responsibility, or exercising control of the action, especially where it is not a 'normal' 

activity; or to draw attention to the subject. Some examples follow: 

warn ako andi ap ako en at onggo watabuk {wat-k-as-buk} 
pig t.w.k that man t.w.k ERG 3s revenge hit-REAL-3s.NPST-NEG 
OBJ SUBJ PRED 
'That man did not revenge-kill that pig.' 

In the above example the subject did not do what is culturally appropriate - he did not 

take revenge on the pig that had wounded him. in addition, the ergative case marker 

10 Otherwise, Nggem has a nominative-accusative system morphologically, with no 
difference in subject marking on intransitive and transitive verbs. 
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disambiguates who the subject is - without it would be unclear whether the third person 

subject indicated by the verb morphology is the pig or the man, either of which could 

feasibly fill the semantic roles of subject and object in that example. 

In the following example (64), the use of the ergative case marker serves to 

d.isambiguate the subject and the object ('men' from 'women'). In example (65), it serves to 

contrast who has responsibility (or control) in the respective activities. 

It ap en akwa hogop en-ombar-up moga. 
3p men ERG women want 3p.PO-think-INF forbidden 
SUBJ OBJ PRED 
'It is forbidden for men to want women.' 
It ukwa en isak-ba-g-u lagarwik {la-k-ao-tik} ovok 
3p women ERG cook-put-REAL-p stay-REAL-3p.NPST-PRiOR complete 
SUBJ PRED 
halok it ap en homa 
see-PERF 3p men ERG women's house 

SUBJ LOC 
wa-o we-nd-agwi. 
get-PURP come-CUST-p 
PRED 

wera-go yapwi-ma en, 
roast-RES men's house-SET ABL 
OBJ ABL 

'When women have cooked, when it is finished, men come to the women's house 
from the men's house to get the cooked food.' 

3.2.4 Ditransitive Clause 

A ditransitive clause is one that has the core arguments of a subject, object, and 

personal object. A personal object is an animate object, usually human. All ditransitive 

clauses in Nggem have the personal object marked on the verb in conjunction with one of the 

personal object auxiliaries -ba- 'put', -ha- 'see', or -ir- 'recipient' (see Chapter 7). As with 

other clauses, ditransitive clauses can consist of a verb by itself. For example: 

wal-nir-u 
hit-i s.REC-2s.IMP 
'Write something and give to me.' (wat- 'hit' has a range of meanings, including 
'write'.) 

The most common order of core arguments in a ditransitive clause is: 

SUBJECT (S) - OBJECT (0)- PERSONAL OBJECT (P0) - VERB (V) 

The orders of 0-S-PO, O-PO-S and P0-0-S are unattested in the data, though any order of 

any two core arguments in a clause is possible, e.g. 0-S, PO-S, P0-0 etc. 
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As with transitive clauses, in ditransitive clauses the ergative case marker en frequently 

marks the subject. When it does not, the subject is identified in the same way as for transitive 

clauses - by semantics, verb morphology or word order. Some examples of ditransitive 

clauses follow: 

Tuan enggen wisane an wok-ni-g-as. 
white man seeds many is give-ls.REC-REAL-3s.NPST 
SUBJ OBJ P0 PRED 
'The white man gave me lots of seeds.' 
An-enen it ap andi"an n-awl pa-ban-es" 
is-ERG 3p men that is ls.GEN-house build-put. is.P0-2p.IMP 
SUBJ P0 OBJ (OBJ PRED) 
yug-iri-g-i. 
say-3 p. REC -REAL- ls.NPST 
PRED 
'I said to those men "Build my house for me".' 
An Abok en Nggem en-ane mamul-nir-is-iga. 
is Abok ERG Nggem 3p.GEN-talk teach-ls.REC-CUST-s 
P0 SUBJ OBJ PRED 
'Abok is teaching me the Nggem language.' 
Ala en en-endawi ma-be-g-eg-i. 
God ERG 3p.GEN-heart insert-put.3p.PO-REAL-FPST-3s 
SUBJ POILOC PRED 
'God put (something) in their hearts.' 

3.2.5 Speech quote clause 
Speech quote clauses are clauses that contain a speech quote. These have two additional 

optional elements. The quote may be preceded by a verb phrase meaning 'while the subject 

spoke', and may be followed by the perfect participle ylluk literally meaning 'having said' 

but here meaning 'having thought' (l 1.3.4). 

Ir-enen v-zig-u dugwit "hal ap yE nggorna menda" 
3p-ERG say-REAL-p while 2s man this where NOMR 
SUBJ QUOTE INTRO QUOTE 
y-iluk Tuan Erickson Heyblom yug-o-g-og-wa-ma 
say-PERF Mr Erickson Heyblom say-3s.REC-REAL-FPST-3p-SET 

SUBJ 
'They, Mr Erickson and Heyblom, spoke to him saying, "You this man are [from] 
which group?".' 

Only direct quotes have been recorded in speech quote clauses. 
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3.2.6 Equative clause 
Equative clauses in Nggem are clauses in which the subject of the clause is identified 

with the entity expressed by the complement. The form of these constructions is: 

SUBJECT - COMPLEMENT 

The complement is a noun phrase or adjective phrase that represents an inherent, stable, or 

defming feature of the subject. This differs from that of attributive clauses discussed in the 

next section. Some examples follow. 

At an n-asin. 
3s is ls.GEN-father 
SUBJ COMPL 
'He is my father.' 
Ap isa-g-ag-wa andi o-inis Wabit. 
man steam cook-REAL-FPST-3p that 3s.GEN-name Wabit 
SUBJ COMPL 
'The name of the man they cooked is Wabit.' 
P/ri andi ap. 
Piri that man 
SUBJ COMPL 
'Piri is a man.' 

Negative equative clauses take the negative particle dek or the remonstrative negative 

particle buk after the nominal complement: 

At an n-as/n dek 
3s is is.GEN-father NEG 
SUBJ COMPL PART 
'He is not my father.' 
An hat humis buk en. 
is 2s group NEG REAS 
SUBJ COMPL PART 
'I am not one of your group (so why are you expecting that of me)' 

3.2.7 Attributive clause 

Attributive clauses in Nggem are used when the subject has the features indicated in the 

complement phrase. Whereas the complements of equative clauses generally represent 

inherent features of the subject, those of attributive clauses are more temporal, subject to 

change, or non-integral to the identity of the subject. The attributive complement may be 

either an adjective, quantifier or noun phrase, but in any case, that feature is likely to be 

subject to change. 
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Syntactically, they differ in that attributive clauses may use an optional copula, namely 

the existential participle werek 'exist'; or the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' or the verb al- 

'become' Attributive clauses have the following structure: 

SUBJECT- COMPLEMENT - (COPULA) 

The copula is optional in the presenticustomary tense attributive clauses. In the following 

examples, the copula is written where it is found in the data. However, in all instances it may 

be added or deleted. 

An munggut wisane. 
is snot many 
SUBJ COMPL 
'I have a runny nose.' 
Warn andi edup wisane. 
pig that hot very 
SUBJ COMPL 
'That pig is very fierce.' 
Hwa andi edup wisane werek 
woman that hot very EXIST 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'That woman is very fierce.' 
Bonnie aup agarik. 
Bonnie sick she is 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'Bonnie is sick.' 

In the above examples the use of the copula seems to make no difference in meaning 

whether or not it is used, but it does in some other instances. Contrast (81) with (82) and (83) 

with (84) below: 

It en-ane huluk. 
3p 3p.GEN-talk lie 
SUBJ COMPL 
'Their talk is lies.' (Fixed state) 
It enane huluk werek 
3p 3p.GEN-talk lie EXIST 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'There are lies in their talk.' or 'their talk has lies' (but it is not necessarily all lies) 
(Temporary, subject to change state) 
Mbuku andi sek 
book that good 
SUBJ COMPL 
'That book is good.' (Fixed state) 
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Mbuku andi sek werek. 
book that good EXIST 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'There is some good in that book' or 'that book has some good' (but not necessarily all 
of it is good - it is not a defuiing characteristic of the whole book). 

Examples (81) and (83) are best treated as equative clauses, as they refer to inherent, 

defining characteristics of the subject, while (82) and (84) are attributive, referring to non-

defining characteristics. It should not be understood however that the absence of the copula 

automatically assigns the clause to the categoiy of equative clauses (as examples (77) - (80) 

demonstrate). Likewise the use of a noun or adjective phrase that normally refers to a fixed 

state does not automatically assign the clause to that of equative clauses: 

at nggorak wela-g-ag-i 
3s corpse stay-REAL-FPST-3s 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'He was (like) a corpse.' 

In the above example, the subject (a sick man) had been like a corpse (usually an 

inherent, permanent feature) but had not remained so. The use of the copula serves to 

highlight that for him it had not been an permanent feature - thus this clause is better 

considered an attributive clause. Givon (1984:92) notes that this phenomena occurs in other 

languages: "in some languages the copula 'be' may serve to make the semantic distinction 

between 'be temporarily' and 'be permanently' with the same lexical adjective serving as 

predicate". 

If any tense/mode information is required by an attributive clause, it is carried by the 

verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' or at- 'become', as in example (85) above and the following 

examples. 

At aup wela-g-a. 
3s sick stay-REAL-3s.NPST 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'He was sick.' 
at a/co andi o-iluk a-g-ag-i. 
3s t.w.k that 3s.GEN-alive become-REAL-FPST-3s 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'He that we know about became alive' (or 'woke up'). 
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Negative attributive clauses may either have a negative suffix affixed to the verb or the 

negative particle dek or buk in place of the copula, as in the following example: 

An aup dek 
is sick NEG 
SUBJ COMPL COP 
'I am not sick.' 

3.2.8 State of mental condition clause 

A subtype of attributive clauses is what I term 'state of mental condition' clauses. In 

these there is a possessed state of mental condition (SMC) adjective that refers to a state of 

mental condition. These adjectives include inggut unggut 'ignorant', ilup 'knowledgable' 

and alon 'afraid'. The structure of these clauses is: 

(SUBJECT)-(COMPLEMENT)- MENTAL CONDITION ADJ- (COPULA) 

The possessor of the phrase containing the mental condition state is both possessor of the 

phrase and the subject of the clause, and may be elided (though the identity of the subject is 

still indicated by the pronominal prefixes on the adjective). The complement and copula are 

optional. For example: 

An n-ilup. 
is 1 s.GEN-knowledgeable 
'I am knowledgeable (about something).' 

The complement of the state of mental condition in an example like this is unspoken, 

but known to the speaker and hearer. In form, the above example resembles a phrase rather 

than a clause, but it is used as a clause. 

The copula may be wela-/dogo- 'stay' or at- 'become'. If a copula is included, then we 

have, for example: 

An n-ilup agirik 
is is. GEN-knowledgeable I am 
SUBJ SMC COP 
'I am knowledgable.' 

When a complement phrase is included that indicates what the state of mental condition 

is about, the state of mental condition phrase may stay together or the possessor may be 

placed at the front of the clause: 
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It in-mis an n-unggut. 
3p 3p.GEN-name is is.GEN-ignorant 
COMPL SUBJ SMC 
'I do not know their names.' 
An it in-mis n-unggut. 
is 3p 3p.GEN-name ls.GEN-ignorant 
SUBJ COMPL SMC 
'I do not know their names.' 

The following example includes all of the possible elements for this clause type, and a 

temporal adverb as well: 

An Nggem en-ane pivis n-ilup ar-ugw-is. 
is Nggem 3p.GEN-talk later ls.GEN-knowledgable become-DEL.FUT-ls 
SUBJ COMPL ADV SMC COP 
'I will later become knowledgeable of the Nggem language.' 

3.3 Phrases 
Major phrase types include noun phrases (S3.3. 1), possessive phrases (3.3.2), adjective 

phrases (3.3.3), adverbial phrases of time and location (S3.3.4), and complex phrases 

(3.3.5). Complex phrases include coordinate phrases (3.3.5.1), appositional phrases 

(3.3.5.2) and the totality phrase (3.3.5.3). The section will finish with a subsection on 

relative clauses (3.3.6), discussed in this section due to the similarity of function with 

phrases. 

3.3.1 Noun Phrase 
The head of a noun phrase can be a noun, pronoun, proper noun or possessor phrase 

(3.3.2). Modifiers and determiners mostly occur after the head, with a few exceptions that 

occur before the head. 

The structure of the noun phrase can be seen in the table below. Above the line is the 

name of the function of the element, and below the line is the set of items that can fulfil that 

function. 
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Table 3.1: The noun phrase 

(PRE- 
MODIFIER) 

HEAD (POST- 
 MODIFIER) 

(POST- 
MODIFIER)  

(DETERMINER) 

Relative Noun NP Adjective Determiner(s) (up 
clause Pronoun Adjective phrase to three) 

NP . Possessive phrase Numeral 

phrase Numeral Locative 

Locative phrase  
phrase 

Relative 
clause 

Minimally a NP consists of a noun or pronoun (unless the head of the noun phrase is 

elided, see below). Maximally the head of a NP occurs with no more than three other 

elements. The most common position for modifiers is after the head. The order of modifiers 

is: NP - adjective - quantity - location, although these do not all occur together in one phrase. 

Some examples follow: 

is namut ombok 
water pool big 
'a big pool of water' (i.e. 'a lake') 
avyak maduk ambi 
child small one 
'one small child' 
ap henggam andena 
men three there 
'three men there' 

Noun phrases frequently occur with one or two determiners, and occasionally with 

three. The most common determiners areyi 'this', andi 'that', and ako 'that which we know 

about' (glossed as t.w.k). The only order of two determiners that has not been observed is 

andi yi and ako yl, and the only sequence of three determiners observed is andi ako andi 

'that - that which we know about - that' (100). Some examples of phrases with determiners 

follow: 

ap mudis yoma andi 
men dark here that 
'the dark men here' 
wene sek ako 
message good t.w.k 
'the good message that we know' 
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o yi ako 
house this t.w.k 
'this house that we know about' 
wene yi andi avyarat 
message this that true 
'This that message is true.' (This message (that I have just said) is true.') 
mbas andi ako andi 
snake that t.w.k that 
'that snake that we know about' 

Modifiers may only occur before the head when the head is wene 'message' or adem 

'subject, central point, topic', and the modifier may be a noun phrase or relative clause. The 

modifier provides infonnation regarding the 'message' (wene) or 'topic' (adem); e.g. 

o wene 
house message 
'a message/talk about houses' 
hen-eyave sek dogo-p wene 
2p.GEN-body good stay-INF message 
'a message about your bodies staying well' (i.e. 'a health book') 
o endak oga-g-ag-wa adem andi 
time before do-REAL-FPST-3p central point that 
'the point regarding what they did previously' 

Wene 'message' may alternatively be modified by a NP or relative clause occurring 

after it, and not infrequently the relative clause may be sandwiched between two occurrences 

of wene. 

wene bola-g-ag-i 
message get lost-REAL-FPST-3s 
'the story of how she got lost' 
wene Ala o-avema bisa-up wene yE 
message God 3s.GEN-below put.them-ll'4F message this 
'this message about putting them under God' (an idiom meaning 'God's Kingdom') 

Noun phrases with proper nouns as head can contain determiners as other noun phrases 

can: 

Papias ako and! 
Papias t.w.k that 
'Papias that we know about' 

Noun phrases with pronouns as head rarely have more than one modifier, and that is 

always post-head. Determiners occur as for ordinary noun phrases: 
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it henggam 
3p three 
'those three' 
hat ako andi 
2s t.w.k that 
'you that we know about' 

The head of a NP may be elided, as in the following examples. Example (110) occurs 

following a clause meaning 'They ate a revenge payment at Lwanma'. 

ambi Ninugwagas en nanggao {nVn-k-ao} 
one Ninugwagas ABL consume-REAL-3p.NPST 
'They ate one [revenge payment] at Ninugwagas' 
an n-abur-i endak 1mm swi inim 
is ls.GEN-child-p before COM new COM 
'my first children and new [child]' 

Noun phrases are frequently found in coordinate phrases (3.3.5.1) and appositional 

phrases (3.3.5.2). 

3.3.2 Possessive phrase 
Possessive phrases have two elements, a possessor and a possessed item. The possessor 

element may be filled by a NP, relative clause or a possessive phrase, and the possessed by 

either a NP as in (112) or adjective phrase (3.3.3) as in (113). The possessed item has a 

pronominal prefix on the head (the first element) that agrees with the possessor in number 

and person. These pronominal prefixes are described in §4.1.2 below. 

Mberan ag-yo 
Mberan 3s.GEN-tree 
'Miberan's tree' 
an n-ilup 
Is ls.GEN-knowledge 
'I possess knowledge' (I.e. 'I know') 

The possessor element is optional and frequently elided: 

hen-asuwe 
2p. GEN-friend 
'your(p) friend' 

Possessive phrases may be embedded in possessive phrases. For example: 

an n-as/n ag-yo 
is ls.GEN-father 3s.GEN-tree 
'my father's tree' 
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Possessive phrases express a range of meanings in Nggem, as in many other languages 

(Payne 1997:104). The term 'possession' does not necessarily imply ownership, but can 

indicate various types of relationship between the 'possessor' and 'possessed'. The 

relationships expressed by possessive phrases in Nggem (some of which are very similar to 

those found in Yali (Fahner 1979:32)) can be classified as follows: 

1. The possessor owns or has possession of the possessed item. 
an n-angge dek 
Is ls.GEN-possession NEG 
'I don't have any possessions' 
at e-yaga ovatek 
3s 3s.GEN-knife blunt 
'her knife is blunt' 

2. The possessed item is a body part of the possessor. Body parts are inherently 
possessed, that is, they must be possessed (cf. Payne 1997:60). 

ap in-iris adup menda 
people 3p.GEN-hair long NOMR 
'straight haired people (an expression used to refer to Indonesians who originate from 
outside of the province of Papua)' 
nen-aruk mbanggu {mbal-k-u} la-g-ag-up 
1p.GEN-ear cut-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST- ip 
'We used to cut our ears.' 

3. The possessed item origmates from or is produced by the possessor: 
nen-ane 
1p.GEN-talk 
'our talk' 
h-al 
2s.GEN-faeces 
'your faeces' 

4. The possessed and the possessor have a social or kinship relationship These are 
inherently possessed: 

nen-ami homb-ag-as 
1p.GEN-uncle die-REAL-3 s.NPST 
'Our uncle died.' 
an n-asin yl 
Is 3p.GEN-father this 
'This is my father' or 'this father of mine' 

5. The possessor has the characteristic or the feature of the possessed word. These 
items are adjectives, and are inherently possessed. 

ayai n-alon! 
wow ls.GEN-fear 
'Wow I'm afraid.' 
Yavup at o-anggon. 
work 3s 3s.GEN-dislike 
'He doesn't like work' or 'work is his dislike.' 
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Hit hen-adup wisane. 
2p 2p.GEN-long veiy 
'You(p) are very tall.' 

6. Finally, many postpositional type constructions feature inherently possessed 
nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, which express the relationship of the 'possessor' 
to another entity. 

An n-ambetaga omanes. 
is ls.GEN-behthd come.2s.IMF 
'Come behind (follow) me.' 
Ap huru nen-anggelekma agarik 
man outsider 1p.GEN-among he is 
'An outsider is living among us.' 
Hal h-endak ela-k 
2s 2s.GEN-before go-2s.IMP 
'You go first/before.' 

3.3.3 Adjective phrase 
Adjective phrases occur as modifiers of NPs, subjects of existential clauses and 

complements of equative and attributive clauses. Adjectives can be modified by quantifiers, 

adverbs or the maimer participle erogo. The structure of the adjective phrase can be seen in 

the table below. 

Table 3.2: Adjective phrase 

HEAD I (MODIFIER) 1 (MOD 

mondok 
'definitely' 

horok 'limited' 

ambukumat 'a few, 
a small amount' 

adjective quantifier 

edok 'defmitely' 

adigal 'just', 'only' 

manner participle 
erogo 

ad/gal 'just', 'only' 

An adjective may occur with two modifiers, as in the examples below. The head 

adjectives are in bold type. 

mondok alon edok 
definite afraid definitely 
'definitely really afraid' 
mondok i/uk adigat 
definite alive just 
'permanantly alive' 

The only example of two modifiers occurring after the head is the following: 

sek edok adigal 
good definitely just 
'just really good' 
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Examples like these are rare. Much more common is for an adjective to occur with one 

modifier: 

horok maduk 
limited small 
'fairly small' 
edup wisane 
hot many 

'vely hot' 

The quantifier ambukumat 'few, small amount' can occur either before or after the 

adjective that it modifies: 

ambukumat aganggen 
small amount warm 
'a little bit warm' 
iluk ambukumat 
ahve small amount 
'a little bit alive' 

When the manner participle (MAN) erogo occurs in an adjective phrase, it can have 

various senses. Two of these are illustrated below. Firstly, erogo may function as an 

intensifier of the feature indicated by the adjective, as in example (137) below. Secondly, as 

can be seen in example (138), an adjective phrase containing erogo may function as an 

adverb indicating the manner in which an event is done. More information regarding the 

manner participle erogo is found in § 11.5.1. 

adumu erogo 
distant MAN 
'a really long way' 

Sek erogo ogar-u. 
good MAN do-2s.IMP 
'Do it well.' 

3.3.4 Adverbial phrases of time and location 

Many phrases referring to time or location are noun phrases with a case marking suffix 

or particle indicating that they are filling that role (see §4.8.3). These are distinct from 

adverbial phrases of time or location that have locational or temporal adverbs as head. The 

structure of the latter is simple. The head may be optionally preceded by o 'time, place, 

village, house'. The meaning of the phrase does not seem to vary whether or not o is used. 
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The head may be followed by a determiner (rare) and some adverbs may be followed by the 

manner participle erogo, which functions as an intensifier. For example: 

(0) yogak 

time today 
'today' 
o muk erogo 

time ancient MAN 
'a long time ago' 
(o) andoma 

place there 
'there' 
him erogo 
inside MAN 
'right inside' 

3.3.5 Complex phrases 

Complex phrases are of three types, the coordinate phrase, appositional phrase and 

totality phrase. Coordinate phrases and appositional phrases are combinations of two or more 

phrases. A complex phrase consisting of two or more NPs is known as a coordinate noun 

phrase' or an 'appositional noun phrase', and are a subset of the more general 'noun phrase'. 

A reference to a NP therefore may include coordinate noun phrases or appositional noun 

phrases. The same applies for other phrase types. 

3.3.5.1 Coordinate phrase 

Coordinate phrases are phrases that contain two or more phrases that are of equal 

standing and which together form a single argument of a clause. Coordinate phrases in 

Nggem may include an optional conjunction which occur at the end of one or more of the 

phrases, such as the comitative (COM) case marker inim 'and, with', o also meaning 'and' or 

'with', or a meaning 'or'. As many as six phrases have been found linked together in 

coordinate phrases. To date only noun phrases and locational phrases have been found in 

coordinate phrases. Some examples follow: 

Mendina inim Membak inim 

Mendina COM Membak COM 
'Mendma and Membak' 
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Sanggime o, Bapak Homarek o, Pak Gembala Abok o, 
Sanggime and Mr Homarek and Mr Pastor Abok and 
Guru Yosi o, Ebelon 
teacher Yosi and Ebelon 
'Sanggime and Mr Homarek and Mr Pastor Abok and teacher Yosi and Ebelon' 
das a erom a 
banana or potato or 
'bananas or sweet potato' 

As mentioned, the coordinating conjunction is optional. If it is used with the first phrase 

however, it is usually used on all subsequent phrases, with the only exception being the final 

phrase of a long string as in example (144) above. If not used with the first phrase, it may be 

introduced after a subsequent phrase; e.g. 

an no-gwa ako an n-abur-i endak inim swi inim 
is ls.GEN-wife t.w.k is ls.GEN-child-p first COM new COM 
'my wife and my first children and (the) new (child)' 

A coordinate phrase string is frequently terminated with the manner participle erogo or 

the phrase obok erogo, which has the sense 'complete manner', 'all' or 'all in a group': 

in-inggis inim en-aruk inirn obok erogo 
3p.GEN-hand COM 3p.GEN-ear COM complete MAN 
'all their hands and their ears' 

3.3.5.2 Appositional Phrase 

Appositional phrases are phrases that include two or three embedded phrases placed 

next to each other, each referring to the same entity but contributing additional information 

regarding that entity or referring to the entity in a different way. Appositional phrases can 

include noun phrases, possessive phrases, numeral phrases, coordinate phrases or adjective 

phrases. They are veiy common in Nggem, especially as the subject element. Some 

examples can be seen below. 

Membak inirn Mat inim it ap mberen 
Membak COM Mat COM 3p men two 
'Membak and Mat, they two men' 
nit nen-ane ako, hurup hurup ako, adik-adik ako 
1p 1p.GEN-talk t.w.k letter letter t.w.k different-different t.w.k 
,our language, the letters, the different ones, ...' (Referring to the different letters used 
to write the Nggem language.) 
hwa Yarius o-gwa ako 
woman Yarius 3s.GEN-wife t.w.k 
'the woman Yarius' wife that we know about' 
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at Pr/a andi 
3s Pria that 
'she Pria' 
it ukwa ako andi 
3p women t.w.k that 
'those women' 

3.3.5.3 TotaHty phrase 

The phrase that I have termed the 'totality phrase' is a phrase that refers to all of, many 

of, or different kinds of, the members of the class of item indicated by the heads of the 

phrase. The structure of the phrase is: 

Table 3.3: Totality phrase 

DETERMINER HEAD(1) DETERMINER HEAD(2) 

yi 'this' NP 

verb 

ndi 'that' copy of head(1) 

The second head is always the same as the first. Nd/is a contraction of andi 'that'. The 

most common occurrence of this phrase has the nominaliser menda as head. 

yi menda ndi menda 
this NOMR that NOMR 
'everything' or 'different kinds of things' 

The structure of each phrase in the totality phrase is the opposite of the normal noun 

phrase, in which the detenrnners occur phrase fmally. Some more examples follow: 

yi aw/ ndi awl 
this home that home 
'everywhere' or 'many places' 
yi mbas ndi mbas 
this snake that snake 
'all snakes' or 'many snakes' or 'different kinds of snakes' 
wene yi wene ndi wene mbanggwis {rnbal-k-wis} 
message this message that message' cut-REAL-p 
'(we) discuss different kinds of things' 

The latter example above has the totality phrase occurring within an appositional 

phrase, hence the initial occurrence of wene 'message'. One example has been recorded of a 

verb plus conjunction occurring as the head of a totality phrase: 

Ar-enen yi ogar-up h alok ndi ogar-up h alok oga-g-ya dogo-sogon. 
3 s-ERG this do-INF if that do-INF if do-REAL-s stay-FUT 
'He will keep doing everything he does (lit. 'he will keep doing 'if do this if do that") 
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The totality phrase is found in the same positions as an NP, and is considered a subtype 

of the noun phrase. A reference to a noun phrase may therefore include reference to a totality 

phrase. 

3.3.6 Relative clauses 

The most common kind of relative clause found in Nggem is simply a clause containing 

an independent verb, followed by one of the demonstratives yi 'this', andi 'that' or ako 'that 

which we know about' (glossed as t.w.k). These may be internally headed relative clauses, as 

in (158) and (159), or headless relative clauses as in (160) (cf. Payne 1997:433). 

Erom enggen womb-ag-as yi an na-yogon. 
potato seed descend-REAL-3s.NPST this is consume-s.FUT 
OBJ SUBJ PRED 
'I will eat this sweet potato crumb that fell.' 
Ap samban oga-g-ag-i ako en hwa ambi 
man pray do-REAL-FPST-3s t.w.k ERG woman one 
SUBJ P0 
"en-eyami paga dag-in" yug-e-g-eg-i. 
3p. GEN-footsteps in ascend-2s.IMP say-3s.REC-REAL-FPST-3 s 
QUOTE PRED 
'The man who prayed said to a woman "go up in their footsteps".' 
Ala o-omawi wisane paga it en-endawi 
God 3s.GEN-power many INSTR 3p 3p.GEN-heart 
SUBJ [NSTR OBJ 
umbutugwa {ombat-k-uk-wa} ako sova-be-g-eg-i. 
think-REAL-FPST-3p t.w.k push down-put.3p.PO-REAL-FPST-3 s 

PRED 
'God by his great power suppressed that which they thought.' 

In §3.3.1 relative clauses modifying wene 'message; and adem 'subject, central point, 

topic' were encountered. They are externally headed relative clauses. Other kinds of relative 

clauses are described in §4.9.1.5 and § 11.6. The head of a relative clause is detemiined by 

context, not by any grammatical device. 
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Chapter 4 

Non-verbal word classes and morphology 



4. NON-VERBAL WORD CLASSES AND MORPHOLOGY 
This chapter will review the word classes found in Nggem, with the exception of verbs 

which are introduced in Chapter 5. Aspects of morphology related to these word classes are 

discussed as they occur. In comparison with verb morphology, which is extensive, 

morphology of other word classes is notably scant. Major word classes described in this 

chapter include pronominals (4. 1), nouns (4.2), adjectives (4.3), numerals (4.4), 

demonstratives (4.5), adverbs (4.6) interrogative pro-forms (4.7) and relators (4.8). 

Small closed classes of speech are discussed in §4.9. 

The chapter finishes with a section on reduplication (4. 10), a process that occurs with 

several word classes. As the effects of reduplication are not specific to particular categories 

and are not very productive, they are discussed together in one section rather than repeated 

for each word class that may be reduplicated. 

4.1 Pronominals 
This section will discuss both the word class pronouns, and the related morphological 

category pronominal prefixes. 

4.1.1 Pronouns 
Pronouns are a closed class consisting of six members, corresponding to the pronouns 

found in other Darn languages. The forms of the pronouns are invariable, regardless of case. 

The pronouns can be seen in the following table. 

Table 4.1: Pronouns 

Person Singular Plural 

an nit 

2 hat hit 

3 at it 

From these it can be seen that singular is characterized by a and plural by 1, first person 

by n, second person by h and third person by a. Similar characteristics can also be seen in 

pronominal prefixes, discussed in the following section. 
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4.1.2 Pronominal prefixes 

Pronominal prefixes are prefixes that occur with various parts of speech, including 

adjectives and nouns where they indicate 'possession' (see §3.3.2 above for discussion on 

the various semantic features of 'possession'). The same prefixes are also found on some 

verbal adjuncts (see §5.2) and the verb ombat- 'think, believe' (7.6). 

Similar to the pronouns, there is a six-way pronominal prefix system. The morphemes 

are: 

Table 4.2: Pronominal prefixes 

Person Singular Plural 

1 n('V2 )- 

2 h'Y2)- hV jn(V2,)- 

3 (Vi- V1n(V2,)- 

Again, it can be seen that n marks first person, h second person and the absence of a 

consonant marks third person. -Vn indicates plural. There are several allomorphs of the 

pronominal prefixes, with the vowels of the prefix varying according to the first letter of the 

prefixed element. The rules for these variations are: 

V1  is e (column 1 in the table below) except where the prefixed word begins with i, 

where it is i (column 2). 

V2  - does not occur before vowels (columns 1 and 2). This is parsed as a- for third 

person singular possessors, for example a-eyak 3s.GEN-child 'her child'; 

- is o before a bilabial consonant, w, hw or sw followed by a (column 3); 

- is e before any other consonant foliowed by a (column 4); 

- is a everywhere else (column 5). 

In addition, the pronominal prefixes add a g before a small group of mostly 

monosyllabic vowel-initial words (column 6). This includes some (but not all) words 

borrowed from Indonesian, such as ayam 'chicken', nag-ayam 'my chicken'. 

The various allomorphs of the pronominal prefix can be seen in context in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: Pronominal prefix allomorphs 

Pro- (1) Words beginning (2) Words beginning (3) Words beginning 
nominal with vowel except for with i, e.g. ii 'eye' with bilabial 
reference i, e.g. ane 'talk' consonant, w, hw or 

sw followed by a, e.g. 
bagas 'possum' 

is n-ane n-il no-bagas 

2s h-ane h-il ho-bagas 

3s o-ane o-il o-bagas 

ip nen-ane n/n-il neno-bagas 

2p hen-ane h/n-il heno-bagas 

en-ane in-il eno-bagas 

Pro- (4) Words beginning (5) Words beginning (6) Certain nouns 
nominal with non-bilabial with consonant followed add -g- between the 
reference consonant followed by by e, i, o, u, e.g. digi prefix and the noun. 

a, e.g. lave 'spade' 'string' E.g. el 'sugarcane' 

is ne-/ave na-digi nag-el 

2s he-lave ha-digi hag-el 

3s e-lave a-digi ag-el 

ip nene-lave nena-digi nenag-el 

hene-lave hena-digi henag-el 

ene-lave ena-digi enag-el 

There are other pronominal affixes that refer to subjects and personal objects found on 

verbs that are not discussed in this section. They are described in the relevant chapters below 

on verb morphology. 

4.2 Nouns 
This open class includes ordinary nouns, kinship nouns and proper nouns. Nouns can 

occur as the head of noun phrases. They differ from adjectives in that nouns do not occur 

with the maimer participle erogo (3.3.3 and § 11.5.1) 

Ordinary nouns refer to names of people, places, things, etc. Various sub-types are 

found. These include inherently possessed nouns such as body parts, and optionally 

possessed nouns such as ha/i 'firewood', and sup 'path'. Others again are never marked for 

possession, such as abyak 'male child'. The prefixes used to indicate possession have been 

discussed in §4.1.2 above, and the various relations that may be expressed by possession in 

§3.3.2 above. Nouns are sometimes found reduplicated for plurality and other purposes; see 
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§4.10. A few nouns have singular and plural forms (e.g. hwa 'woman', akwa ukwa 

'women'). 

Kinship nouns are a closed sub-class that refer to kinship or social relationships, and 

are distinguishable in that they can take the plural suffix -i, unlike other nouns. These 

include words like omba 'grandchild/grandfather', arup, 'opposite gender clan sibling', and 

ambeyak 'grandchild/grandmother'. Pigs, which play an important part in Nggem social life 

and culture, also fall into this category as they can be inflected for plurality, though this is 

optional. Most kinship nouns are inherently possessed. Exceptions are hinya 'mother', which 

is never inflected for possession, hwa, which when possessed means 'wife' but otherwise 

means 'woman' and wam/anggorn 'pig" which is only possessed if the context requires. 

The plural suffix -i indicates any number more than one. For example: 

N-asin-i hinya-i n-owa-i n-aor-i wa. 
is. GEN-father-p mother-p 1 s.GEN-eld. sib-p 1 s.GEN-yng. sib-p greetings 
'Greetings, my fathers, mothers, older siblings and younger siblings.' 
nen-anggom-i 
1p. GEN-pig-p 
'our pigs' 

An allomorph -Wi occurs with some, though not all, a- fmal kinship terms, for instance 

omba-wi 'grandfathers/grandchildren', but not hinya-i 'mothers', Diva-i 'elder siblings'. 

Proper nouns are the names of specific beings or places. They do not normally occur 

with adjectives or quantifiers, though frequently occur with determiners (an example can be 

seen in §3.3.1 above). 

4.3 Adjectives 
Adjectives refer to characteristics of things, including human mental condition, quality 

and quantity. Apart from the semantic features, adjectives are distinguishable from nouns in 

that they can occur with the manner participle erogo (S3.3.3 and §11.5.1), which nouns never 

' Warn is the word for pig, but anggorn is the irregular possessed form. 
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Some adjectives may bear pronominal prefixes m the same way as nouns. These mclude 

such items as alon 'fear', unggut 'ignorance', dul 'short', edup 'hot, sick, fierce', i/uk 'alive', 

aveta 'huge', anggok 'old' and i/up 'knowledgeable'. An example is an n-anggok 'my 

oldness' or 'I am old'; other examples were given in §3.3.2. 

Other adjectives may not be prefixed for possession. These include such items as sek 

'good', weyak 'bad', ombok 'big', maduk 'small', swi 'new', and mudu 'light coloured'. 

One adjective uses an infix -re- to indicate plural: maduk 'small(s)'; mareduk 'small 

(p)'. Some speakers also add a suffix corresponding to the kinship noun plural suffix -ito 

this word (e.g. maredugi 'small (p)'), but that is rare and has not been observed on other 

adjectives. 

Reduplication of adjectives is discussed in §4.10. 

Orientation adjectives are formed by the suffix -nak 'orientation' (ORIENT) affixed to 

any of the motion verb roots Ia- 'go', wat-/wa- 'come', wamb- 'descend steeply', wira-/wit-

'descend gradually' or ii- 'ascend'. The resulting forms are adjectives that are used to 

indicate physical orientation; see (163). This suffix, which is stressed, is affixed to the realis 

root of a verb (5. 1), in most cases minus the realis suffix. An exception is the root ii-

'ascend', which has the realis suffix -g preceding the orientation suffix. The allomorph -Vnak 

occurs after consonant fmal roots. For example: 

163) Verb root (realis) Orientation adjective 
wal-/wa- 'come' wenk 'facing oneself 
Ia- 'go' Ien6k 'facing away' 
wamb- 'descend steeply' wamben6k 'facing steeply downward' 
wit- 'descend gradually' wirink wurunk 'facing gradually downward 

toward speaker' 
ii- 'ascend' 1ngg1n6k 'facing upwards (towards 

speaker?)' 

The roots wit- 'descend gradually' and ii- 'ascend' are also found inflected with the 

suffix -igik, which has a similar meaning. The evidence in the data is sketchy but it appears 

that for these two roots -igik indicates an orientation away from the speaker, whereas the 

same roots with the suffix -Vnak indicate direction towards the speaker. 
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164) Verb root (realis) Orientation adjective 
wit- 'descend gradually' wirEgik 'facing downwards (?away from the speaker)' 
ii- 'ascend' iligik 'facing upwards (?away from the speaker?)' 

Some examples of these derived adjectives follow. 

yo atok le-nak 
tree point go-ORIENT 
'a point of a tree facing away' 
yo atok il-igik 
tree point ascend-ORIENT 
'a point of a branch facing upwards away from the speaker' 

4.4 Numerals 
Individual numerals are a small set, with just three words that express specific numeric 

quantity: 

ambi 'one' 
mberen two, 
henggam 'three' 

Other numerals are compounds of these, or clauses, such as: 

mberen-mberen 
ninggis ambi dinggilik 
ninggis ambiva ambi inim dinggilik 

'two-two' ('four') 
'my one hand rolled up' ('five') 
'my one hand and one rolled up' ('six') 

or 
henggam-henggam 'three-three' ('six') 
ninggis ambiva mberen inim dinggilik 'my one hand and two rolled up' 

('seven') 
ninggis ambiva hen ggam erogo inim dinggilik 'my one hand and three rolled up' 

('eight') 
ninggis ambiva mberen-mberen erogo inim dinggilik 'my one hand and two-two 

rolled up' ('nine') 
ninggis penak-penak obok dinggilik 'my hand both sides all rolled up' ('ten') 

As can be seen, these numerals are 'bulky'. and people typically express a number by 

indicating with their fmgers and toes rather than naming it. Nowadays Indonesian numerals 

are also commonly used. 

Ambi 'one' is also used as an indefinite article, as seen in the following example: 

swa yuvut ambi ndan y-ag-ag-i 
bird hornbill one arrive say-REAL-FPST-3s 
'A hornbill bird arrived.' 

4.5 Demonstratives 
Demonstratives can function as both demonstrative pronouns, filling in for a NP, and as 

demonstrative adjectives where they modify a NP. The demonstratives include yi 'this', andi 
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'that' ako or nogo 'that which we know about"2. As seen in the discussion of NPs above 

(3 .3.1), combinations of demon stratives frequently occur in phrases. 

4.6 Adverbs 

Adverbs have been defined as 'modifiers of verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs' and 

'modifiers of constituents other than nouns' (Schachter 1985:20). The following classes of 

adverbs are found in Nggem: 

Degree adverbs 

Degree adjectives include Eya, 'vely, many, extreme' wisane 'many, very' (also found 

as adjectives), horok 'limited'. 

Aspectual adverbs 

These include ao 'still, not yet', ovok 'already', page 'soon, recently'. These occur pre- 

verbally. 

Modality adverbs 

Modality adverbs mostly occur post-verbally, such as moga 'forbidden', edok 

'definitely', hogop 'want'. 

Locative adverbs 

The most common locatives (adverbs of location) are derived from the demonstratives 

yE, andi and ako. The suffix -nam indicates close proximity or specific location, and the 

setting citic -ma/-mu (4.8.3.1) indicates general location. These affixes are also found on 

the interrogative pro-forms that substitute for locatives. For example: 

YE 'this' 
yenam 'here - specific' 
yoma 'here - general' 
andi 'that' 
andenam 'there - specific' 
andoma 'there - general' 
ako 'that which we know about' 
akonam 'there in a specific location that we know about' 
akoma 'there in a general location that we know about' 
ngga 'which' 
nggenam 'where - specific' 
nggoma 'where - general' 

12 Nogo is rarely heard and according to locals is a borrowing from a Western Darn dialect. 
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To avoid too much 'clutter' in glosses, these are glossed simply as 'here', 'there' etc, 

rather than 'here-specific', etc. 

Many other locatives are also found in Nggem. A selection follows: 

174) ela 
elesam 
eloma 
il/s 
ills/rn 
il/mu 
yup 
yuvurn 
yumu 
yagaup yagamu 
yagavum 
hambilimi 
wilaga  

'there, in sight, near or far' 
'there, near or far, to the side' 
'there, across in the valley' 
'across there in sight, one person' 
'across there in sight, more than one person' 
'across there out of sight' 
'up there, middle distance' 
'up there, closer than yup' 
'up there, out of sight, distant' 
'down there, distant, out of sight' 
'down there, fairly close' 
'there, in sight on the same level' 
'up there, towards the sky' 

Many of these are obviously related to each other, both in form and in semantics. The 

affixes -Vrn and -mat-mu (*4.8.3.1) create new locatives, with -Vm indicating a closer 

location and -ma/-mu a more distant or out of sight location. The precise meaning of the 

locatives can be difficult to determine, as they are very much tied in with the lie of the land 

and position of the speaker. 

A few locative type words appear to be derived from motion verbs, affixed with the 

suffix -gane or -gani. The data for this suffix is veiy limited, with just two examples: 

pasat la-gane 
market go-? 
'past the market' or possibly 'going pastlaway from the market' or 'the other side of 
the market (the going away side)' 
inggani yuvum 
il-gani yuvum 
ascend-? up there 
'?away up there' or possibly 'ascending up there' 

Further data is required to properly evaluate the features of these forms. 

5. Temporal adverbs 

These include yogak 'now, today', yuguri 'right now', pivis 'later', endak 'before', 

hutun 'morning', dingga 'midday', howam 'evening', hup 'night', heveret 'tomorrow', son 

'yesterday', in/k 'the day before yesterday', in/son 'recently' and ndogovlt 'the day after 
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tomorrow'. These have much more flexibility in where they can occur in the clause than the 

aspectual adverbs mentioned above. 

In/k, heveret and ndogovit also occur compounded with hak 'like', adding a further 

three temporal adverbs; i.e. inikak, the day before yesterday', heberekak 'the day before a 

particular day in the future', ndogovikak 'the day after the day after tomorrow'. 

Endak 'before' also occurs with pronominal prefixes to function as a postposition, as 

descnbedin §3.3.2 and §4.8.2.1. 

6. Manner adverbs 

Manner adverbials occur preverbally, and include anggeket 'carefully', manivaga 'well, 

good', saken 'quickly', enarogo 'strongly', yiluk-yuluk 'quickly', etc. Some adverbs are 

compounds or phrases consisting of an adjective and the manner participle erogo (* 11.5.1), 

such as hodorogo 'quickly' (from hoda 'fast'). In other instances, adjectives function as 

manner adverbs by themselves (see example (534)). 

Manner pro-forms are compounds of the demonstratives yi 'this', andi 'that, ako 'that 

which we know about', or the interrogative pro-form ngga 'which' and the manner participle 

erogo. These compounds are: 

177) yerogo 'like this', 'in this manner' 
anderogo 'like that', 'in that manner' 
akorogo 'like that which we know about', in that manner which we know 

about' 
nggarogo 'how', 'which manner' 

4.7 Interrogative pro-forms 
Although interrogative pro-forms are not a class on their own, as they are interrogative 

members of other word classes, they are treated here for ease of reference. Interrogative pro-

forms are words that substitute for other words, phrases or clauses, usually in questions. 

These include: 
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178) nano 
ngga 
nggoma 
nggenam 
nggarogo 
sa 
maren 
(o) mera 

'what' 
'which' 
'where - general' 
'where - specific' 
'how' 
'who' 
'how many' 
'when' 

Nggoma and nggenam are formed by the affixation of-ma 'setting' (4.8.3.1) and -nam 

'specific location' to ngga 'which', thus literally 'which place' and 'which specific 

location'. 

Interrogative pro-forms are also found functioning as indefinite pro-forms. For 

example: 

nir-enen mbas war-up ha-/ok; nano ogar-up ha-/ok 
1p-ERG snake kill-INF see-PERF what do-1NF see-PERF 
'If we kill a snake, if we do whatever...' 

4.8 Relators 
Relators have a function to indicate the relationship between one entity and another. 

They include conjunctions (4.8. 1), postpositions (4.8.2) and case markers (S4.8.3), and 

may be clitics or independent words. 

4.8.1 Conjunctions 

4.8.1.1 Comparative conjunctions 

Three comparative conjunctions are found in Nggem: hak 'like', wane-wane 'same' and 

ndatak 'same'. These are used to link two elements sharing similar features or to compare 

one element with something else considered to share similar features. The comparative 

conjunction may occur after either the first or the second element when they are both 

explicitly stated. For example: 

At yi at yl o-elokwe wane-wane. 
3s this 3s this 3s.GEN-face same 
'This one's face is the same as this one.' 
Yo das aik be-1-agwi hak, an no-gwa o-endawi aik 
tree banana prop put-CUST-p like is is.GEN-wife 3s.GEN-heart prop 
wak-ba-yogon. 
hit-put-s. FUT 
'Like (we) put a prop on a banana tree, I will put a prop on my wife's heart.' (I.e. 'I 
will encourage her.') 
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4.8.1.2 Other conjunctions 

The conjunctions ovara (and the variants arova and arovara) 'but' and pagada (with 

the allomorph ovagada occurring after a consonant) 'although, despite, unfulfilled 

assumption' occur between the elements that they link, and are more closely linked 

phonologically with the preceding element, often being followed by a pause. 

Andi sek arovara ambukumat weyak 
that good but small amount bad 
'That is OK but a little bit bad.' 

The conjunction a 'or' usually occurs following each element that is being linked. For 

example: 

huluk a, avyaral a 
he ortrue or 
'true or false' 

The conjunction ala 'or' occurs between two elements, but unlike the other 

conjunctions it is more closely linked with the following element, often being preceded by a 

pause. It is frequently found together with the conjunction a. It seems likely that ala is a 

borrowing from Indonesian atau 'or'. 

ap ako o-anggom a, ata ap yo watas {wat-k-as} werek 
man t.w.k 3s.GEN-pig or or man tree hit-REAL-3s.NPST EXIST 
o-anggom a 
3s.GEN-pig or 
'That man's pig, or the man who hit him with a stick's pig.' 

Some conjunctions are participial fonns of verbs. These include the conditional 

participle halok (* 11.3.5), the same subject simultaneous participle dugwit (* 11.4.2.1) and 

the different subject simultaneous participle hegek(11.4.2.2). A number of other 

interclausal relationships are handled by verbal affixes rather than conjunctions (see e.g. 

§10.2, §11.3, §11.4). 

4.8.1.3 Comitative inim 

The comitative (COM) particle inim expresses an accompanying relationship, such as 

are expressed in English by 'and' or 'with'. As described above (*3.3.5.1)  it is found 

occurring after one or more of the phrases in a coordinate phrase, linking the phrases 

together: 
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at o-eyak ap ambi inim abyak maduk ambi inim 
3s 3s.GEN-child man one COM child small one COM 
'her child and a man and a small child' 

The allomorph Em occurs in some Nggem dialects when referring to a singular entity. 

ap ako o-gwa Em nogo yu-g-u-sim 
man t.w.k 3s.GEN-fe COM sleep weave-REAL-p-COINC 
'While that man and his wife were sleeping ..' 

This particle may take the prefixes n- for first person (singular  or plural) agreement and 

h- for second person (singular or plural) agreement. The agreement is with the participant 

that the speaker views as the primary 'accompanier' in the particular section of discourse, 

not necessarily with the entity expressed by the phrase marked by inim. In other words, 

nnim is used if the speaker means 'with/and me/us', and likewise hinim for 'with/and you (s 

or p)', and inim for 'with/and him/her/it/them'. For example: 

Etap ako n-inim wambuguluk {wamb-uk-y-uluk} 
Etap t.w.k ls/p-COM descend-lp.INT-say-PERF 
'In order for Etap to descend with us ...' 

Inim is also used to relate a phrase not to another phrase as in coordinate phrases, but as 

a postposition relating an element to the clause as a peripheral argument of the clause. In the 

following example, the phrase marked by inim is a peripheral argument referring to a kind of 

location. That the comitative element is not part of a coordinate phrase with the subject 

element is evident from the verb, which has agreement for third person plural, not first 

person plural, as would be expected if the comitative phrase (referring to a first person 

singular entity) were included in the subject. 

Ap ukwa wisane an n-inim agarwik {a-k-ao-tik} 
men women many is ls/p-COM they stay {become-REAL-3p.NPST-PRIOR} 
SUBJ COM PRED 
'Many people stay with me.' (Not '*many  people and I stay.') 

In/rn is sometimes found in the sense of 'altogether'. For example: 

Nit obok inim warn agamut bunggunggup. {bunggul-k-uk-up} 
ip complete COM pig skin peel-REAL-FPST-lp 
'We all together skinned the pig.' 

4.8.2 Postpositions 
Postpositions are distinguished from case marking affixes and particles in Nggem in 

that postpositions primarily indicate specific spatial relations, while case markers indicate 
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more general clause level arguments such as location, time, cause, reason, instrument and 

ablative case (see §4.8.3). Most postpositional lile relationships are expressed by possessive 

phrases, as described in §4.8.2.1. The postposition hudi 'limit' is described in §4.8.2.2. 

4.8.2.1 Possessive phrases as postpositions 

We have already seen how many postpositional-like relationships are expressed by 

possessive phrases (3 .3.2). Relationships that can be expressed by these possessive phrases 

include many specific locational relations, often expressed by an noun (including some body 

part nouns or other inherently possessed noun) or adjective in conjunction with the setting 

clitc -ma-mu (4.8.3.1). Some examples of these can be seen below. 

mbinde o-anggelek-ma 
tree fern 3s.GEN-among-SET 
'among the tree ferns' 
an n-ambut-mu 
is 1 s.GEN-back-SET 
'behind me' 
at a-ade-ma {adem-ma} 
3s 3s.GEN-base-SET 
'beside him' or 'at the location of him' or 'to him' 

Other inherently possessed postpositions indicating specific locations include avema 

'under', aveloma 'in place of, avedekma 'in the absence of, alilimu 'in someone's space'; 

anggukmu 'endpoint', andugumu 'next to', avilimu 'in front of and many others. While 

most of these consist of a word plus the setting clitic, these are glossed simply with the 

primaiy postpositional meaning in examples. 

Similar to these are words formed with a rare suffix -Ia 'located on/in', which has been 

recorded on two nouns, namely elo 'hole' and ap 'man'. The resulting form elola 'inside' 

functions as a postposition in the same maimer as those described above. The function of 

apla 'on someone' is not yet clear: 

wuru o-elo-Ia 
plane 3s.GEN-hole-in 
'inside the plane' 
yum ap-la 
string bag man-on 

?'a string bag on a person' 
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Possessive phrases that express non-spatial relationships mclude ake 'sake, benefactive' 

(example (195)), avok 'concerning, about' (example (196)) and endak 'before, first'. 

Hat nen-ake samban ogar-up o. 
2s 1p.GEN-sake pray do-INF PAUS 
'You pray for us.' 
It nen-avok yaga-1-agwi. 
3p 1p.GEN-about speak-CUST-p 
'They are talking about us.' 

Note that benefactive relationships can also be expressed by the use of verbal 

auxiliaries, described in Chapter 7. 

4.8.2.2 'Limit' postposition hudi 

An apparent postposition that is not found in a possessive construction is hudi. As well 

as being a noun meaning 'limit', 'boundaiy', 'line', hudi is used as a postposition indicating 

that the element that it marks is a spatial, temporal or numerical limit or boundary to or from 

which something is extended. That is to say, it means 'as far as', as long as', 'up to', or 'as 

many as'. For example: 

warn iluk andi tiga wa-sogon, empat hudi wa-sogon 
pig alive that three kill-FUT four limit kill-FUT 
'(We) will kill three, (we) will kill up to four living pigs.' 
Hit o yogak yavup yenarn hudi ogar-es. 
2p time today work here limit do-2p.IMP 
'Today work up to/as far as here.' 

4.8.3 Case marking relators 

As in many Papuan languages (Foley 1986:96), case relations in Nggem are indicated 

by both verbal affixes and case marking affixes or particles occurring with nominals. The 

core relationships of subject, and personal object, including recipient, benefactive and 

undergoer, are indicated by verbal affixes. These are discussed below in the chapters on verb 

morphology. The peripheral arguments of location, time, cause, reason, instrument and 

ablative case are expressed by case markers, as is the core argument of ergative case, the 

agent in a transitive clause. This section will discuss these case relations, which are 

expressed by three relators: en, which primarily indicates ablative, causal and ergative cases; 
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paga, used for instrument, temporal and certain kinds of location; and -ma/-mu, used for 

'setting'. 

The case marking relators differ from the 'postpositions' described in the previous 

section in that whereas the postpositions are primarily possessed items in most cases 

indicating specific spatial relations, the case markers, which are not possessed, mark more 

general or basic case relations such as location, time, instrument etc. A description of the 

three case marking relators follows. 

4.8.3.1 Sethng clitic -ma/-mu 

The enclitic -ma/-mu occurs on the final element of a phrase or clause, and in all cases 

can be glossed as 'setting' (SET). In addition to the case relations that it indicates, discussed 

in this section, it is also found indicating certain interclausal relationships, as discussed in 

§10.2. 

There are two allophones of this clitic: -ma occurs mostly where the preceding vowel is 

e, a or o, and -mu occurs mostly where the preceding vowel is i or u. There are however 

some exceptions that do not follow any morphophonemic rule. 

There are several different but related senses of the setting clitic -ma/-mu. We have 

already seen how it is found on many locationals and postpositions indicating locations (see 

§4.6, §4.8.2.1). In a similar sense it is found on many other elements indicating that the 

entity referred to in the element to which it is attached is a location. The element to which it 

attaches may be a word, phrase, or clause, and the location may be either the place where an 

event occurs or towards which an action proceeds (see Foley 1986:98). 

An yavup-mu wil-is-iga. 
Is garden-SET exit-PRES-s 
'I'm going ont to the garden.' 
WUrU nggungguk yaga-14ga-ma 
plane rest say-CUST-s-SET 
'the place where the plane comes to rest' 
o ap ne-1-agwi-ma andoma ela-les 
place men consume-CUST-p-SET there go-2p.IMP 
'Go there where people are eaten.' 
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The setting clitic is frequently found in the names of places, such as Kobakma.' 3  

The clitic -ma/-mu is also used to indicate location on or in the body of a person, usually 

an internal location. This contrasts with paga described in the next section, which can 

indicate an affected location on one's body towards which an action is directed from outside: 

An n-unggu-mu ao we-g-etek 
is ls.GEN-head-SET still get-REAL-NEG 
'I have still not got it into my head.' (I.e. 'still not learnt.') 
ayonggol ako in-inggis in-isok-mu yoma en-endawi-ma 
poison t.w.k 3p.GEN-hand 3p.GEN-feet-SET here 3p.GEN-heart-SET 
wo-lok nunggw-ig-ya dugw-il hamb-is-agwi. 
get-PERF enter-REAL-s stay-SIM die-CUST-p 
'When that poison in their hands and feet is carried here into their heart they die.' 

The clitic -mat-mu can also indicate that the preceding clause or phrase is the reason 

(setting) for the following clause: 

Unggut-mu oga-g-a. 
ignorant-SET do-REAL-3 s.NPST 
'Being ignorant he did it.' Or 'because he is ignorant he did it.' (I.e. ignorant of our 
custom). 
Ap o pan ggao {pal-k-ao} ako andi en-eve wisane-ma, 
men house build-REAL-3p.NPST t.w.k that 3p.GEN-body many-SET 
'Because the men who built the house are many ...' 

Finally, when occurring on a subordinate clause -mat-mu can indicate a temporal 

settmg: 

Bagas das ninggya-ma sepe yaga-I-iga_ 
possum banana consume.REAL.s-SET squash say-CUST-s 
'When a possum eats the banana, it gets squashed.' (Describing the workings of a 
trap.) 

In Chapter 10 we will encounter the setting clitic again where it is used to indicate 

different subject in sequential narrative. 

4.8.3.2 Instrument, time and location: paga 

The particle paga indicates the case relations of instrument, time and certain locative 

relations. These have two common themes: that of 'by the means of and 'irilat the position 

of. 

13 Kobakma is in fact the Western Dani pronunciation and spelling of Hovakma - hovak 
meaning 'plain'- which has become the standardised name due to the widespread influence 
of Western Dani in missions and government. 



Following a vowel, paga is cliticised with the initial p becoming the voiced fricative 

allophone [] (i.e. [moaya} 'in the sun'). When occurring after s orp, the preceding s orp 

is deleted, and again the voiced fricative allophone [] is found (i.e. {sup-paga} -* [suaya] 

'by path'). In these environments, paga is behaving more like an affix - cliticizing to the 

preceding word. Following other consonants, paga occurs as a separate particle not 

phonologically dependent on any other wor&4. However, as mentioned in the 

morphophonemic section §2.4.7, there is resistance from readers and writers to writing paga 

as -vaga, and so the form paga is written in all instances. (For example, mo-paga or mo paga 

in the sun', su-paga or sup paga 'by path'.) 

By instrument is meant any means by which an activity is carried out. This can mean 

instrument in the usual sense of a tool: 

Papias hat sisik paga hat h-iris rnbilin-u. 
Papias 2s comb INSTR 2s 2s.GEN-hair comb-2s.IMP 
'Papias, comb your hair with a comb.' 
warn ako yegen paga wat-ba-g-as 
pig t.w.k bow INSTR hit-put-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He shot that pig with a bow.' 

Paga is also used for other items used to cariy out a purpose, whether man-made or not: 

ayam yi-paga o-anggela wo-manes 
chicken this-INSTR 35.GEN-spirit get-2p.IMP 
'Get her spirit by means of this chicken.' 

Paga can be used for body parts used to perform an event: 

B. en o-inggis anggavup paga D. a-il sunggu.-ba-g-as. 
B. ERG 3s.GEN-hand point INSTR D. 3s.GEN-eye poke-put-REAL-
3 s.NPST 
'B. poked D. in the eye with the point of her fmger.' 

The sense of instrument also covers the use of language to carry out an activity: 

An yogak Nggem enane-paga iri dogo-sogon. 
is today Nggem 3s.GEN-talk-INSTR say.REAL.s stay-FUT 
'Today I will talk in the Nggem language.' 

14  That is to say, none of the morphophonemic processes described in §2.4 occur. This 
appears to be an example of a particle in the process of becoming a clitic 



An nane avuput paga yuk-hir-i-sogon. 
is ls.GEN-talk strong INSTR say-2s.REC-s-FUT 
'I am going to talk to you forcefully.' (I.e. 'by means of my sirong talk') 

The means by which travel is carried out is also indicated by instrumental case. This 

includes both mode of travel and locations that indicate the route of travel: 

At sup paga la-yogon. 
3s path INSTR go-s.FUT 
'She will go by path.' 
An Bokondini paga Mulia la-yogon. 
is Bokondini INSTR Mulia go-s.FUT 
'I will go to Mulia via Bokondini.' 

Sometimes paga carries a sense of 'reason', but in most cases, there is still a sense of 

'by means of, at least as a possible translation: 

An hwilak-la-g-i paga an nagap 
Is hide-become-REAL-ls.NPST INSTR is ls.GEN-skin 
wendakedigi {wendat-keda-k-i} 
save-see.R-REAL- 1 s.NPST 
'Because I hid, I saved myself' Or 'By means of I hiding, I saved myself' 
(irut) u-g-u la-g-ag-i paga o-anye 
diarrhoea excrete-REAL-s/p stay-REAL-FPST-3 s INSTR 3 s. GEN-strength 
dek a-g-ag-i. 
NEG become-REAL-FPST-3s 
'Because he kept on having diarrhoea, he became weak.' Or 'by continuing to have 
diarrhoea, he became weak.' 

A different sense of paga is that of location. This is used in two sub-senses. Firstly, 

paga is used in the sense of location to indicate an affected location, usually on the body of a 

person, when an action is directed to that location. For example: 

ambi mbusireka paga e-unggul paga watigi {wat-k-ik-i} 
one metal spear INSTR 3s.GEN-head on hit-REAL-FPST-3s 
'One struck him with a metal spear on the head.' 
0-abis paga hokanen. {kot-ka-nen} 
3s.GEN-mouth on wash-see-2s.IMP 
'Wash him on the mouth.' 

Secondly, paga is used to specify an entity as a location where an event occurs or is 

directed towards. This sense is the same as one of the senses of-ma/-mu above. However, 

whereas -ma/-mu can occur with nearly any part of speech or structure to specify it as a 

location, paga only occurs with nominals in this sense. in addition, paga tends to occur with 

particular nominals. These nominals tend to be either human or man-made (e.g. 'at the 
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doctor', at the market), or high locations (on a mountain, in the sky, on a tree), and locations 

expressed by mtroduced words, though these are not absolute categories. Nominals that only 

occur with either paga or -mu/-ma to indicate location in this sense need to be indicated in 

the lexicon. For example: 

219) ndom paga on a mountain' *ndom. ma  
is iri paga on the surface of the water' 
winggikpaga 'on the valley path' 
nggereya paga 'in church' *nggereya.ma  
mbogot paga 'in the sky' *mbogot..ma  
ovatpaga 'at the medicine place (ie. the clinic) *ovat..ma  
but: 
hulikmu 'on the hill' *hulikpaga  

Some nominals can occur with either paga or -mu/l.  -ma, with a different sense indicated 

in each case: 

ima (is-ma) 'at the water place' 
i-paga (is-paga) in the water' 
inggimu (in ggis-mu} in her hand' 
inggi-paga (in ggis-paga} 'by hand' 

Finally, paga occurs after NPs to indicate temporal case. For example: 

o yi paga 
day this TEMP 
on this day' 
jam tiga paga 
hour three TEMP 
'at three o'clock' 

4.8.3.3 Source clitic en 

The clitic en is used in a range of complex constructions. Where it is used to mark case 

relations, it marks ergative, ablative or causal case. We have already encountered ergative 

case in the discussions above on transitive and ditransitive clauses (3.2.3 and §3.2.4). A 

common theme of all these relations is that they are all a kind of source - in the first 

instance, the source of initiative for an action; in the second a source of from where the 

action proceeds and in the third the source of an uncontrolled entity bringing about a change 

of state (see Foley 1986:98). 

There are three allomorphs of en. The allomorph nen occurs in free fluctuation with en 

with some speakers. The Western Dani equivalent is nen and some speakers tend to favour 
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that pronunciation, though most prefer en. The allomorph enen occurs after pronouns in fast 

speech, but not in slow speech, and is frequently changed to en by language consultants 

when transcribing texts, and in translated material. 

Following pronouns and some verb forms en is cliticized to the preceding element. In 

written text writers prefer to write pronoun + en as a single word, (e.g. haren 'you(s)-ERG), 

but in most other instances en is written as a separate word. Note that en can occur following 

the other case markers -ma/-mu and paga, as in some of the following examples. 

The ablative case has several sub-senses. Firstly, it can indicate physical movement 

from a location, as seen in example (36) earlier and the following: 

Hit nggoma en wa-g-ep. 
2p where ABL come-REAL-2p.NPST 
'Where have you come from?' 

Secondly, the ablative case can refer to a temporal progression from a point in time: 

samban endak paga en samban yogak YE  hudi 
week first TEMP ABL week now this limit 
'from the first week until this week now ...' 

Thirdly, the ablative case can refer to an event originating in or proceeding from a 

human source: 

en-asin-i en-omba-wi en wigal-ek 
3p. GEN-father-p 3p.GEN-grandfather-p ABL increase-RES 
'their fathers increased (or spread out) from their grandfathers' 

The ablative case is also used with locatives to indicate a location where an event takes 

place. The complete event occurs within that location. For example: 

Nit o yenam en erom na-so gon. 
'p place here ABL potato consume-p.FUT 
'We will eat our potatoes (from) here.' 
pivis andenam en Ala wene n-ilup a-ga-g-i 
later there ABL God message ls.GEN-know become-REAL-FPST-3s 
'Later, from (at) there I learnt God's message.' 

watugwa {wat-k-uk-wa} o Ninugwagas hurls en 
kill-REAL-FPST-3p place Ninugwagas confluence ABL 

'... they killed it, at the Ninugwagas confluence.' 
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A different, though still related sense of the source citic en is to indicate something as 

being the cause, reason or motivating factor for the occurrence of an event. This includes 

human emotions or physical conditions that prompt an event: 

0-en dawi adenggen en enda ya-g-as. 
3s.GEN-heart happy CAUSE laugh plant-REAL-35.NPST 
'He laughed because he was happy.' 
uang dua juta dek en mbet yuk-ni-s-iga 
money two million NEG CAUSE angly say-ls.REC-PRES-s 
'Because there is not two million (rupiahs) he is angry at me.' 

Ergative case, also indicated by the source citic en has already been discussed above in 

§3.2.3 and §32.4. The ditic en is also found post-verbally in a number of senses, most of 

which can be traced to the sense 'source'. These include prohibitive commands (*6.3.4)  and 

delayed intentional mode (*6.5 .4 ). 

4.9 Other small closed classes of speech 

4.9.1 Clitics and particles 
In addition to the case marking clitics discussed above, the following clitics and 

particles are also found. 

4.9.1.1 Focus clitic -ova 

The focus citic -ova marks a particular element as in focus. 'Focus' in this case means 

that the element indicated is highlighted from one or more possibilities (most often unstated), 

usually prior to further discussion related to the element. The element marked can be a 

phrase or a clause, and the citic occurs at the end of the element. It has two allomorphs, -ova 

after consonants and -Va after vowels. 

In the following example the focus particle is used to distinguish one hand from 

another: 

n-inggis ambi-va ambi in/rn dinggil-ik 
ls.GEN-hand one-FOCUS one and roll up-RES 
'six' (Lit. 'my one hand and one (fmger) rolled up' 

When found with a core nominal argument, the focus particle usually refers to a patient, 

and that phrase is placed in the first position of the clause. For example: 
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amuya ako-va ap ukwa en rnbelal-ogo wik-be-l-agwi 
blood that-FOCUS men women ERG wash-MAN exit-put-CUST-p 
'That (particular) blood people wash it away.' 
ap ambi o-ami o-gwa-va at Igima en 
man one 3s.GEN-uncle 3s.GEN-wife-FOCUS 3s Igima ERG 
ami ambi hondabisagiluk {hondal-bisa-k-yi-luk 
uncle one jom-put.3p.PO-[NT-say-PERF) 
'Igima was going to join (many) one man's uncle's wife to an uncle...' 

In the story from which the latter example above is taken, there is a rather confusing 

array of participants, and the use of the focus citic serves to distinguish one of the 

participants undergoing the event in this clause. 

The only instances found where ova marks an agent is when the agent is identified by 

an attributive clause: 

An n-ilup-ova yogak wene y-i-sogon. 
is ls.GEN-know-FOCUS now message say-s-FUT 
'I being (one who is) knowledgeable, will tell this story.' 

When occurring after a verbal clause, the verb is in the infmitive and the focus particle 

serves to highlight it as the ideal outcome: 

Warn an menak-n iT-up-ova it en-adik nanggao imbitya. 
pig is share-ls.REC-INF-FOCUS 3p 3p.GEN-alone they ate thinking (s)... 
'Thinking "they shouldlcouldlmight have shared pig with me but they ate alone"...' 

4.9.1.2 'Theme' clitic -ta 

This clitic is found with elements that provide information directly related to the theme 

of the discourse, and appears to be a signal that the speaker considers the marked item to be 

an important contribution to the story line. Although it can be found on nearly any non-

sentence-fmal element, it is found most frequently on the fmal element of medial clauses. 

The theme citic -La is used frequently by some, but sparingly by others. Initially when 

transcribing texts the language consultant would edit most occurrences of it out, and when 

translating literature translators rarely use it. It is found more often in texts that have a strong 

emotional theme. These factors indicate that it has more of a pragmatic than grammatical 

function. 
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The following example was recorded at a funeral where the father of the deceased 

related how his child had died. This text has many occurrences of the theme clitic; most texts 

have none, or at most one or two. Note that the theme citic undergoes the consonant cluster 

progressive assimilation rule (2.4. 1). 

[aup ako] unggu-mu andoma en edup dugv-it dugw-i i-ta 
sick t.w.k head-SETTING there ABL hot stay-SIM stay-SIM-THEME 
andoma enda {en-ta} endawi-ma wamb-egek irE dugw-i i-ta 
there ABL-THEME heart-SET descend-ITER say.REAL.s stay-DUR- 
THEME 
ako unggul andi at mondok edup pulil-ek yanggal-ek oga-g-ya 
t.w.k head that 3s defmitely hot bash-RES pound-RES do-REAL-s 
dugw-it-ta hadi-hadis mbanggigirikmu {mbal-k-ik-i-tik-mu) ako en 
stay-SIM-THEME mosquitos cut-REAL-FPST-3 s-PRIOR-SET t.w.k CAUSE 
dugw-ii dugw-il andi war-ek dugw-ii andi bulan andi 
stay- SIM stay- SIM that hit-RES stay- SIM that month that 
empat bulari war-ek wela-g-a. 
four month hit-RES stay-REAL-3s.NPST 
'...the sickness while continuing being really intense (THEME), from her head, came 
down from there (THEME) to her heart (THEME), while her head was being intensely 
pounded (by the sickness) (THEME), because mosquitos had bitten her, while she 
continued being stricken she was stricken for four months.' 

4.9.1.3 Pausal particle o 

Unlike the theme clitic -Ia, the pausal particle o occurs primarily following independent 

clause or sentence fmal elements, and precedes a pause. It occurs in several related senses. 

Firstly, speakers often use o at the end of opening and closing statements in 

monologues. These statements usually contain a speech verb and often a summary of the 

topic of the discourse. The following two examples come respectively from the beginning 

and end of a text about the making of the airstrip at Kobakma. 

Al, o yoma Kobakma lapangan a-g-ag-i ako adem 
Well place here Kobakma airstrip become-REAL-FPST-3s t.w.k subject 
andi yerogo paga a-g-ag-i y-iluk bilin-i-sogon o. 
that like this by become-REAL-FPST-3s say-PERF tell-s-FUT PAUS 
'Well, (I) will tell the subject of how the airstrip at Kobakma became, how like this it 
became.' 
Andi ha/ok an wene cerita negen andi y-ig-E o. 
that if is message story history that say-REAL-ls.NPST PAUS 
'So I have said that history story.' 

This clitic is also found with statements within a discourse that are a summary of the 

topic of the discourse, or that the speaker considers to be pivotal or particularly important. 
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The text from which the above two examples were taken also had the following statement 

after the main part of the story had been recited, and it is a surnmaiy of the topic of the story: 

Andi paga o lapangan Kobakma ako ok-la-g-ag-i o. 
that by place airstrip Kobakma t.w.k do- become-REAL-FPST-3s PAUS 
'By that the airstrip at Kobakma came into being.' 

Statements regarding rules or exhortations are also frequently terminated by 0: 

Ap en-angge wa-up, moga o. 
men 3p. GEN-possession get-INF forbidden PAUS 
'To take people's possessions is forbidden.' 

Finally, many speech quotations are terminated by o. Precisely why is not yet clear. 

at o-gwa o-adoma "an erom ubup o" yug-o-g-og-i 
3s 3s.GEN-wife 3s.GEN-beside is potato hungry PAUS say-3s.REC-REAL- 
FPST-3 s 
'He said to (at the location of) his wife "I'm hungry".' 

4.9.1.4 Directional clitic -nggan 

The directional citic -nggan occurs with locatives, nominals, adverbs and orientation 

adjectives. The item affixed with -nggan indicates a direction or spatial view. 

Sobon o andoma-nggan aup enggen wo-lok we-nd-agivi. 
fly place there-direction sick seeds get-PERF come-PRES-p 
'Flies are bringing the sickness [from] that direction.' 
An nambokan n-ambot-nggan nunggwa wa-g-i. 
1 s 1 s.GEN-back-direction enter come-REAL-i s.NPST 
'11 came in backwards.' 

When occurring with orientation adjectives (S4.3) the meaning shifts from the point of 

physical orientation of an object to the direction or orientation of the lie of the land: 

wambenakan wambisagwi 
wamb-enak-nggan wamb-isagwi 
descend steeply-ORIENT-direction descend steeply-PRES-p 
'descending steeply down a steep downhill slope' 

4.9.1.5 Nominaliser menda 

The nominaliser menda occurs in a number of environments with the most common 

sense being 'belonging to or a member of a group or set as specified in the preceding phrase 

or clause(s)'. It is able to occur with nearly any element, from word to sentence, noun, 

adjective or verb. It most commonly occurs as a freestanding particle, as in the following 

examples: 
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mudu menda 
light coloured NOMR 
'a light coloured thing' (i.e. 'belonging to the set of light coloured things') 
hit Yesus o-iluk heda-up menda ako andi 
2p Jesus 3s.GEN-life receive-INF NOMR t.w.k that 
'You who receive Jesus' life (i.e. 'you who belong to the set of those who receive 
Jesus' life') [should keep watch lest he returns].' 
nit ap Nggem nen-andogon idup ha-bk oga-s-agwi menda 
ip men Nggem 1p.GEN-custom sick if/when do-CUST-p NOMR 
'[I will say] the customs that we Nggem men do whenlif we are sick.' 

Examples (246) and (247) are internally headed relative clauses, headed by the subject 

(hit '2p') and the object (nenandogon 'our customs') respectively. 

While most often a freestanding particle, menda can citicize to a verb stem that may 

include objectivoice and/or progressive aspect auxiliaries, but without any tense/mode 

/person/number inflection. Most clauses marked in this way are nominalised clauses that 

mean 'thing(s) for doing the event or purpose (as specified in the preceding clause(s))'. For 

example: 

buku en-eyave sek dogo-menda 
book 3p.GEN-body good stay-NOMR 
'their bodies staying well book' (i.e. 'a book for their bodies staying good' - a health 
book) 

There are three allomorphs of menda when citicized to a verb root. Roots that end in a 

back vowel are citicized with the allomorph menda. Roots that end in a non-back vowel 

most often take the allomorph munda. Roots that end in a consonant usually have the 

allomorph umenda. Some exceptions to these rules are found, with some a- fmal roots 

occurring with the allomorph umenda and a consonant fmal root has been observed 

occurring with umunda. I suspect that these variations are either minor dialect differences or 

that there is some free variation going on. These allomorphs of menda are only found in the 

environment under discussion here; in all other environments, (i.e. where not clitici.zed to a 

verb) only menda is found. Some more examples follow. 

him andi hail yagatu {yakat-k-u} dogo-menda. 
inside that firewood stack-REAL-p stay-NOMR 
'That inside is (a thing) for stacking firewood.' 
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The nominaliser may refer to an entity with the features described by more that one clause: 
250) Erom wera-go nggop a, das nggop a, 

potato roast-RES cold cooked or banana cold cooked or 
yavup oga-g-u dugw-it na-munda wi-go ako ne-I-agwi 
work do-REAL-p stay-SlIM consume-NOMR get-RES t.w.k consume-CUST-p 
'(We) eat cold roasted potato or cold cooked bananas or the 'things for eating while we 
work' that we have brought.' 

4.9.1.6 Negators 
The negators dek 'no, not' and buk 'not' occur both as freestanding particles to negate 

non-verbal clauses (see §3.2.2, §3.2.6, §3.2.7) and as verbal affixes (see §6.7). Dek is a 

general negative while buk may have a remonstrative or emphatic negative sense. 

4.9.2 lnterjections 
Interjections may constitute complete utterances on their own and have no syntactic 

function in the clause. They includeyu 'yes'; emotional exclamations such as ugu and ayai 

'gosh, wow, yikes' (awe, fear) and wi 'wow' (amazement); the attention getter and response 

wal 'look here, huh, what' and the hesitation marker men 'umm'. 

4.10 Reduplication 

Many parts of speech are found in reduplicated forms, including nouns, adjectives, 

numbers, postpositions, verbs and adverbs. There are several effects of reduplication. These 

effects are not specific to any one single part of speech. Therefore, a general discussion of 

reduplication is given here covering the parts of speech where it is found and the functions 

for which it is used. In many cases, the sense conveyed by the reduplication is particular to 

the word or words involved (i.e. a lexical feature), and not a predictable process that can be 

applied to a whole class of words. 

Many reduplicated words undergo some sort of stem alteration, such as vowel change 

and/or consonant addition, with the result that one may wonder if they are in fact 

reduplicated forms. Many of these changes are not predictable morphophonemic processes. 

Examples will be seen in the discussion below. 

Firstly, reduplication of nouns can indicate plurality: 



a. penak 'side, portion' penak-penak 'both sides' 
b. owak 'bone' or 'bones' owak-owak 'bones' 

Most nouns can be singular or plural without being reduplicated. Secondary verb stems, 

verbs and clauses can be reduplicated to indicate extended, repeated or multiple events. 

Compare the following two examples: 

Enggen yabo y-ag-as. 
fruit drop say-REAL-.3s.NPST 
'A fruit dropped.' 
Enggen yabo-yabo yagas. 

fruit drop-drop say-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Multiple fruit dropped.' 

Reduplication of adjectives and adverbs can indicate a greater degree, intensity or 

emphasising of the feature: 

Cerita ombok-ombok at. 
story big-big 3 s 
'It's a very big story.' 
mondok-mondok nm-i/uk dogo-g-up 
permanent-permanent ip. GEN-alive stay-DEL.FUT-p 
'We will stay alive for ever.' 

Reduplication of nouns, postpositions and verbs can indicate reciprocal relationships: 

Onggo-onggo ogar-u-buk 
revenge-revenge do-IMP-NEG 
'Don't take revenge on each other.' 
n-abema h-abema 
1 s.GEN-below 2s.GEN-below 
'mutual submission' 
Yonggat-yonggal oga-g-u dogo-p. 

help-help do-REAL-p stay-INF 
'Keep helping each other.' 
Heyak-hevak y-ug-u dugw-it deden war-wat yaga-1-agwL 
see-see say-REAL-p stay-SIM embrace hit-hit say-CUST-p 
'When we see each other, we embrace each other.' 

In some cases, a reduplicated form has an altered meaning, or a specialised sense. 

Example (260a) is an adjective, and (260b) is a noun. 

a. amol 'straight' amor-amot in line' 
b. ovangge 'body decoration' ovanggi-ovangge 'powers' 

In many instances, as well as having a shift in semantics, a reduplicated form changes 

word class. Examples have been found of adverbs becoming nouns (261 a); verbs becoming 
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adverbs (261b) or verbal adjuncts (261c); nouns becoming verbal adjuncts (261d); and 

adjectives becoming nouns (26 le) or adverbs (26 if) 

261) a. moga 'forbidden' moga-moga '?sacred game' 
 hun-ik 'jom-RES' hunik-hunik 'regularly 

 enden- 'turn over' enden-panden ogar- 'toss around' 
 manggok 'blockage' manggok-manggoky- 'be obstructed' 

 anggin 'heavy' anggin-mbanggin 'suffering' 
 maduk 'small' maduk-maduk 'small manner' 

Note that reduplicated and compounded nouns, adjectives and verbal adjuncts (5 2) 

can have pronominal prefixes on both members, as in (257) above and the following: 

262) adik-adik 'separate, different, each' nen-adik nen-adik 'ourselves, each of us' 
abilik aboloky- 'move' en-abilik en-aboloky- 'they move' 
abur-eyak 'children of a couple' (Lit. 'child of a man-child of a woman') 

nen-abul-nen-eyak our children' 

Finally, many words are only ever found in a reduplicated form. These include nouns 

(agvr-agut 'shadow'), adjectives (wane-wane 'same'), secondary verb stems; see § 5.2 

(nimuk-namuky- 'be grumpy') and verbal adjuncts; see also §5.2 (yipik-napik ogar- 'have 

difficulty in breathing'). 
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5. VERBS AND THE VERB COMPLEX 
This chapter is an introduction to the verb and the verb complex, and as such provides 

an introduction to the remaining chapters of the thesis, which have as their primary focus 

verb morphology. Verb roots are discussed in §5.1, the verb complex in §5.2 and 

serialisation of motion verbs in §5.3. 

There are two main categories of verb inflection in Nggem: that which occurs in 

independent clauses, and that which occurs in dependent clauses. Dependent clause verb 

morphology can be divided into two distinct categories: subordinate verbs and nonfmite 

verbs. The description of verb morphology will therefore be divided along these lines. 

Chapters 6 through to 9 will describe morphology that is found in independent clauses. 

Chapter 6 describes basic morphology of independent verbs, including mode, tense and 

subject inflection, hortatives and imperatives, and negation. Chapter 7 describes object 

inflection and Chapter 8 inchoatives. That is followed by Chapter 9, progressive aspect. 

Dependent clause morphology will be covered in chapters 10 (subordinate verb morphology) 

and 11 (nonfmite verb morphology). 

5.1 Verb roots 
In most cases the underlying form of a verb root is taken to be that which is found 

before the infmitive suffix -up, which is described in §6.6. However, verb roots may have 

different forms depending on the mode inflection (see Chapter 6 for discussion of mode). 

Most of these variations in the form of the verb root are predictable in accordance to the 

morphophonemic processes described in §2.4. The following table compares a selection of 

verbs inflected with the infmitive suffix (an irrealis/potential mode suffix) in the first 

column, and with the realis mode suffix -g (Al) and -i(s) 'is near past' in the third column. 

Note that for most of the verbs in realis mode, the form is a predictable result of the 

assimilation of a consonant and -g in accordance with the rules for cluster assimilation at 
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morpheme boundary as described in §2.4.1 and §2.4.4. Column five of the table lists the 

underlying verb root, and column six the name of the type of verb root. 

Table 5.1: Verb roots 

1. Root + -up 
'infinitive'  

2. Gloss 3. Root + 
 -gi(s) 

4. Gloss 
11 

5. Verb 
root(s)  

6. Type 

laup 'to go' lagi 
L 

'I went' Ia- [vowel final 

waup 'to get' wigi 'I got' wa- mutable vowel 
final 

warup 'to come' wagi 'I came' wat-, 
Wa- 

i/vowel final 

warup 'to hit' wails 'I hit' wal- I final 

havedup 'to search' havetis 'I searched' haved- d final 

mba/up 'to cut' mbanggis 'I cut' mba!- / fmal 

hinup 'to join' hinggis 'I joined' h/n- n final 

hambup 'to die' hambigi 'I died' hamb- non assimilative 
consonant final 

-Vvup infmitive of 
P0 auxiliary 

-Vpi is near past 
form of P0 
auxiliary  

-Vp- p final ' 

The first two roots in the table are both vowel final, but the vowel in the first (Ia- 'go') 

does not change in realis mode. Roots such as this are known as 'vowel final' roots. The 

vowel in the root Wa- 'get' however, undergoes vowel harmony in realis modes (see §2.4.9). 

Roots such as this are labelled 'mutable vowel final' roots. Mutable vowel final roots have 

the vowel a in most irrealis mode/tenses, and that is used as the citation form. 

Comparing the third and fourth verbs, wat-/wa- 'come' and wat- 'hit', it can be seen 

that they are identical before the infmitive suffix (i.e. warup /watup/) and they are so in most 

irrealis conjugations. In realis mode, however, the final t of Wa!- 'come' is deleted before the 

realis mode suffix (e.g. wagi), whereas the final I of wat- 'hit' assimilates with the realis 

mode suffix (e.g. watts). Roots in which the final t is deleted before the realis suffix are 

15  The auxiliary -Vp- is not included in further tables in later chapters, as its form is 
dependent on the verb to which it attaches. Paradigms of the verb pagal- 'hold' including 
this auxiliary can be seen in Appendix I. See also §7.5 for further information. 
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considered to have two roots and are labelled as 't/vowel final roots', while those in which 

the 1 assimilates are known as t final roots. 

Note that following any consonant final roots not ending in t, 1, n orp the realis mode 

suffix is realised as the allomorph -Vg (as with hamb- 'die' in Table 5.1). These are few, the 

most common being the verb y- 'say'. yin this allomorph harmonises with the nearest 

following vowel or semi-vowel. These roots are labelled 'non-assimilative consonant final' 

roots. 

Thus we have nine types of verb roots: vowel final, mutable vowel final, i/vowel final, t 

final, d final, 1 final, n final, non-assimilative consonant final andp final (v representing an 

allophone of/p/). 

In addition to the changes to verb roots listed above, many of the more common verbs 

display irregularities. Some of the irregular verbs that will be encountered are: 

y-, 'say'. In present customary tense, this verb has the root yaga-. In other 
tense/modes it has the root y-, a non-assimilative consonant final root. In 
some imperative and dependent verb forms it has the form er- or ir-. 

wela-/dogo- 'stay'. The stem wela- is used for realis mode, and dogo- for 
potential. The infinitive is dogop. The counterfactual stem is duk-. 
Peculiar forms are used for the present customary tense (described in 
§6.3.1 and Chapter 9). 

il-/daga- 'ascend'. The root daga- is used for potential and counterfactual 
modes. The root ii- is used for realis mode (which realises as ingg- when 
affixed with the realis mode suffix) and certain derived forms. 

na- 'consume'. Realis forms of this verb are nVngg-, indicating an 
underlying form of ni/I- or nVn-, and are susceptible to vowel harmony. 

ombat- 'think, believe'. Realis forms of this t final verb undergo vowel 
harmony. 

wil- 'exit' also is susceptible to vowel harmony, in both realis and irrealis 
modes. 

wira-, wit- 'descend gradually' has the former root in irrealis modes and the 
latter in realis, and is susceptible to vowel harmony. 

Personal object auxiliaries tend to be irregular. This is especially so for - Vp 
seen in the table above, which undergoes vowel harmony and has 
alternate stems. Some of the different object forms of ba- 'put' (7 .2) 
and ha- 'see' (7.3) have different stems for realis and irrealis modes. 
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5.2 The verb complex 
The verb complex refers to the elements that make up the predicate in clauses that 

contain a verb. The structure of the verb complex is as follows (brackets indicate the item is 

optional)16: 

Table 5.2 The verb complex 

(verbal primary (voice auxiliary) (progressive 'other' inflection 
adjunct) verb stem aspect auxiliary) 

sek ok- baga-g-ya la- -g-ag-i 

good do put.2s.PO-REAL-s stay REAL-FPST-3s 

'He kept on doing good to you' or 'He kept on healing you.' 

The example above includes all of the possible elements of a verb complex. Note 

that some of the elements in one 'slot' may themselves consist of more than one element. 

These are described in the following chapters. The obligatory elements in the verb complex 

are the primary verb root17  (5. 1) and the 'other' inflection, the latter including the basic 

inflection found in independent verbs (Chapter 6), subordinating inflection (Chapter 10) or 

nonfmite inflection (Chapter 11). An example of a minimal verb complex consisting of a 

primary verb (Ia- 'go') with basic independent verb inflection (here including 

mode/tense/subject person-number inflection) is: 

263) la-g-i 
go-REAL-i s.NPST 
'I went.' 

Voice auxiliaries occur compounded to primary verbs stems. In addition to canying the 

mode/tense/subject person-number inflection for the primary verb, they show the person and 

number of personal objects or other voice categories. They also may add some semantic 

components to the primary verb. Some voice auxiliaries also occur as primary or generic 

16  Certain serial verb constructions containing motion verbs do not fit this structure. See 
§5.3, §11.7, §11.8. 
17 am grateful for Myron Bromley' s (1981:23) description of this for Lower Grand Valley 
Dam, which has contributed greatly to my understanding. Although I have changed some of 
his terminology, my terms refer basically to the same features. 



verbs. One example is given below, with the voice auxiliary -ba- 'put'. A full discussion of 

voice auxiliaries is given in Chapters 7 and 8. 

lak-ba-g-i 
go-put.3s.PO-REAL- 1 s.NPST 
'I sent him/her/it.' 

The progressive aspect auxiliary is similar to the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay', and occurs 

after a particular inflected form of primary verb stems or auxiliaries. A discussion of the 

progressive aspect is found in Chapter 9. An example of a verb complex including the 

progressive aspect auxiliary is: 

la-g-ya dogo-gw-is 
go-REAL-s stay-DEL.FUT- is 
'I will keep going.' 

Generic verbs are a limited number of primary verbs that occur following verbal 

adjuncts. In many cases, all or most of the meaning of the generic verb is usually 

'bleached', and the verbal adjunct contributes most of the semantic component of the verb 

complex, while the generic verb carries the inflection for the verbal adjunct. In some cases 

the generic verb retains most of its meaning, and the verbal adjunct modifies it or makes it 

more specific. Verbs found as generic verbs include y- 'say'; ogat-/oga- 'do'; wa- 'get'; wat-

'hit'; YE-  'weave'; ha- 'see'; ba- 'put'; yat-/ya- 'grow, plant'; na- 'consume' and wela-/dogo-

'stay'. By far the most common of these isy- 'say'. Further discussion on this generic verb is 

found in §8.3. 

Verbal adjuncts are of two kinds. Some are only ever found as verbal adjuncts. These 

are called secondary verb stems. Some secondary verbs stems are clearly derived from 

primary verbs (see §8.3 for further details). Other verbal adjuncts also occur as other parts of 

speech, such as nouns or adjectives. These are simply termed verbal adjuncts. Secondary 

verbs stems always occur immediately before their generic verb. Other verbal adjuncts may 

occur elsewhere in the clause, but are found most often next to the verb. 
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Most verbal adjuncts only ever occur with one of the generic verbs, though a veiy few 

have been found with more than one. A selection (by no means exhaustive) of generic verbs 

accompanied by verbal adjuncts follows. 

y- 'say 
dineky-  'play' 
yonggo y-  'call to work' 
nagoy- 'be speared' 
mbupy- 'stop' 

ogal-/oga- 'do' 
man ogat-  'divide' 
yavup ogat- 'work' 
enden-panden ogat- 'toss around' 

wa-  'get, move, transfer, give' 
legel wa- 'build a fence' 
yavup Wa- 'perform a spiritual ceremony' 
yenaga wa- 'examine' 
sunggwa wa- 'clear base of tree' 
onggop wa- 'steal' 

wal-  'hit' 
nggomo wat- 'bathe' 
ndawl wat- 'sing' 
dirup wat-  'write, inject' 

yat- /ya-  'grow, plant' 
yupyat- 'ely' 
onda yat- 'laugh' 
mo yat-  '(for the sun to) shine' 

yE-  'weave' 
nogoyi-  'sleep' 
pa yE-  'weed' 
enggen yE-  'produce fruit' 
heiepyi-  'gather stones' 

na-/nVn-  'consume' 
hail na- 'burn' 
musu na- 'rain' 
onggop na-  'steal and use up' 

ba-  'put' 
sakni ba-  'burn a garden area' 
danggi ba-  'help' 
onggo ba-  'to pay' or 'take revenge' 
homan ba-  'to curse' 
hail ba-  'to cremate' 

ha- 'see' 
hemek ha-  'enquire' 
sok ha- wait' 
nggwil ha- 'bash' 

wela-/dogo- 'stay' 
enggedogo- 'guard' 
abyam dogo- 'wait' 



With very few exceptions, verbal adjuncts have no inflection. A few however may have 

pronominal prefixes that indicate the participant towards whom the action is directed. This 

may be the subject, as in (276), or more frequently an object, as in example (277). 

Hit hen-on ggop wa-buk 
2p 2p.GEN-steal get-NEG 
'Don't steal (for yourselves).' 
Nag-onda ya-g-as. 
1 s.GEN-laugh plant-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He laughed at me.' 

Further discussion of genetic verbs is found throughout chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

5.3Serialisation of motion verbs 
Commonly found together in a single clause are two motion verb stems, with each 

contributing some semantic feature of a single motion event. These may be found in 

independent clauses, and are discussed here as they are part the basic 'verbology' required 

for independent clauses, but do not fit the structure of the verbal complex. 

Two kinds of motion verb are found in Nggem. There are two 'general' motion verbs, 

wat-/wa- 'come' and La- 'go'. There are also five 'specific' motion verbs namely wE!- 'exit', 

nun ggu- 'enter', 'daga- 'ascend', wira-/wit- 'descend gradually' and wamb- 'descend 

steeply'. By themselves, the latter all express movement away from the speaker. If the 

movement is towards the speaker then they occur in a serial verb construction (SVC) with 

wat-/wa- 'come': 

Nit umwa nunggu wa-g-yo. 
ip home enter come.-REAL-lp.NPST 
'We came into home.' 

When movement is away from the speaker, and is a plural immediate imperative 

(6.5.1), then the specific motion verbs must be used in serial verb constructions with la-

'go', as in the following example: 

Hit Nona Mary o-amwa daga ela-les. 
2p Miss Mary 3s.GEN-homeascend go-2p.IMP 
'You (p) go up to Miss Mary's home.' 



Singular immediate imperatives may also use these constructions, or they may take 

direct affixation, as described in §6.5.1. Apart from immediate imperatives, the specific 

motion verbs are not found in serial verb constructions with ía- 'go'. 

Most of the specific motion verbs add a vowel to the root before the general motion 

verbs, namely u before wat-/wa- 'come' and i before ía- 'go'. The exceptions are daga-

'ascend', which remains unchanged, and nunggu- 'enter' which adds i before Ia-, but already 

ending in u, is unchanged before wat-/wa-. The stems formed from the roots wE!- and 

wirazwit undergo vowel harmony, though for wira-/wil- an alternative form is used by 

some speakers (see example below). The following examples illustrate the specific motion 

verbs in serial verb constructions with wat- 'come' in (280), and with the second person 

plural imperative form of ía- 'go' in (281). Note that the imperative forms are compounded 

in most instances, and are inegular. (See §6.5.1 for more information on imperatives.) 

280) Motion verb SVCs with wat- 'come': 
wulu Wa!- 'come out' 
nungguwat- 'come in' 
dagawal- 'come up' 
wuru wai- wura wal- 'come down (gradual slope)' 
ivambu wat- 'come down (steep slope)' 

281) Motion verb SVCs with the second person plural imperative of ía- 'go' (tales lales): 
will-tales 'go out' 
nunggw1-lales 'go in' 
daga elales 'go up' 
wirE-tales 'go down (gradual slope)' 
wambi-lales 'go down (steep slope)' 

The constructions described in this section have the features of what Foley and Olson 

(1985) call nuclear layer serial verb constructions. They form a single unit, sharing all core 

and peripheral layer arguments, tense, aspect, mode and negation. 
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6. BASIC INDEPENDENT VERB MORPHOLOGY 
In section 5.2 the verb complex was iniroduced and it was noted that the obligatoiy 

elements in a verb complex are the verb root and the 'other' inflection. 'Other' inflection 

consists of mode/tense/subject person-number inflection, hortatives and imperatives, 

negation, subordinating inflection or nonfmite inflection. This chapter describes the 'other' 

inflection found in independent verbs: the basic verb morphology required for primary verbs 

in an independent clause. 

Central to Nggem verb inflection is a three-way distinction of mode. Realis mode (6. 1) 

is indicated by the suffix -g affixed to the verb root, and is primarily used to refer to events 

that occurred in the past. In contrast to realis mode is what may be termed irrealis mode, 

which is subdivided into two categories, counterfactual and potential. Counterfactual mode 

(6.2) is indicated by the suffix -1, and refers to events that are considered to be unlikely, 

whether in the past or in the future. Potential mode, described in §6.3, is indicated by -o, and 

refers to events that are expected to continue beyond the moment of speaking.'8  

The suffixes indicating mode are affixed to the verb or auxiliary root, and are followed 

by further suffixes for tense and subject person and/or number. Realis mode has two tenses: 

near past (6.1.1) and far past (6. 1.2). Potential mode has four tenses: present/customary 

(6.3.1), ordinary future (6.3.2), delayed-definite future (6.3.3) and uncertain (6.3.5), as 

well as several categories of hortatives/imperatives. Counterfactual mode does not have any 

tense distinctions. Each of the mode/tense categories have a unique set of subject indicating 

affixes. 

18  Bromley (1981) found that in Lower Grand Valley Darn there is a three way contrast of 
event modes: factive, referring to events considered as fact, and so primarily past or present 
events; hypothetical mode, referring to events regarded as hypothetical; and potential, 
referring to events predicted or ordered by the speaker. The modes found in Nggem 
correspond closely to those in Darn, but with some significant differences that will be noted 
in this discussion. 
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Verbs in most of the tense/mode and subject categories in Nggem have the structure: 

VERB ROOT - MODE - TENSE - SUBJECT 

A few however, have inflection for subject person occurring before tense. Some of the tense- 

subject forms are portmanteau. Others are divisible into segments, but few of the segments 

from one tense-subject category are productive in other categories. Some tenses make a 

distinction only for the number of the subject, while others make a four, five or six-way 

distinction of person and number. 

Following the discussion of the individual tense/modes, a summary and comparison of 

them is given in section 6.4. Hortatives and imperatives are described in §6.5, and the 

infmitive (also found in independent verbs) in §6.6. Negation is discussed in §6.7. The 

categories described in this chapter can also be seen in paradigms in Appendix I. 

In the following descriptions I will occasionally use the term 'tense' as a cover term to 

refer to categories that are not pure tenses but convey both tense and mode meanings. 

6.1 Realis mode 
The realis mode is marked by the suffix -g. The allomorph -Vg occurs after non- 

assimilative consonant fmal roots, with V harmonising with the nearest following vowel or 

semivowel. Realis mode indicates that the event referred to is seen as a factual reality. Thus 

it usually indicates that an action was done in the past. 

There are two realis tenses: near past, indicated by subject person-number affixes 

suffixed directly after the realis suffix, and far past, indicated by the suffix -Vg after the 

realis suffix, and preceding subject person-number suffixes. The realis mode is also found on 

verb stems that occur with progressive aspect (Chapter 9) and on some verbs in dependent 

constructions (see sections 11.1, 11.2 and 11.11). 

6.1.1 Near past tense 
Near past tense (NPST) is used when talking about events that have occurred in the 

recent past. Normally this means events that have happened just prior to the time of 

speaking, extending back for about two days. Occasionally when the event is still very fresh 



in the mind of the speaker, they use this tense for events up to around one week after they 

occur. it is nearly always used only for events that have been completed, and are no longer 

going on at the time of speaking. Veiy rarely someone will use this for an action that has not 

been completed but is considered to be as good as accomplished. 

Morphologically near past tense has the following structure: 

Verb root - realis suffix (-g) - subject person/number suffix. 

Near past tense has a six-way contrast of person and number, and is the only tense/mode 

categoly to do so. A table showing these suffixes for the various types of verb stems (see 

§5.1) is found in Table 6.1 below. In this table, and others found in this chapter, the left hand 

colwnn indicates the person and number of the subject. 

Table 6.1: Near past tense 

la- wa- wat- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' Iwa- 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull out' 'die' 

'come' 

is lagi wigi wagi wails havitis' 9  mbanggis hinggis hambigi 

2s lagen wegen wagen watin havitin mbanggin h'nggin hambegen 

3s laga wagas waga watas havitas mbanggas hinggas hombagas 

ip lagyo wigyo wagyo watyo havityo - mbanggyo hinggyo hambigyo 
hcivetup mbanggup hunggup 

2p lagep wegep wagep watep havitep mbanggzp hinggip hambegep 

3p lagao wagao wagao watao havitao mbanggao hinggao hombagao 

From the above examples it can be seen that the near past subject person markers are: 

is: -i - -is (with -i occurring after -g)20  
2s: -en -in (with -en occurring after g) 
3s: -a -as (-as occurs after most verbs; while -a occurs with several 

vowel fmal verbs and auxiliaries, but not in a predictable manner) 
ip: -yo - -up (-up occurs with some speakers after 1, d, 1 and n fmal roots) 
2p: -ep ip (-ip occurs after ngg and with some object auxiliaries) 
3p: -ao 

Some fuller examples of near past tense are seen below. 

19  No rule has yet been formulated to account for the raising of e to / in certain environments. 
20  This rule applies in nearly all instances. There are however, some exceptions, such as 
wogigis 'I gave it to him'. 
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At o-ane endak y-ag-as. 
3s 3s.GEN-talk first say-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He spoke first.' 
At page winggas. {wil-k-as} 
3s recently exit-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He just left.' 

6.1.2 Far past tense 

Far past tense is used for events that occurred more than about two days ago. It has a 

five-way distinction of person and number, with first and second person plural conflating 

into a single form. 

Far past tense has the following structure: 

Verb root - Realis (-g) - Far Past (-Vg) - Subject person 

The vowel V is a when following vowel final (including t/vowel final) and non-assimilative 

consonant final roots. For mutable vowel final roots it is most often e for singular subjects 

and o for plural subjects. For other roots it is / for singular subjects and u for plural subjects. 

Paradigms of various verbs with far par tense can be seen in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Far past tense 

Ia- 'go' Wa- wat-/wa- wat- haved- mba!- 'cut' hin- hamb- 'die' 
'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'pull out' 

is lagagis wegegis wagagis watigis haveligis mbanggigis hinggigis homba gag/s 

2s lagagin wegegin wagagin watigin haveligin mbanggigin hinggigin hombagag/n 

3s lagagi wegegi wagagi watigi haveligi mbanggigi hinggigi hombagagi 

agagup wogogup wagagup watugup havetugup mbanggugup hunggugup hombagagup 

3p lagagwa wogogwa wagagwa watugwa havetugwa mbanggugwa hunggugwa hombagagwa 

Thus the subject markers for far past tense are: 

is -is 
r•  2s -in 2 

-
J  UP 

3s -i 3p -Wa 

A comparison of these suffixes with the near past subject suffixes reveals some 

similarities, though not a uniform correspondence. This suggests that perhaps historically 

there was a common form. Some examples of far past tense follow: 
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o Pikinam en amikmit y-ag-ag-wa 
place Pikinam ABL shout say-REAL-FPST-3p 
'From Pikinam they shouted.' 
At rnbogot paga inggigi. {il-k-ik-ij 
3s sky to ascend-REAL-FPST-3s 
'He went up to the sky.' 

6.2Counterfactuat mode 

Verbs inflected as counterfactual mode mdicate events that could have occurred but 

didn't, or which are conceivable but not expected to occur. The likelihood of the event 

occurring is considered to be nil. 

Verbs in counterfactual mode have the following form: 

verb root -counterfactual mode suffix ( -1) - subject person suffix 

Table 6.3 shows various verbs in counterfactual mode. 

Table 6.3: Counterfactual mode 

la- wa- wa-/wat- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull out' 'die' 

is lela we/a wakli wakli havedili mba//li h/ni/i hambili 

ip lelau we/au waklu waklu havedilu mba/i/u h/ni/u hambilu 

2s lelan we/an wakl/n waklin havedilin mba/i/in h/ni/in hamb/lin 

3s 

2p - le/ap welap waklip wa/dip havedil/p mba//lip h/n/lip hambilip 

The t in i fmal roots (including t/vowel fmal roots) becomes k before the counterfactual 

mode suffix. The counterfactual mode suffix itself has the following allomorphs: 

Vowel fmal roots, mutable vowel final roots, I fmal roots andp fmal roots 
occur with the allomorph -1. 

All other verb root types occur with the allomorph -ii. 
As can be seen in the table, counterfactual mode has a four way series of subject 

personlnumber inflection. The subject person suffixes are: 

-i -a first person singular 
-in -an second person singular 
-u au first person plural 
-ip ap second person plural and third person subjects 
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The allomorphs containing a occur with most vowel fmal (including mutable vowel 

fmal, but not i/vowel fmal) roots. In these cases the vowel of the verb root become e, in 

accordance with the rule for vowel raising (2.4.8). Some exceptions to this are the verbs ba-

'put', daga- 'ascend' and wira- 'descend gradually', which take the regular allomorphs -I, - 

in, -u and -ip. No vowel change occurs in the roots of ba- and daga-, but the root fmal vowel 

of wira- undergoes vowel harmony (e.g. wirili 'I would have descended', etc.). 

A few other verbs are inegular in this mode. These include: 

do go- 'stay'. This root loses the fmal vowel, and the remaining vowel 
becomes u. E.g. dukii 'I would have stayed' etc. 

hul- 'hear'. With at least some speakers, k is inserted before the 
counterfactual suffix. E.g. hull/c/i 'I would have heard' etc. 

Some examples in context follow: 

an nak-i-ip {nai-i-ip} 
is hit me-CF-3p 
'They would have hit (or killed) me but didn't' or 'they could hit (kill) me (but I don't 
expect them to).' 
nit onggo ba-i-u 
ip price put-CF-lp 
'We would have paid (but didn't)' or 'we could pay (but won't).' 
Wobarik pal-il-ip ovara wa-g-atek 
Wobarik build-CF-3s but come-REAL-NEG 
'Wobarik would have built it but did not come.' 

6.3 Potential mode 
Potential mode is used for events that have not yet reached fulfilment, and thus extend 

into the future. It includes present/customary tense (6.3. 1), ordinary future tense (6.3.2), 

delayedldefmite future tense (6.3.3), uncertain potential mode (6.3.5) and hortative and 

imperative modes (6.5). 

The inclusion of a present/customary tense as an irrealis category raises the question, 

why is what can be considered a factual event (something that is occurring now or usually 

occurs) not marked as realis? Why is it marked as potential? What mode distinctions are 

there between past and present that result in present not being marked as realis? 

The feature that characterizes both present/customary mode and future modes, and sets 

them apart from the two past tenses, is that they belong to the not yet actual world of the 
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future. A present or customary event is expected to continue past the moment of speaking. A 

future tense event is expected to occur past the moment of speaking. Therefore, we can 

defme potential mode as referring to any event that is considered to have the potential to 

occur from the moment of speaking onwards. Further discussion on this is found in §6.4. 

Potential mode is not directly marked by an affix as with realis and counterfactual 

modes, but suffixes marking the various potential sub-categories are affixed to the verb root. 

(We could say that there is a zero (a) morpheme occupying the place immediately next to the 

verb root.) Some of the potential mode sub-categories employ porlmanteau morphemes 

indicating both subject and mode. 

6.3.1 Present/customary tense 
Present/customary tense has two meanings: it indicates an action that is currently being 

done, or it can indicate that an action is usually or customarily done. It is often used in 

descriptive texts. 

Present/customary tense shows contrast for singular (s) and plural (p). Table 6.4 shows 

verbs in present/customary tense. 

Table 6.4: Present/customary tense 

Ia- Wa- wat-/wa- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull 'die' 

out' 

s land/ga waliga wand/ga war/s/ga hcsvedisiga mba/is/ga h/n/s/ga hamb is/ga 
was/ga 

p lendagwi welagwi wendagwi warisagwi havedisagwi mbalisagwi hinisagwi hambisagwi 

wasagwi 

The present customary tense forms can be divided into the affixes -/ga indicating 

singular and -agwi plural, with -is -1 - -nd indicating present customary tense. These three 

allomorphs occur with the following rules: 

-is follows verb roots that end in a consonant; 
-1 follows verb roots that end in a vowel; 
-nd occurs with the motion verbs la- 'go', wat- 'a- 'come', wira- 'descend 
gradually' and the auxiliary lat-/la- 'become'. 



T fmal roots (including t/vowel fmal roots) may contract, dropping the It! (r) and the 

following I of the -is allomorph of the present customary tense. This occurs in free 

fluctuation with the full form (e.g. warisiga wasiga 'singular subject is hitting'). 

An example of this suffix used to indicate a presently occurring event (glossed as 

PRES) can be seen below: 

Wuru andi o hunogo-ma la-nd-iga. 
plane that place other-SET go-PRES-s 
'That plane is going somewhere else.' 

An example of this suffix indicating a customarily occurring event (glossed as CUST) is 

seen in the example below. This is taken from a descriptive text about how houses are made. 

Owak ngguvu-ba-luk, heda wa/in-is-agwi. 
board stand in ground-put-PERF vine circle-CUST-p 
'After the boards are stood up in the ground, a vine is circled around.' 

The verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' has peculiar present customary tense forms that distinguish 

person as well as number: 

agirik 
agindik 
agarik 
agurik 
agipik 
agaorik - agarwik agaruk 

'I amlstay' 
'you(s) are/stay' 
'he or she is/stay' 
'we are/stay' 
'you(p) are/stay' 
'they are/stay' 

These are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

6.3.2 Ordinary future tense 
Ordinary future tense is the most common future tense, and is used to indicate an event 

that has not yet begun, but which has the possibility to take place in the future either 

immediately or at any time in the future. When this tense is used, there is a general 

expectation that the event could, or is likely to, occur. A table showing several verbs in 

ordinary future tense can be seen below. 
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Table 6.5: Ordinaiy future tense 

la- Wa- wat-/wa- wat- haved- mbal- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'null out' 'die' 

s layogon wayogon warisogon ivarisogon havedisogon mbalisogon hinisogon hambisogon 
wasogon wasogon 

p lasogon wasogon warusogon warusogon havedusogon mbalusogon hinusogon hambusogon 
wasogon - wasogon 

As can be seen, ordinary future tense shows contrast between singular and plural 

subject. There are two sets of allomorphs: 

-isogon (s), -usogon (p) occur after consonants (as with present customary tense, in 
roots that end in r the r and initial vowel of the future suffix are often deleted, in free 
fluctuation with the full form, for example war/sEga was/ga 'singular subject will 
hit'). 
-yogon (s), -sogon (p) occur after roots that end in a vowel. 

In the allomorphs -isogon and -usogon it can be seen that i indicates singular, and u 

indicates plural. The allomorphs -yogon and -sogon are porimanteau morphemes indicating 

both number and future. Stress does not fall on the morpheme -yogon, but on the preceding 

syllable (e.g. niiyogon 's.subj will consume'). Ordinary future tense differs from most other 

tense/mode/subject sets in that the subject morpheme occurs before the tense morpheme. 

Some examples follow: 

andi en an hamb-i-sogon a, n-iluk ar-i-sogon a, 
that CAUSE is die-s-FUT or, ls.GEN-alive become-s-FUT or, 
en-endawi anggin 
3p.GEN-heart heavy 
'Because of that their hearts are heavy, (and they think) will I die or will I become 
alive?' 
Nit p/nat ovok ne-bk Nggem en-ane ogar-u-sogon 
ip peanut complete consume-PERF Nggem 3p.GEN-talk do-p-FUT 
'When we have finished eating peanuts we will do the Nggem language.' 

6.3.3 Delayed/definite future tense 
Delayed/definite future tense (DEL.FIJT) is used when talking about a future event that 

is likely to occur in a time period that is considered by the speaker to be outside the current 

time period. In a temporal sense there is no difference between ordinary future tense and 

delayed/definite future tense, except that delayed future is never used for today (except in a 

prohibitive sense; see §6.3.4 below). They both may be used for tomorrow, next week, next 
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month or any time in the future. The difference lies however in how the speaker views the 

time when the event is to occur. If he or she considers it to be outside the current time period, 

that is, in a different, later, time period, then they will usually use the delayedldefmite future 

tense. Thus often a speaker will use it for tomorrow when tomorrow is in contrast with 

today, or for next week or month when that is in contrast with the current week or month. If 

you ask Nggem people the difference between the ordinary future and what I have called 

delayedldefmite future tense, they are likely to say that the former is used for today, and the 

latter is for tomorrow (which incidentally corresponds with Yali future tenses), but they will 

then proceed to use them in the manner that I have described. Delayedldefmite future tense 

also has a semantic component that the event is considered defmitely likely to occur - more 

so than the ordinary future. 

The delayedldefmite future tense has a four-way subject personlnumber contrast, with 

distinction made for first, second and third person singular, and plural, but no distinction 

among plural persons.21  The table below shows the delayedldefmite future forms of the 

various types of verbs. 

Table 6.6: Delayedldefmite future tense 

la- Wa- wat-Iwa- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull out' 'die' 

Is lagwis wagwis warugwis warugwis havedugwis mba/u gwis hinugwis hambugwis 

2s lagun wagun warugun warugun havedugun mbalugun hinugun hambugun 

3s lagwi wagwi warugwi warugwi havedugwi mbalugwi hinugwi hambugwi 

p lauv wauv waru-uv waruuv havedurw mbaluuD hinuc'uv hambupui, 

The form of the delayedldefmite future tense is therefore 

21 It is interesting to note that a similar tense category - though with some important semantic 
differences - is found in Lower Grand Valley Dani but with no distinction for person or 
number (Bromley 198 1:52). In Yali it has a five way person-number distinction, with 2p and 
3p fusing, and in Western Darn it has a full six person-number distinction (Fahner 1979:61, 
161). When we compare these with Nggem, with three singular subject person distinctions 
but one categoiy for all plural subject persons, we can see a clear process of a grammatical 
distinction being lost in the Darn languages. Lower Grand Valley Dani has completed the 
process to no contrast at all for any person/number categories; Nggem has reduced to four 
categories, Yali five, and Western Dani retaining what is possibly historically the original six 
categories. 
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Verb root - delayed/definite future suffix -subject person suffix 

The delayed/definite future tense suffix is analysed as -ugw -gw. The allomorph -ugw 

occurs after consonants, and -gw after vowels. The w is lost before u. 

The subject person/number affixes are: 

-is first person singular 
-un second person singular 
-i third person singular 
-up plural 

Some examples follow. Compare these with the example of ordinary future tense above 

(291), which has a more general, less specific time frame when the event is expected to 

occur. 

An yogak surat watitek {wat-k-itek} ovara an heveret surat war-u gw-is. 
is today letter hit-REAL-NEG but Is tomorrow letter hit-DEL.FUT-ls 
'I didn't write a letter today but tomorrow I will.' 
An pivis hogop Diwuguri wamb-ugw-is. 
is later want Diwuguri descend-DEL.FUT-ls 
'Later on I want to go down to Diwuguri.' 

6.3.4 Prohibitive: Delayed/definite future and en: 
When the delayed/definite future is followed by en 'source', it becomes either a 

warning when in an independent construction, or a negative purpose clause when linked with 

another clause. 

In an independent clause, it is used as a warning or prohibition that the action should 

not be done. It implies that there is a definite chance of the undesirable event occurring. 

Yak-heda-g-un en! 
fall-see.R-DEL.FUT-2s source 
'Don't fall!' or perhaps 'you are about to fall (so watch out!).' 
Heda-lar-ugw-i en! 
break-become-DEL.FUT-3 s source 
'Don't let it break!' or 'it may break (so be careful)!' 
Ililagan ogar-ug-up en. 
uneven do-DEL.FUT-p source 
'Don't do it unevenly' or '(be careful) lest you do it unevenly.' 

In prohibitive clauses, the semantic meaning of 'definiteness' of the delayed definite 

future tense is more in focus than that of 'delayed', which does not seem to be implied at all. 

Rather the event is seen as impending. 



Clauses of this type are often found as the negative purpose element in negative 

purpose-means sentences; e.g. 

en-un ggut ar-u gw-i en yug-era-up 
3p.GEN-ignorant become-DEL.FUT-3s source say-3p.REC-FNF 
'Lest they forget (become ignorant), tell them.' 

6.3.5 Uncertain potential mode 
As its name suggests, the uncertain potential mode (TJNC) is used when the speaker 

considers there to be uncertainly over either the likelihood of an event occurring or the 

outcome of the event. 

Person is not marked with uncertain potential mode but number is, with the suffix 

-umwi indicating plural subject and -imi indicating singular. The allomorphs -mwi (p)  and 

-ml (s) occur after roots that end in a vowel. The segment -(V)m- can be considered to 

indicate uncertain potential mode, with -wi and -i indicating plural and singular respectively. 

In independent clauses the uncertain potential mode is mostly used in questions, such 

as: 

Hat ogar-im-i a dek a? 
2s do-l.JNC-s or not or 
'Will you do it or not?' 
Ir-enen sek y-um-wi a, dek a? 
3p-ERG good say-UNC-p or not or 
'Will they say "good" (agree) or not? 
Hat haruk hol-ek dogo-m-i? (With rising intonation on the fmal syllable.) 
2s 2s.GEN-ear hear-RES stay-UNC-s 
'Will you keep listening?' 

6.4Summary of Nggem tense/mode categories. 
As mentioned above, Nggem categories of far past, near past, present/customary, 

ordinary future and delayed future cannot be considered to be pure 'tenses' as such, but all 

cany components of both tense and mode. 

When comparing these five categories, the following distinctions become apparent. 

Firstly, as described above, they are either realis, in that they have occurred, or potential, in 

that they have the potential to occur into the future. Secondly, from a temporal perspective, 

there is a distinction between inner time period and outer time period. The inner time period 
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consists of present/customary, near past and ordinary future. Near past has occurred recently. 

Present/customary occurs now. Events expressed with ordinary future tense, though not 

necessarily occurring within a near time frame, are not viewed as occurring in a different 

time period. This is an arbitrary distinction: a speaker may or may not choose to specify that 

distinction when referring to an event. 

The outer time period consists of far past and delayed-definite future. There is a great 

deal of similarity with these two categories, both semantically and morphologically. 

Semantically, they both refer to a period of time that is removed from the current time 

period. Morphologically, they both have the pattern of VERB ROOT - MODE -Vg-

SUBJECT, with very similar subject person suffixes. Compare them as they appear on the 

verb ogat-/oga- 'do' in Table 6.7 below: 

Table 6.7: Comparison of far past and delayed future tense suffixes 

Subject Far Past Delayed 
Person Future 

is ogagag/s ogarugwis 

2s ogagagin ogarugun 

3s ogagagi ogarugwi 

'p 1 
- ogagagup 

2p J ogarugup 

3p ogagagwa 

First person singular is represented by -is, second person singular by -n, third person 

singular by 1, and plural by -up, with the exception of the third person plural far past. Both of 

these tenses have - Vg- occurring after mode (though to be more accurate, it is - Vgw in the 

delayed-defmite future mode). Clearly they are related, and these factors support the analysis 

that they both belong to the same 'tense' category, that of an outer time period. 

In regard to counterfactual and potential mode, these can be grouped together under the 

wider category 'irrealis' on both semantic and morphological grounds. Semantically, these 

modes both refer to events that are unreal in that the speaker judges that they belong to the 

category of predicted - predicted in the various senses of defmitely, likely, possibly or 
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unlikely. This includes present customary tense; while it may be more common to consider 

present or customary a 'real world' (realis) event in languages (Chung and Timberlake 

1985:243), in Nggem it is assigned to the category of irrealis in that it is an event predicted 

to extend into the unreal, or non-actual world beyond the moment of speaking. 

Morphologically, potential and counterfactual can be linked together because verbs 

which have two distinct roots use one of the roots for realis, and the other for both 

counterfactual and potential. For example: 

Table 6.8: Realis/irrealis verb root distinctions 

irrealis: 
realis 

potential counterfactual 
i122, daga- inggi 'I ascended' dagagwis 'I will ascend' dagali 'I would ascend' 
'ascend' {11-k-i {daka-kw-is {daka-I-i 

ascend-REAL-i s.NPST} ascend-DEL.FUT- is) ascend-CF-is) 

wela-/dogo- welagi 'I stayed' dogogwis 'I will stay' dukli 'I would stay' 
'stay' {wela-k-i {doko-kw-is {dok-l-i 

s.NPST} stay-DEL.FUT- is } stay-CF-is) 

No verb with two distinct roots has been found to use one of them for realis mode and 

either the potential or counterfactual mode, but not both. 

In the following diagram, the modes found in Nggem can be seen with their 

subcategories of tense, in temporal setting. The arrows represent sub-categories, and the 

circles represent temporal reference. 

22 That the root is ii-, and not in-, is evident from some derived forms that use the form ii-
(cf. §4.3). 
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Figure 6.1: Nggem tense/mode categories 

6.5Hortatives and imperatives 

Hortatives and imperatives constitute a potential mode series of inflection that express 

the speaker's view as to the desirability of the subject performing an action. Second person 

forms in this series have a contrast for immediate and delayed action. The various 

hortative/imperative suffixes can be seen in Table 6.9 below. 

Table 6.9: Hortative/imperative suffixes 

Immediate Delayed 

is -1k -igen 

ip -uk -ugen 

2s -u - -in -inok 

2p -es -ovovok 

3s & 3p -upwak - -umwak 

These will be discussed in the following subsections. With the exception of the second 

person immediate imperatives, these forms are also found in subordinate clauses of purpose 

(see §11.3.4). 
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6.5.1 Second person immediate imperatives 

Immediate imperatives (IMP) are used when the speaker desires a second person subject 

to perform an action immediately, with no delay between the moment of speaking and the 

action being performed. 

Table 6.10: Immediate imperatives 

Subject ía- wa- wat- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
person 'go' 'get' Iwa- 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull 'die' 

'come' out' 

2s elak woman oma waru havedu mba/u hinu hambin 

2p elales womanes omanes wares havedes mba/es hines hambes 

As can be seen, there is contrast for singular and plural. For most verbs, -u is used for 

second person singular and -es for second person plural. A number of verbs, including hamb-

'die' seen in the table above, take the suffix -in for singular imperative. 

Vowel final verbs and motion verbs tend to be idiosyncratic in their immediate 

imperative forms. As can be seen, the motion verb /a- 'go' has irregular forms, as does the 

verb wat-/wa- 'come'. The forms found on the verb Wa- 'get' (-man 2s.IMP', -manes 

'2p.IMP') are also found on the reflexive verbs heda- 'take for self and beta- 'place for self 

(7.2, §7.3). In the case of these three verbs, the fmal vowel of the root is raised and backed 

to o before the imperative suffix. 

The motion verbs daga- 'ascend', wamb- 'descend steeply', wira- 'descend gradually', 

nunggu- 'enter' and wil- 'exit' have the suffix -in for singular imperative. The roots daga-

and wira- lose the fmal vowel of the root before the imperative suffix: 

dagin 'you(s) ascend' 
wambin 'you(s) descend' 
wirin 'you(s) descend' 
nun ggwin 'you(s) enter' 
wi/in 'you(s) exit' 

Plural imperative forms of these verbs only occur as serial verbs in construction with 

the motion verbs Ia- 'go' and wat- 'come' (see § 5.3). The immediate imperative forms for 

going and coming are irregular, as seen in Table 6.10. When in serial verb constructions with 

the specific motion verbs, in most cases the initial vowel of the imperative form of come or 
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go is dropped, and in some cases the initial consonant of the imperative form of go (1) 

becomes t or s. (E.g. elak 'go-2s.IMP' -* -Zak or -tak; elales 'go-2p.IMP' -  -laZes, -tales, or 

-sales; oma 'come-2s.IMP' - -ma; omanes 'come-2p.IMP' - -manes). 

Some examples of other verbs with idiosyncratic immediate imperative forms are: 

na- 'consume' 
ha- 'see' 
ba- 'put' 

singular: plural: 
namin nanes 
hanen hanes 
bain bas 

6.5.2 Second person delayed hortativelimperative 

The delayed hortative/imperative (DEL.IMP) is used when requesting someone to do an 

action that is not to be done immediately, but after an interval. The interval may be short as 

in a few seconds (after another action is performed) or long. It is indicated by the suffixes 

-inok for singular and -ovovok for plural (allomorphs after vowels are -nok and -vovok 

respectively). Some speakers drop the final k of the singular form. Examples of this category 

can be seen in the table below. Notice that the verb wat-/wa- 'come' has an irregular 

alternative form, and that Wa- 'get' also has an irregular singular form: both of these are 

similar to the immediate imperative forms (see Table 6.10 above). 

Table 6.11: Delayed imperatives 

la- Wa- wat-/wa- wat- haved- mbal- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'et' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'null out' 'die' 

2s lanok womano omano warinok havedinok mbalinok hininok hambinok 
warinok 

2p lavovok wavovok omano warovovok havedovovok mbalovovok hinovovok hambovovok 
warovovok 

For example: 

An gambar oga-g-i andi h-il yok ha-nok 
is picture do-REAL-is.NPST that 2s.GEN-eye look see-2s.DEL.IMP 
'Look at that picture that I have done [when you have taken it].' 
Hodo-rogo hun-ogo wo-lok omano. 
quick-MAN buy-MAN get-PERF come.2s.DEL.IMP 
'Quickly buy and bring it.' 

The plural forms of these imperatives are rarely heard except as the purpose clause in 

means-purpose sentences, such as in the following example. 
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Yenam hora yo-vovok en, ornanes, n-asin-i. 
here sit weave-2p.DEL.IMP source come.2p.IMP ls.GEN-father-p 
'Come my fathers, sit here' or 'in order to sit here, come, my fathers.' 

Variant forms of the singular form are found with some speakers, such as ogarinok - 

ogaitnok 'you do it later' (root ogar-), arinok - aitnok 'you become later' (root at-). It 

appears that in these cases a process of metathesis is occurring, with the segment ri (/til) 

being reordered as it. The verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' occurs in the singular form as dogenok. 

6.5.3 First person intentional 

The first person intentional is used in independent clauses when the speaker raises the 

possibility of performing an event himself or herself It is usually found in questions. As seen 

in Table 6.9 above, the singular form of this suffix is -1k and the plural is -uk. Here again we 

see i indicating singular and u indicating plural. 

An yenam hora y-i-k? (With rising intonation on the fmal syllable.) 
is here sit weave-i s-INT 
'Should I sit here?' 
an Paulus o-adema wira-i-k a, Sentani yagamu yok 
is Paul 3s.GEN-beside descend-is-lINT or Sentani down there look 
ha-a wamb-i-k a, Wamena adik yak ha-a la-i-k a? 
see-PURP descend-ls-INT or Wamena only look see-PURP go-is-INT or 
'Should I go down to Paul, or go down and look in Sentani, or just go and look in 
Wamena?' 

6.5.4 First person delayed intentional mode 

Delayed intentional is used in independent clauses by a speaker to indicate a strong 

intention to cany out an action that is not immediate but will occur today or possibly 

tomorrow. Often this will be when another event will occur before the event indicated, or 

when movement is required before it can be performed. It applies to first person subject only. 

The forms are -igen for singular and -ugen for plural. This is analysed as being the first 

person intentional (-1k and -Uk) cliticized with the source particle en. The particle en in this 

instance seems to add the information that the speaker has considered the possibility of 

performing the event and will take the initiative to perform it (cf. Bromley 1981:51). 

Hit erom endak na-nes. Wene hipis mbal-u-g-en. 
2p food before consume-2p.IMP talk later cut- ip-INT-source 
'You (p) eat first. Later we will talk.' 
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Paset ok-ba-luk ogar-i-g-en 
market do-put-PERF do-I s-lINT-source 
'I'll do it after the market.' 

6.5.5 Third person hortative (-upwak) 
The suffix -upwak (with the allomorph -pwak occurring after vowels) indicates that the 

speaker considers it desirable that a third person subject should perform an action. 

At ogar-upwak 
3s do-3.HORT 
'Let him do it' or 'he should do it.' 
An n-abi manggok war-upwak 
is ls.GEN-nose obstruction come-3.11ORT 
'They should come and meet me.' (abi manggok 'obstructed nose' is an idiom meaning 
'to deliberately meet someone on the way to somewhere') 

A variation of this suffix -umwak is found in some Nggem villages around Kobakma. In 

more distant Nggem villages some speakers use the suffix -nik. 

6.6 Infinitive -up 
The infmitive suffix -up is a potential mode suffix with no distinction for person or 

number, or tense. Although it is a nonfmite suffix, it is included in this chapter as it is found 

frequently in independent clauses. it occurs in two environments. Firstly, it is often used in 

everyday speech referring to activities when there is no particular emphasis on when it 

should be done, though it is sometimes used as a 'mild' imperative - mild in the sense that it 

is not so much commanding as stating that something is to be done. An example of this can 

be seen below. 

Sup andi la-buk, sup yi la-up. 
path that go-NEG path this go-INF 
'Don't go on that path, go on this path.' 

Secondly, the infmitive occurs in complement clauses that refer to potential events that 

are non-specific in regard to tense: 

An na-up n-anggon. 
is consume-INF ls.GEN-dislike 
'I don't want to eat' ('to eat is my dislike'). 
Ap en-ogwa ogar-up moga 
men 3s.GEN-wife do-INF forbidden 
'It is forbidden to commit adultery (lit. 'to do men's wives').' 
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314) yavup ogar-up halok oga-s-agwi 
work do-INF see-PERF do-CUST-p 
'If (they) are to work, (they) work.' 

The shape of the infinitive suffix is almost invariant, and it rarely affects the shape of 

the verb root. The only exceptions found are when the infinitive suffix occurs on the verb 

wela-/dogo- 'stay', on which it has the form -p (i.e. dogo-p), and on the verb y- 'weave', 

which loses its fmal vowel before the infinitive  suffix (i.e. y-up). 

The infinitive may occur with verbs inflected for object (Chapter 7), voice (S8.2) and 

progressive aspect (Chapter 9), but not with any other tense, mode or subject inflection as 

described in this chapter. 

6.7 Negatives 
This section will describe the negative 'versions' of each tense/mode, where it is found. 

Not all tense/modes occur with the same negative suffix. Some occur citicized with the 

negative particle buk, others the negative particle dek, and some both, with different 

semantic features conveyed in each case. With the exception of the present customary tense, 

which takes dek, irrealis tense/modes occur with buk as the negator. In the realis mode, a 

negative construction that clearly includes dek as a (historical) component is used to indicate 

that an event did not happen. If the speaker considers that an event that did not occur should 

have, then the negator buk is affixed to realis tenses and it has a 'remonstrative' sense. 

The following sections describe these negative tense/modes. Negatives have not been 

found with the delayed definite future and uncertain potential tenses. 

6.7.1 General realis negative 
General realis negative has no distinction for person or number. Forms of the various 

types of verbs in general realis negative can be seen below. 
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Table 6.12: General realis negative 

ía- wa- wat- war- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' Iwa- 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull out' 'die' 

'come' 

lagatek wegetek wagatek watitek havetitek mbanggilek hinggitek hambegetek 

These forms consist of the realis stem, followed by a vowel, followed by tek. It seems 

most likely that these forms developed by the affixation of dek to the third person singular 

forms of the near past tense (*6.1.1),  which then lost the third person singular distinction, to 

apply to any subject person!number. Most of the third person singular near past forms end in 

s, while others appear to be undergoing a process of apocope whereby the fmal s is lost. 

Assuming that historical forms of third singular near past tense ended in s, and that the 

morphophonemic rule for alveolar cluster coalescence to a geminate voiceless stop (*2.4.3) 

also applies to the sequence s-d, then we have an explanation for lek; i.e. 

{*l as..dek} 4 lagalek 'did not go' 
{wakas-dek) - *wagatek 'did not get' 

{ -> wagatek 'did not come' 
{watas-dek} - *watatek 'did not hit' 
{hapitas-dek} - *havitatek 'did not search' 
{mbanggas-dek} - *mbanggatek 'did not cut' 
{kinggas-dek} - *1 iggatek 'did not pull out' 
{hombakas} - 'did not die' 

Mutable vowel roots and other roots susceptible to vowel harmony then underwent 

vowel harmony: 

*wagatek 4 wegetek 'did not get' 
*hombagatek 4 hambegetek 'did not die' 

Syllables with an initial stop I or ngg (or p) in the syllable preceding tek underwent 

vowel raising: 

*watatek -) ivatitek 'did not hit' 
*havetetek - havetitek 'did not search' 
*mbanggatek - mbanggitek 'did not cut' 
* hinggatek - hinggitek 'did not pull out' 

No other plausable explanation has come to light to explain these forms. 
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General realis negative indicates that the event did not occur in the past - this can be 

recently or long ago. Any tense distinctions (i.e. between near and far past tenses) that may 

have been associated with the historical origins of this category have neutralised, as have 

subject personlnumber distinctions. In glossing, only the categories realis and negative are 

differentiated, as the third person singular near past category no longer applies. 

An hup nogo yi-g-itek 
is night sleep weave-REAL-NEG 
'I did not sleep at night.' 
Das andi ao isa-g-atek. 
banana that still cook-REAL-NEG 
'Those bananas are still not cooked.' 
Nit yup ya-g-atek 
ip cry plant-REAL-NEG 
'We did not cry.' 

6.7.2 Remonstrative past negative 
Remonstrative past negative implies that though the subject did not do something, he 

should have. It is formed by the addition of the suffix -buk to the near past or far past forms 

of the verb. 

ap Ndagagi pagatugwabuk {pakat-k-uk-wa-buk} 
man Ndagagi hold-REAL-FPST-3p-NEG 
'They did not restrain the man Ndagagi (when he really needed to be restrained).' 
"ayai, n-eyag-i" y-iluk h-endcnvi imbirigimbuk 'ornbat-k-ik-in-buk) 
Ohh is. GEN-child-p say-PERF 2s. GEN-heart think-REAL-FPST-2s-NEG 
'You did not think in your heart "Oh dear, my children" (when you should have).' 
warn ako andi ap ako en at onggo watabuk {wai-k-as-buk} 
pig t.w.k that man t.w.k ERG 3s revenge hit-REAL-3s.NPST-NEG 
'That man, he did not revenge-kill that pig(when culture required that it be revenge-
killed).' 

While the first and second person plural far past tense forms are identical (see Table 

6.2), with the addition of the remonstrative negative an apparent difference in underlying 

forms between them becomes obvious. Preceding -buk the fmalp in the first person plural 

form is deleted but in the second person plural form the fmal p assimilates with the b of-buk 

to become p, following the consonant cluster progressive assimilation rule (2.4.1); e.g. 
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ogagagup we did it' or 'you(p) did it' 
but: 
ogagagubuk 'we did not do it' (p preceding -buk is dropped in the first person 

plural form). 
and: 
ogagagupuk 'you(p) did not do it' (b in -buk folowing p in the second person plural 

form assimilates withp producing Ippi, written asp). 

This indicates that there was a probable historical distinction between first and second 

person plural subject markers, which have assimilated, a pattern that can be seen in other sets 

of subject marking affixes. The original first person plural subject marker for far past tense 

was probably -u or -o, corresponding to the near past first person plural suffix. This has 

fused with the second person plural subject suffix, but the negative forms retain the original 

form. 

6.7.3 Counterfactual mode and negative 

Negative counterfactual mode is expressed by the citicization of the negative particle 

-buk to the counterfactual forms; e.g. 

at o-eyave andi bolaklipuk bo1at-l-ip-buk 
3 s 3 s.GEN-body that lost-CF-3 s-NEG 
'She would not have got (or get) lost (but she did or we expect she will).' 
at o-eyabe hambilipuk {kamb-il-ip-buk 
3s 3s.GEN-body die-CF-3s-NEG 
'He would not have died (but he did)' or 'he would not die (but we expect he will)'. 

6.7.4 Present customary tense and negative 

Present Customary tense is negated by the citicization of the negative particle dek: 

an n-aruk hul-is-iga-dek 
is ls.GEN-ear hear-PRES-s-NEG 
'I am not hearing' (Sometimes this is used in the sense of 'I do not understand'). 

6.7.5 Future tense and negative 

Future tenses are negated by the negative particle -buk: 

nit onggo basogombuk {ba-sokon-buk) 
ip price put-p.FUT-NEG 
'We will not pay.' 

6.7.6 Imperative and negative 

Negative imperative has no distinction between immediate or delayed aspect, or person- 

number. For consonant-fmal roots it is expressed by -buk following the imperative suffix -u, 

and for vowel fmai roots by -buk affixed immediately to the verb root. 
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For example: 

Hit hen-asuwe o-gwa ogar-u-buk 
2p 2p.GEN-friend 3s.GEN-wife do-IMP-NEG 
'Do not 'do' your friend's wife' (i.e. 'Do not seduce your friend's wife') 
Hat o andoma la-buk 
2s place there go-NEG 
'Don't you go there.' 
Hal h-unggul ar-u-buk. 
2s 2s.GEN-ignorant become-IMP-NEG 
'Don't forget!' 
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Chapter 7 

Personal object marking in verbs 



7. PERSONAL OBJECT MARKING IN VERBS 
We have seen that Nggem can indicate person and number of the subject of a clause by 

affixation on the verb. In addition to this, the person and number of the object of the clause 

can also be indicated in the verb complex. This chapter will describe the rather complex 

ways in which this is done. Third person singular objects and inanimate objects (sometimes 

extended to include 'non-human' objects) are not required to be indicated in the verb, but 

may be when the speaker wishes to add additional meaning to the verb. Animate non-third 

person singular object categories must be indicated on the verb; thus this is called 'personal 

object' indication. 'Personal object' can conespond to either direct object or indirect object 

in English. 

There are two means employed to indicate the person and number of the object of a 

verb, one applying to a small group of primary verbs, the other to the majority of primary 

verbs. Firstly, there are four primary verbs that indicate the object by direct affixation on the 

verb root, namely wat- 'strike, kill', ha- 'put', ha- 'see' and ombat- 'think, believe'. Each of 

these verbs have a unique form of inflection (in some cases involving suppletion and/or 

portmanteau morphemes) to express the object, which can be seen in Table 7.1 below. An 

example is given here of the verb ombat- 'think' with a first person plural personal object: 

329) At weyak nen-ombar-i-sogon. 
3s bad 1p.PO-think-s-FUT 
'He will think we are bad' or 'he will think badly about us.' 

The second means of expressing the object is through serialisation of primary verb 

stems with one of five object auxiliaries, which cany the inflection for the object and any 

tense/aspect/mode/subject suffixes. The serialised forms are written as one word 

(compounds). Each of the object auxiliaries contribute different semantics in regard to the 

relationship between the event named by the primary verb and the personal object, such as 

beneficiary and recipient, or as Bromley (198 1:99) suggested, 'case relationships which are 

often marked in other languages by prepositions or case endings'. In addition, some of the 
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auxiliaries can alter the meanings of the verb stems to which they are attached. They may be 

used with third person singular or inanimate objects in these circumstances. These features 

will also be discussed in this chapter. 

Two of the auxiliaries correspond to and are identical to the primary verbs ba- 'put' and 

ha- 'see'. A third. -omb-, appears to be derived from the primary verb ombai- 'think, 

believe'. The other two object auxiliaries are -it- 'recipient object' (glossed as REC) and -ap-

i-era- 'general personal object' (glossed as PU). The object person forms of these can be 

seen in Table 7.1. The following example illustrates the use of the auxiliary ba- 'put' with a 

second person plural personal object. 

330) Nenag-yo winik lomba-bigiga-sogon 
1p.GEN-tree cross jom-put.2p.PO-p.FUT 
'We will join you(p) to our cross (crucify you).' 

Some verbs can occur with more than one auxiliary, with different semantics expressed 

in each case, while others only ever occur with one of the auxiliaries. 

There is a six way person/number distinction for personal object. In addition, reflexive 

voice is indicated with the verbs/auxiliaries ba- 'put' and ha- 'see'. This is treated as a 

further category of object indication, as it does not occur in any other form apart from with 

these two verbs/auxiliaries. That is, as well as the six person/number categories of object 

indication, there is an additional one where the object is also the subject. 

Table 7.1 below shows the main irrealis stem23  of the four primary verbs and the 

auxiliaries that may be directly inflected for object. (The auxiliary -omb- is not included, as it 

takes the same prefixes as ombat-.) 

23  Some of the auxiliaries have dialect variations and different realis stems. These are listed 
in the sections describing each auxiliary. 
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Table 7.1: Personal object auxiliaries 

Object 
person 

personal object auxiliaries 

primaryverbs with personal object inflection 

wat- ba- ha- ombat- : t/" 
'hit' 'put' 'see' 'think' recipient 

-ap- - -era- 
personal 

is nat- ban- neya- nombat- -nit- -nap- -nera- 
2s hat- baga- heya- hombat- -hit- -hap- -hera- 
3s wat- ba- ha- ombat- -it- 

ip ninit- binina- ninisa- nenombat- -nera- -nenap- - -nenera- 

hinit- bigiga- hinisa- henombat- -hera- -henap- 

mit- bisa- isa- enombat- -era- -enap- 

reflexive - beta- heda- - - - 

As can be seen, the morphological pattern of object person indication for each of the 

auxiliaries are idiosyncratic, exhibiting features of prefixation, suffixation, suppletion and 

mfixation. However general patterns can be observed, that are roughly consistent with 

pronominal prefixes. These are first person singular -n-, second person singular h- or -g- (the 

orthographic symbols h and g indicating allophones of /kf), third person a-, first person 

plural nVn-, and second person plural hVn-. 

The object auxiliaries occur compounded to the primaiy verb root or immediately 

following a verbal adjunct. Some two-syllable primaiy verb roots that end in gVt or rVt drop 

the fmal syllable when followed by an object auxiliary. The fmal consonant of the 

(resulting) root becomes a voiceless stop at that point of articulation. Some examples are: 

pagat- - pak- 
ogat- - ok- 

leget- - lek- 
lint- - lit- 

As well as these changes and ones resulting from the morphophonemic rules described in 

Chapter 2, other stem changes also occur before object auxiliaries. Vowel fmal (including 

mutable vowel fmal and some i/vowel final) roots add /k!; non-assimilative consonant fmal 

roots and a few other roots add /Vk/ (/k/ represented as k before stop and g intervocalically): 
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Wa- - wok- 
/a- - lak- 

- yuk- 
ii- - 111k- 

Before b, t fmal roots become k fmal with some speakers: 

wat- - wak-ba wat-ba- 

When compounded with a personal object auxiliary, the primary verb root still receives 

independent word stress - that is, the penultimate syllable is stressed, as is that of the object 

auxiliary; e.g. u ,6tb6gas 'he struck him down recently', wttbaggi 'he struck him down 

more than a few days ago', pngga1haggwa 'they cut him up. In the minds of Nggem 

speakers however, they apparently are considered to be one word, and are written as such in 

the practical orthography. 

Most primary verbs can occur with at least one of the personal object auxiliaries. A few 

never do: these include wat-/wa- 'come', hamb- 'die' and na-/n Vn- 'consume'. 

Below is a description of each of the four primary verbs that are inflected directly for 

object, the way three of them also function as auxiliaries and the other object indicating 

auxiliaries. Following this is a stumnary comparing the different features of the auxiliaries. 

Paradigms of each of the four major object auxiliaries in conjunction with the verb pagat-

'hold, touch' can be seen in Appendix I. 

7.1 The verb wat-  'hit, kill' 
The verb wat- has a primary  meaning of 'hit or 'kill', and as well as being a primary 

verb is also found as a generic verb (S5.2). This verb indicates personal object by stem 

alternation and prefixes similar to the prefixes used for pronominal possession, as shown in 

Table 7.1 earlier and repeated here for ease of reference and to illustrate some dialect 

differences: 

nat- 'hit me' nfl!- nina!- - nenat- 'hit us' 
hat- 'hit you (s)' hinit- hinat- henat- 'hit you (p)' 
wat- 'hit him/her/it' mu- mat- enat- 'hit them' 
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The third person singular  form wat- is taken to be the unmarked root, with the categoiy 

of third person singular object implicit rather than explicitly marked. (In other verbs third 

person singular objects also have no overt marking.) The w of wat- is lost before the object 

prefixes, which, as can be seen, are first person n- and second person h-. These are followed 

by -n- (-en- in some dialects) for plural fonns, following which the root vowel a changes to 

i in some dialects. 

The object indicated by this verb is a direct object, filling the role of patient, as is the 

case with the objects translated as 'his wife', 'nail', 'those small children' and 'us' in the 

following examples. (In examples (333) and (334) 'hit' is modified by the verbal adjuncts 

(5.2) honak 'strangle' and dirup 'long thin object' (e.g. syringe, pencil) respectively.) 

Ap ako at aninis en o-gwa ako 
man t.w.k 3s rage CAUSE 3s.GEN-wife t.w.k 
at o-inggis paga watigi. {wat-k-ik-i) 
3s 3s.GEN-hand INSTR hit-REAL-FPST-3s 
'That man hit his wife with his hand in a rage.' 
Paku war-u. 
nail hit-2s.IMP 
'Strike (bang in) the nail!' 
avyak mareduk ako honak adigal mar-it wa-g-ag-wa 
child small (p) t.w.k strangle just hit them-lTER come-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They came just strangle-killing those small children.' 
Ap andi en dirup ninitas. lninit-k-as] 
man that ERG syringe hit us-REAL-3s.NPST 
'That man 'syringe hit' (injected) us.' 

Personal object auxiliaries can be used to modify the meaning of wat-. When 

compounded with an auxiliary, it is the auxiliary that carries the inflection for object, not the 

verb 'hit'. The following two examples show wat- 'hit' occurring with the auxiliaries' -nit-

'is. Recipient' (REC) and -benan- 'put ls.PO' respectively, and again they occur with verbal 

adjuncts. (See the following subsections for more information on these auxiliaries and how 

they may affect the meaning of a verb.) 

dirup wat-n jr-u 
pencil hit-i s.REC-2s.IMP 
'write for me' 
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Ai Abok an n-endawi a/k watbenanggas. Iwat-benan-k-as.) 
3s Abok Is ls.GEN-heart prop hit-put. ls.PO-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Abok prop hit-put my heart', an idiom meaning 'Abok encouraged me'. 

7.2 The verb ba- 'put, place' 

As mentioned above, ba- 'put' is one of three verbs that occur as both a primary verb 

(discussed in §7.2.1) and as an auxiliary (7.2.2). The relatively complex object suffixes that 

occur with ba- are made even more complicated by the fact that it is an irregular verb with 

some unpredictable realis conjugations, and there are dialect variations between villages. The 

table below shows the realis and irrealis stems for each of the personal object person forms 

of ba-. Paradigms in Appendix I list the tense/mode and other categories of each of these 

stems. 

Table 7.2: ba- 'put' personal object roots 

personal 
object realis root irrealis root 

is banVn- ban- 

2s baga- baga- 

3s ba- ha- 

ip bin/n/n-/b in/n- b/nina-/b/nm-/bin- 

b/gm- bigiga- 

by- bisa- 

reflexive beta- beta- 

These forms are glossed as portmanteau morphemes in examples. 

7.21 The primary verb ba- 
As a primary verb, the major sense of ba- is 'put or place': 

Hat h-omado paga ba-in. 
2s 2s.GEN-shoulder on put-2s.IMP 
'Put it on your shoulder.' 
avyak maredugi o-amwa be-g-eg-i 
child small(p) 3s.GEN-home put. 3p.PO-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'He placed the small children at his home.' 

Where ba- 'put' occurs as a generic verb with a verbal adjunct, they together form a unit 

with a particular meaning where the 'putting' or 'placing' may be figurative. Some examples 

of these were listed in example (273) earlier, and one follows: 
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nggelal bisa-l-agwi 
leave put.3p.PO-PRES-p 
'p. subject leaves them' (J)uts them in a state of being left).24  

The verb ba- 'put' has an additional object category of reflexive (R), when the object is 

the same as the subject. The category of reflexive only occurs with this verb and with the 

verb ha- 'see' (in either function as primary verbs or auxiliaries). The reflexive form of ba-

is beta-. As a primary verb, beta- can mean either to put or place oneself or to put or place an 

object for oneself: 

Nit heda yidil-ogo beta-sogon. 
1p hap tighten-MAN put.R-FUT 
'We will place ourselves in a tightening Irap' 
An das yenam beta-14ga. 
is banana here put.R-CUST-s 
'I'm placing these bananas here for myself' 

7.2.2 The object auxiliary -ba- 
As an object auxiliary -ba- immediately follows and is compounded to a primary verb 

root. This auxiliary is used for several purposes. It may be used because it is the particular 

auxiliary that is used to carry personal object inflection for a particular primary verb. It may 

be selected to modify the semantics of the primary verb, and/or to indicate the kind of 

relationship that the personal object has to the event, such as a benefactive role. It also can be 

used to indicate a sense of completeness, tenrnnation or cessation to an event. Yet again, it 

may be used to indicate a combination of these factors. So although it is a 'personal object' 

auxiliary, there are some cases where its primary  finiction is not to indicate a personal object 

but to convey a semantic or grammatical feature. This section will describe each of these 

features that are indicated by the use this auxiliary. 

Similar to the main sense of the primary verb ba-, this auxiliary can mean that the 

object is placed or propelled into a location. In these instances, the object indicated by -ba- is 

a direct object in a patient role. A theme that can be seen in some of these examples, and is 

often found where -ba- is used, is that of 'force applied'. 

24  The secondary verb stem nggelal 'leave' always occurs with ba- with third person plural 
P0 inflection, even when the object is third person singular. 
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Mupak hall-ma ma-ba-in. 
dust fire-SET insert-put-2s IMP 
'Put the dust in the fire' (where the fire is in a wood stove). 
At Ala en hat yoma lak-baga wa-g-ag-i. 
3s God ERG 2s here go-put2s.PO come-REAL-FPST-3s 
'God sent you here.' 
it page lembaga ma-ban-u -sogon 

soon prison insert-put.ls.PO-p-FUT 
'They will soon put me in prison.' 

A second object may be included in the clause, in which case the object inflection refers 

to the more animate object. Where there are two objects, in many instances the personal 

object is in a benefactive role, receiving the benefit (negative or positive) of the action. 

An nawi pa-ban-es 
door 1 s.GEN-house build-put. 1 s.PO-2p.IMP 
'Build my house for me.' 
An ne-yavup ok-ban-upwak 
is is. GEN-garden do-put. 1 s.PO-3 .HORT 
'They should make a garden for me.' 
at mondok n-angge n-angge dek ok-bani-14ga 
3s definitely ls.GEN-possession ls.GEN-possession NEG do-put. ls.PO-PRES-s 
'He is really causing me to have no possessions.' 

With some primary verbs, -ba- indicates that the personal object is placed in or caused 

to be in some kind of state. 

... homak-bin-iluk 
gather-put. 1p.PO-PERF 

'... having gathered us together' ('having caused us to be gathered together') 
nogo ylk-ban-in 
sleep weave-put. 1 s.PO-2s.IMP 
'Put me to sleep' ('cause me to sleep'). 
it en-endawi umbutugwa { ombat-k-uk-wa} ako soba-be-g-eg-i 
3p 3p.GEN-heart think-REAL-FPST-3p t.w.k push down-put.3p.PO-
REAL-FPST-3s 
'He suppressed what they were thinking' ('he caused what they were thinking to be 
suppressed in them'). 

The auxiliary -ba- often occurs with primary verbs roots indicating that an action is 

being performed on the body of the personal object. The action is frequently one that 

involves force and has a significant, sometimes drastic, affect on the object. In these cases, 

the personal object is a direct object filling a patient role: 
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Yangge a/k hivit-bisa-1-iga. 
dog teeth bite-put.3p.PO-PRES-s 
'A dog is biting them.' 
Ap en an pak-ban-iluk pudibenanggao. {pudil-banVn-k-ao 
men ERG is hold-put. ls.PO-PERF operate-put. ls.PO-REAL-3p.NPST 
'Men held me then operated on me.' 
An n-a/on werek-ma n-as/n Ala h-ova pangga-baga-sogon. 
is 1 s.GEN-fear exist-SET is. GEN-father God 2s. GEN-body push-put.2s.PO-FUT 
'When I am afraid, I will trust in you my father God.' (Idiom, Lit: 'to push on s.o. ) 2D 

The reflexive -beta- is used when the subject will either perform an action on itself or 

for itself 

hwilak-beta-yogon 
hide-put.R-s.FUT 
's.subject will hide it (for self)' 
hit hen-endawi sova-beto-manes26  
2p 2p.GEN-hearts push down-put.R-2p.IMP 
'humble yourselves' 
Daniel o-angge gula ako wen-ma womba-beta-g-as 
Daniel 3s.GEN-possession lolly t.w.k ground-SET drop-put.R-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Daniel dropped his possession, that lolly, on the ground' (i.e. Daniel performed a 
negative benefactive event to himself) 

The auxiliary -ba- 'put' is also used to indicate telic aspect, where an event is defmed as 

having a terminal point (Comrie 1976:45). There are two sub-senses to this. With a few 

verbs it implies that the event is done thoroughly or completely, such as wat-ba- (hit-put) 

usually meaning 'kill'. In other instances -ha- indicates that the action was completed and 

terminated. In this sub-sense, it is often found with the perfect participle -luk, as illustrated in 

the following portion of a text about how to construct a house. 

ilirangge paga owak ngguvul-is-agwi. Owak ngguvu-ba-luk, 
measure INSTR board thrust in ground-CUST-p board thrust in ground-put-
PERF 
heda wa/in-is-agwi. Heda walin-ba-luk yigiragal 
vine wind-CUST-p. Vine wind-put-PERF wooden brace 
ako andi win/men endak heda mar-is-agwi. Mak-ba-luk 
t.w.k that upper first vine tie-CUST-p tie-put-PERF 
'... boards are thrust into the ground according to a measure. Having finished 
thrusting boards into the ground, a vine is wound around. Having finished winding a 
vine around, a wooden brace is tied first on the upper part. Having finished tying ...' 

25 The expected singular subject ordinary future form *..bagayogon  does not occur with the 
2s object form of this verb/auxiliary, and the normal plural form is used for both singular and 
plural subject. 
26 For discussion of this irregular imperative form see §6.5.1. 
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Each instance of -baluk in the example above, used in tail-head linkage, indicates that 

the event was terminated and fmished with before the subject performs another action. This 

use of -ba- to indicate telic aspect contrasts with the auxiliary -ha-, which is sometimes used 

to indicate inceptive or conative aspect. 

7.3 The verb ha- 'see, perceive' 
The verb ha- (a mutable vowel root verb) has a main sense of seeing or perceiving. As 

set out in Table 7.1 above, there are seven different categories of object indication, the six 

personlnumber categories and reflexive. These are listed again in the table below, which also 

shows the various roots used in realis mode. 

Table 7.3: ha- 'see' personal object roots 

Personal 
object Realis root Irrealis root 

is neya- neya- 

2s heya- heya- 

3s ha- ha- 

ip nini- ninisa- nisa- 

hini- hinisa- hisa- 

mi- inisa- isa- 

reflexive heda- heda- 

As with wat- and ba-, I treat the third person singular  forin ha- as the unmarked form of 

this verb. For the other forms, first person is indicated by n-, second person by h- and third 

person by a-. The singular non-third-person root is -eya- and the plural roots are isa-

(irrealis) and i- (realis). Plural is also expressed by the morpheme in-, which always occurs 

with the realis plural stem -i- but optionally with the stem isa-. For the sake of clarily, these 

are glossed as a unit (i.e. neya- 'see me') rather than as morphemes (e.g. n- '1' eya- 'see 

singular. object non third person singular' etc). This verb is not entirely regular in its 

conjugations. 

7.3.1 The primary verb ha- 
The personal object indicated by this verb is the direct object of the clause, and 

indicates that the seeing is directed at that person. Some examples are given below: 
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o-eyave horok at andenam at ha-g-as 
3s.GEN-body close 3s there 3s see-REAL-3s.NPST 
'She saw his body close by.' 
Wobarik, Abok, hit Galilia inim Harinas inim ini-g-ip a dek a? 
Wobarik Abok 2p Galilia and Harenas and see.them-REAL-2p.NPST or NEG or 
'Wobarik, Abok, have you seen Galilia and Harenas or not? 
An neva-lok n-agoda yaga-l-agwi. 
is see.me-PERF is. GEN-dislike of person say-CUST-p 
'When (they) see me, (they) express feelings of dislike for me.' 

Frequently ha- is used in a phrase with ii 'eye', which is possessed according to the 

subject of the clause; e.g. 

Hit nit nen-amwa yoma hin-il he-i-agwi. 
2p ip 1p.GEN-home here 2p.GEN-eye see-PRES-p 
'You (p) see our home here.' 

The verb ha- often occurs with a secondary verb stem (verbal adjunct) that 

complements or adds a semantic component to seeing or perceiving. For example: 

yok ha- 'see' (yok- 'look') 
bik ha- 'see, visit s.o. to see them' (bik- 'look') 
enuk ha- 'show' (enuk- 'show') 

The first example in (362) above occurs in free fluctuation with ha-, ii ha-, and ilyok 

ha-. 

There are a number of secondary verb stems that occur with ha- where ha- does not 

appear to contribute any semantic aspect of seeing or perceiving to the event. In these 

instances, the main semantic meaning of the complex comes from the secondary verb stem, 

and ha- acts as a generic verb carrying the inflection. These include: 

hemekha- 'enquire' 
sok ha- 'wait' 
yambuk ha- 'miss (a shot)' 
beyak ha- 'throw away' 
nggwil ha- 'bash' 
sil ha- 'chase' 

For example: 

Hir-en an ambi hemek neya-up werek a dek a? 
2p-ERG is one ask see.me-INF EXIST or NEG or 
'Do you have something to ask me or not?' 

We can postulate that in all the above examples, there is a loose sense of the actor's 

attention needing to be directed towards the object in order to perform the event. There are 
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however other verbs, which do not occur with ha-, that also have a similar sense. For 

example, engge dogo- 'to guard'; danggi ba- 'to help someone'. This is an mdication of the 

somewhat arbitrary nature of the 'selection' of a generic verb to occur with a verbal adjunct 

(cf, Foley 1986: 141). 

A less common sense of ha- is 'smell, or perhaps more accurately 'perceive a smell': 

Abi andi amben ha-1-iga menda. 
nose that smell see-CUST-s NOMR 
'The nose is a thing for smelling' 

Occasionally ha- is used when expressing inner feelings: 

Andi ha-bk an-enen n-endawi sek hi-g-i 
that see-PERF ls-ERG ls.GEN-heart good see-REAL-ls.NIPST 
'Because of that, I feel good' (Lit. 'I perceive my heart is good'). 
hat nit nen-apwa he-g-etek 
2s ip 1p.GEN-compassion see-REAL-NEG 
'You did not perceive compassion for us.'27  

In the above two examples, third person singular object forms are used, even though the 

object of seeing in the first example appears to be oneself (reflexive) and in the second 

example, first person plural. Other examples of this type also use third person singular forms 

when the event is directed towards a characteristic or part of the body of a person, and it 

appears as though the object is the characteristic or body part, not the person, and so third 

person singular object forms are used. 

The verb ha- is also used as a clause linking device. When inflected with the perfect 

participle -bk it indicates condition (described in § 11.3.5), and when inflected with the 

iterative/simultaneous action participle -gek -gik it indicates different subject simultaneous 

action' (see § 11.4.2.2 for more details). 

The reflexive form of heda-, when used as a primary verb, usually means 'to take 

something for oneself. For example: 

27 Note that apwa 'compassion' bears pronominal prefixes according to the one towards 
whom the compassion is directed, not the one who 'possesses' (or in this case, did not 
possess) the feeling of compassion. 
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hat hwa heda-g-un 
2s woman see.R-DEL.FUT-2s 
'You will get a woman' 
Ap yuvut ako at andi yenggek at-ma yo ivanggun heda-g-ag-i. 
man hornbill t.w.k 3s that old 3s-SET tree walking stick see.R-REAL- 
FPST-3s 
'The 'hornbill man', because he was old, took a walking stick.' 

7.3.2 The object auxiliary -ha- 
The object auxiliary -ha- corresponds in form to the primary verb ha-, but occurs 

compounded to a primary verb root and carries the inflection for that root. Several senses are 

conveyed by this auxiliary. 

The auxiliary -ha- occurs with many primary verb roots when an action is directed 

towards the body of a person. This is similar to one of the uses of the auxiliary -ba- (7.2.2). 

The two auxiliaries contrast however, in that -ha- is frequently found with the theme of 

'force applied', and often indicates an action that has a drastic affect on the object, but the 

auxiliary -ha- is often used when the action does not involve a significant change in the 

personal object. In general, the action is less forceful: 

Hin-inggis iikanes. Iilik-ka-nes) 
2p.GEN-hand ascend-see-2p.IMP 
'Raise your hands.' 
o-abis paga hokanen. {hot-ka-nen 
3s.GEN-mouth on wash-see-2s.IMP 
'Wash him on his mouth.' 
panggal-isa-l-iga 
push-see them-PRES-s 
'singular subject is resisting them' 

However, there are some examples, as in the following two, where force obviously is 

applied with a drastic effect on the object: 

Wat-ba-g-u la-g-ag-wa-rik panggal-ha-g-ag-wa. 
hit-put-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR butcher-see-REAL-FPST-3p 
'After they killed him, they cut him up.' 
An-enen hat yogovot okeya-yagon. {ok-ka-yokon} 
ls-ERG 2s punch do-see you(s)-s.FUT 
'I'm going to punch you' (possibly 'I'm going to try to punch you'). 

It is possible that these examples are lexicalised compounds, where the primary verb (or 

primary verb plus verbal adjunct) always occurs with this auxiliary to indicate a personal 
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object. Another possibility is that an inceptive or conative sense is implied, which is another 

function of this auxiliary. Inceptive or conative aspect indicates that an action is initiated, 

generally with an uncertain outcome or no obvious terminal point implied. The use of this 

verb to indicate this is consistent with other Papuan languages, which frequently indicate 

conative aspect by the use of the verb 'see' (Foley 1986:152). Some examples follow: 

haved-it, haved-it, haved-it okagagwa {ok-ka-k-ak-wa} 
search-ITER search-ITER search-ITER do-see-REAL-FPST-3p 
'searching, searching, searching they tried (unsuccessfully to find her)' 
Pakayogon {pak-ka-yokonj ha-/ok o-anye dek ar-i -sogon. 
touch-see-s.FUT see-PERF 3 s. GEN-strength NEG become-s-FUT 
'If he tries/initiates to touch her he will become weak.' 

Some lexicalised serial verb compounds are found with this sense, including ok-ha- (do-

see) 'try, attempt, initiate an action' as in example (375) above, wak-ha- (hit-see) 'make' or 

'try to create something and succeed' and wa/ok-ha- (?-see) 'try (but not necessarily 

succeed)'. 

The use of -ha- in this sense contrasts with that of the auxiliary -ba- described in 

section §7.2.2. Whereas -ba- can be used to indicate that an event has come to an end (telic 

aspect), ha- has no indication at all that the situation has ended, only that it has been 

initiated. 

Occasionally the auxiliary -ha- is found with a benefactive sense, as in the following 

example. 

Sup hur-in is-in. 
door open-see them-2s.IMP 
'Open the door for them.' 

Another interpretation of this example is that the auxiliary is indicating inceptive sense, 

in this case that the door is to be opened for the benefactors for as long as they need it to be 

opened. (That is to say, the door is to be held open for the personal object with no terminal 

point indicated. This contrasts with the sense implied if the auxiliary -ba- is used: hut-ba-, 

'open-put' would mean that the door is to be opened and left (placed) open, terminating the 

action.) 
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The reflexive form -heda- is used when an event is done on or for oneself: 

en-aruk mbal-heda-g-ag-wa 
3p.GEN-ear cut-see.R-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They cut their ears.' 
An n-anggorn o-eyak ii vonggon-heda-vogon. 
is ls.GEN-pig 3s.GEN-child eye tame-see.R-s.FUT 
'I will tame my pig's child for myself.' (ilyonggun- 'tame') 

74 Recipient object auxiliary -it-I-era- 

The auxiliary -it-I-era- indicates that there is a transfer of some item to the personal 

object. The item transferred may be material or verbal. The personal object indicated by the 

particular form of -it-I-era- usually fulfils a recipient role/indirect object in the clause. 

The various personal object fonns of -it- were listed in Table 7.1 above. The singular 

stem of this auxiliary is it- in irrealis modes and -i- in realis modes (i.e. it is a t/vowel fmal 

root) and is subject to vowel harmony. The plural stem is -era-, a mutable vowel root. 

Consistent with most of the other auxiliaries, a first person object is indicated by n-, second 

person by h- and third person by a-. These will be glossed as portrnanteau morphemes (e.g. 

-era- '3p.REC, -hEr- '2s.REC' etc) for the sake of clarity. The following examples illustrate 

the function of this auxiliary to indicate the transfer of some item to the personal object: 

nit Ala wene it yug-era-l-agwi 
ip God message 3p say-3p.REC-PRES-p 
'We tell them God's message' 
Hat sa en mamul-hir-i-sogon? 
2s who ERG leam-2s.REC-s-FUT 
'Who will teach you?' (Lit. 'Who will transfer learning/teaching to you?') 
it ako yaga andugun yaga peram wok-n era-g-ag-wa 
3p t.w.k tool shoulder tool machete give- 1p.REC-REAL-FPST-3s 
'They gave us axes and machetes.' 

A benefactive role may be implied with -it-I-era-, but in these cases the transfer of some 

item is still implied: 

Warn isak-nir-up, an warn uvup. 
pig cook-ls.REC-INF is pig hungry 
'Cook a pig for me, I'm hungry for pork.' 
An na-sum yi manggat-nir-u. 
is is.GEN-clothes this sew-ls.REC-2s.IMP 
'Sew (repair) these clothes of mine for me.' 
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Although primarily an auxiliary, a very few examples such as the following have been 

recorded with -it-/-era- 'recipient' occurring with a verbal adjunct, but no intervening 

generic verb (5.2). This indicates that -it-/-era- may occur as a generic verb itself. The 

verbal adjunct in the following clause is mbet 'angry': 

385) Abok en an mbei ni-g-as 
Abok ERG is angry ls.REC-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Abok was angry to me' 

7.5 Personal object auxiliary -ap-/-era- 

The personal object auxiliary -ap-/-era- is the most neutral semantically, and primarily 

indicates that an action is performed on or towards a person. This auxiliary (introduced in 

Table 7.1) is complex in form, due to dialect differences, alternate forms and irregularities. 

The following table shows a selection of forms of this auxiliary in different tenses. Far past 

and near past tenses are inflected for a third person singular subject. Present/customary and 

ordinary future tenses have a singular subject, and the imperatives have a second person 

singular subject. There is no overt third person singular form of this auxiliary, as third person 

singular objects in this category are unmarked, as are inanimate objects. Brackets indicate an 

optional segment. Full paradigms of this auxiliary can be seen in Appendix I. 

Table 7.4: -ap-/-era- personal object auxiliary 

Personal Far Past Near Present! Imperative Ordinary Realis 
object Past Customary Future stem (s & 

is natigi netas neraliga neran nerayogon-- nupu 

nipigi  navisiga  navisogon  

2s hatigi 
hetas 

heraliga herayogon hupu 

hipigi  hay/sEga i havisogon  

ip nenatigi n(in)ipas n(en)avisiga neneran n(en)avisogon n(in)ipu 

n(in) ipigi  

henatigi h(in)Epas h(en) avis/ga h('eavisogon h'in,)ipu 
h(in)ipigi  

enatigi i(ni)pas (en)avisiga eran (en)avisogon (in)ipu 

i(ni)pigi 

There are three roots of this auxiliary. The root -Vp is found in 0modes. The 

alternative root -era- is used for irrealis and -Vt- for realis modes. Some speakers use the 
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form -era- for singular object and -ap- for plural object, while others prefer to use -ap- for 

singular and -enap- for plural. Others use -era- (with plural object prefixes) for plural as 

well. In addition, some speakers prefer to use -era- with certain verbs and -av- with others. 

There are no instances of imperative with the root -ap- in the data, and I have no recollection 

of it occurring. The form -era- is used instead. The root -era- in irrealis mode is identical to 

the plural root of the recipient auxiliary in §7.4. 

Dialect differences occur with the vowels, with some villages favourmg the use of the 

vowel i (e.g. -ip-) and others favouring the use of a (e.g. -ap-). This auxiliary is also subject 

to vowel harmonisation. The vowels in the table above are samples only. 

This auxiliary, glossed as 'P0', is compounded with primary verb roots. In most 

instances it indicates that an action is performed on or towards a person - either on their 

physical body, or on some other aspect of their being - in a way that has an overall effect of 

some sort on their person. The personal object is a direct object, in a patient role. This is a 

similar sense to one of the senses of the auxiliaries -ba- and -ha-, and in fact there are a 

number of verbs which appear to occur interchangeably with any of these auxiliaries, with 

little or no difference in meaning. 

Following are some examples of this auxiliary. Notice how the action on the personal 

object is one that concerns the whole person: 

mbas alimbuk ako ap akwa aik hivir-iv-is-iga28  
snake death adder t.w.k men women teeth bite-3p.PO-CUST-s 
'A death adder bites people.' 
ir-enen nit wokninipagwa {wok-nin-ip-k-uk-wq] 
3p-ERG ip get-lp-PO-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They received us (i.e. they welcomed us)' or 'they fetched us'. 
ap mberen endagepegi {endak-ep-k-ek-i} 
male two birth-3p.PO-REAL-FPST-3s 
'He produced two males' (he produced two male offspring). 

28 Compare this example with (351). in which the verb hivit- 'bite' is used with the auxiliary 
-ba-. Either of these auxiliaries may be used with this verb, with no apparent difference in 
meaning. In the text in which the above example was taken, both auxiliaries are used in 
relation to a snake biting people. 
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It fuan en an Abok dombal-n-era-1-agwi 
3p westerner ERG is Abok study-ls-PO-PRES-p 
'Those westerners are looking intently at me Abok.' 
is ombok wok-h-av-uluk la-mwak en 
water big get-2s-PO-PERF go-3.HORT source 
yo soval-h-era-mwak en 
tree push down-2s-PO-3.HORT source 
'May a flood take you away and a tree squash you.' 

The last example is a cursing formula, and it can be seen that the speaker favoured the 

use of -av- for the one verb and -era- for the other. It may be the case that certain verbs tend 

to occur with one or the other of these variations, but for at least some speakers they are 

interchangeable. The following two examples are both spoken by the same person: 

an wok-n-era-c war-upwak 
is get-ls-PO-PURP come-3.HORT 
an wok-n -av-i war-upwak 
is get-ls-PO-PURP come-3.HORT 
'they should come to get (meet) me' 

(The purpose suffix (PURP) in the examples above occur in purpose-motion 

constructions, described in § 11.7.) 

A very few examples indicate that this auxiliary may be used with no accompanying 

primary verb stem. In all examples of this the sense conveyed is identical to that when wok-

'get, transfer, move' is used with this auxiliary, and it is likely that wok- is being dropped, 

rather than this auxiliary functioning as a primary verb: 

hat ap yi Ala en h-ere-lok wa-g-a o 
2s man this God ERG 2s-PO-PERF come-REAL-3s.NPST PAUS 
'God brought you-this-man.' (hat ap yi 'you this man' is an appositional phrase, not to 
be mistaken for two phrases referring to separate entities.) 

7.6 The verb to think or believe ombat-lomb- 

7.6.1 The primary verb ombat- 
The verb ombat- 'think, believe' occurs with pronominal prefixes to indicate when the 

thinking or believing is directed towards a personal object. These pronominal prefixes 

correspond with the pronominal prefixes described in §4.1.2, as can be seen in the table 

below. This verb is subject to vowel harmony in realis modes. 
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Table 7.5: Personal object inflection of ombat- 'think, believe' 

singular plural 

1 n-ombat- nen-ombat- 

2 h-ornbat- hen-ombat- 

3 ombat- en-omb tar- 

One example was seen at this beginning of this chapter (example (329)). Another is 

given below: 

It ap en akwa hogop en-ombar-up andi moga o. 
3p men ERG women want 3p.PO-think-INF that forbidden PAUS 
'It is forbidden for men to desire women' (lit. 'to think wanting women'). 

76.2 Benefactive object -omb- 
The form -omb-, glossed as 'BEN' is a relatively rare auxiliary derived from ombar- 

'think, believe' that indicates that an action was done for the benefit of the personal object. It 

mainly occurs with verbs relating to carrying or transporting. 

n-ain en yauk-n-omb-olok sup Haplinggu 
ls.GEN-father ERG carry on shoulder-ls-BEN-PERF path Haplinggu 
wa-g-ag-i 
come-REAL-FPST-3s 
'My father brought me on the Haplinggu path carrying me on his shoulders.' 
pak-h-omb-ogo dogo-sogon 
hold-2s-BEN-MAN stay-FUT 
'(someone) will keep holding on to you' 

The object auxiliary -omb- has only been observed occurring in dependent clauses, as in 

the above examples. It is also the only auxiliary that has been observed to occur with the 

manner participle -ogo (see § 11.5) 

7.7 Comparison of personal object auxiliaries 
To conclude this chapter, some examples of minimal pairs are given to illustrate the 

different semantics of the personal object auxiliaries. 

The first verb that we will consider ispagat-, 'hold, touch' which appears aspak-

before auxiliaries. This verb has been observed with all five object auxiliaries. In these 

examples, and the rest in this section, the object is first person singular, and the verb 

inflection is second person singular imperative, unless examples are not available in that 
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form, in which case it is noted next to the gloss. Full paradigms of this verb with auxiliaries 

are given in Appendix I. 

396) a. pak-ban-in 'hold me down, grasp me' (+ force or deposition) 
pak-neya-n 'touch me' (- force) 
pak-nir-u 'grab/catch s.t. and give to me' (± transfer) 
pak-nera-n 'grab m& (in order to save me, such as when washed down a 

river) (+ general effect on person) 
pak-nomb-olok 'hold me' in the sense of 'look after me' (+ thinking directed at 

person) 

The verb wok (from the primary verb root Wa-) 'get, transfer, move, give' has been 

observed with all five object auxiliaries, but only occurs with -ha- 'put' and -ha- 'see' as a 

generic verb. It has only been observed with -ha- in the reflexive form -heda- (in other 

words, it only occurs with -ha- if a reflexive sense is required to be conveyed). 

397) a. legel wok-ban-in 
yenaga wok-hedo-man 
wok-nir-u 
wok-nera-n 

wok-n-omb-olok 

'build a fence for me' (+ benefactive) 
'examine yourself 
'give to me' (+ transfer) 
'receive me, carry for me, fetch me, guide me' (+ effect 

on whole person) 
'carry for me, take me' (+ benefactive) 

The verb wat- 'hit' has been observed with three of the auxiliaries. With -ha- 'see' it 

has only been found with a third person singular object, with a conative sense: 

398) a. wat-ban-in 'strike me down, kill me' (+ force) 
wak-ha-nen 'make, try' (+ conative, 3s object) 
wa/-fir-u 'hit and give to me' (± transfer) 

The verb ok- (primary verb root ogat-/oga-) 'do' has been found with all of the 

auxiliaries except -omb-: 

399) a. ok-ban-in 'do s.t. for me' (+ benefactive) 
yogovot ok-neya-n 'punch me' (+ attention directed to me, ± conative? 

(uncertain outcome?)) 
ok-nir-u 'do s.t. and transfer result to me' (+ transfer) 
anye ok-nera-n 'cause me to be strong' (+ effect on my person) 

The verb mbal- 'cut' can occur with four of the auxiliaries. The only example of it with 

-ha- 'see' is in a conative sense (with third person singular object). 

400) a. mbal-ban-in 
 mbal-ha-nen 
 mbal-nir-u 
 mba/-nay-up 

'cut for me' (± benefactive) 
'try/initiate to cut s.t.' (+ conative) 
'cut s.t. and transfer to me' (+ transfer) 
'cut me' (mfmitive)' (± effect on personage) 
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These examples illustrate that the sense conveyed by the use of a particular auxiliary 

can depend on the particular verb with which it occurs. It can also depend on the context in 

which it is found, such as the particular nominal arguments in the clause. 

Finally, a note needs to be made regarding the word yonggat 'help'. This word has been 

found occurring with four of the object auxiliaries, with no apparent difference in meaning 

with each. It has a 'verbal adjunct - generic verb' relationship with the auxiliaries, even 

though -ap-/-era- does not otherwise occur in the role of a generic verb and -it-I-era- rarely 

does. The reason for these anomalies may be that according to many speakers it is a 

borrowed word from Western Dani. Being borrowed, different speakers may have collocated 

it with different auxiliaries, resulting in the mixture found today. 

The combination of primary verb and personal object auxiliary (at least the ones that 

also occur as primary verbs) are what Foley and Olson (1985) regard as nuclear layer serial 

verb constructions. Like the motion verb serial constructions) they form a single unit, sharing 

core and peripheral layer arguments, tense, aspect, mode and negation (cf. §5.3). 
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Chapter 8 

Inchoatives 



8. INCHOATIVES 
There are three verbs that indicate a process occurnng to the subject of a clause in 

Nggem - what is sometimes referred to as inchoative aspect. One of these verbs, at-

'become', is a primary verb that occurs with noun and adjective verbal adjuncts. Since it has 

nothing new to contribute morphologically, it will just be covered briefly as a point of 

comparison with the other semantically similar process verbs. 

The second process verb, lal- 'become', functions both as a primary verb with a verbal 

adjunct and as an auxiliary affixed to primary verb stems in a form parallel to that of the 

object auxiliaries. The third process verb y- 'incur a process' is identical to the verb 'say' and 

occurs with secondary verb stems (5.2). 

Each of these verbs have a similar meaning, in that they indicate that the subject of the 

clause fills the role of undergoer of the process indicated by the accompanying verbal 

adjunct, primary verb stem or secondary verb stem. They differ in form, in the parts of 

speech with which they occur, and in voice. 

Before proceeding with the rest of this chapter, a comment needs to be made about the 

inflection for subject on verbs referring to uncontrolled events. Third person singular subject 

inflection is used on the verb when an animate participant undergoes an uncontrolled event, 

regardless of the person and number of the participant. This is a pattern common to Papuan 

languages (Foley 1986:127). An example commonly heard is: 

401) an n-unggut a-g-a 
is 1 s.GEN-ignorant become-REAL-3s.NPST 
'I became ignorant' i.e. 'I forgot'. 

According to the inflection on the verb, the subject is third person singular, not first 

person singular as we would expect in English. 
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8.1 The verb at- 'become' 
The verb at- 'become', a i/vowel final root, occurs as a copula in attributive clauses 

(3 .2.7). Subjects in constructions with at- are undergoers, which enter into the state 

indicated by the attributive phrase. For example: 

Yum pidis a-g-a. 
clothes wet become-REAL-3s.NPST 
'The clothes became wet.' 
An ao n-ilup a-g-aiek 
is still is.GEN-know become-REAL-NEG 
'I still have not become knowledgeable.' 
Yo yi ombok ar-i-sogon. 
tree this big become-s-FUT 
'this tree will become (grow) big' 
Papias ovok ap a-g-a 
Papias complete man become-REAL-3 s.NPST 
'Papias has already become a man.' 

The verb at- is also used in to refer to general states occurring, such as time. Eg. 

jam duabelas a-s-iga 
time twelve become-PRES-s 
'It is becoming 12 o'clock.' 

Semantically at- is virtually the same as lat- (described in the next section), though Ia!-

occurs with primary verbs stems while at- does not. 

8.2 The auxiliary lat-Ila- 'become' 

The auxiliary -lw-/la- 'become' (a i/vowel root) occurs as an auxiliary immediately 

following a primary verb stem, in the same position that object auxiliaries occur. Primary 

verb roots undergo the same changes as they do before the object auxiliaries (see 

introduction to Chapter 7). Realis mode conjugations of this verb/auxiliary are identical in 

form to that of the verb ía- 'go' and the progressive aspect realis stem la- (Chapter 9), and 

the presenticustomary tense forms are also identical to La- 'go', but differences can be seen 

in the other tense/modes. 

A construction with lw-/la- indicates that the event is seen as a process, and the subject 

of the verb is the undergoer who incurs the process of the event indicated by the primary 

verb. The agent of the event (if there is one) is not usually included in the picture; e.g. 
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0 hivi yum pakia weda-la-nd-iga. 
weather fme clothes clothes dry-become-GUST-s 
'In fme weather clothes dry.' 
Ayam wisane wiga-la-g-a. 
chicken many spread out-become-REAL-3s.NPST 
'The chickens have increased to become many.' 
yaga yorna muk-la-g-a-rik-mu 
axe here chop-become-REAL-3 s.NPST-PRIOR-SET 
'After he had been chopped with an axe here...' 
savul-lar-ugw-i en 
bruise face-become-DEL.FUT-3s source 
'Lest your face become bruised!' 
Andi paga lapangan o Kobakma ako ok-la-g-ag-i. 
that by airstrip place Kobakma t.w.k do-become-REAL-FPST-3s 
'That is how the airstrip at Kobakma happened (or came into being).' 

The construction ok-lat- (do-become) usually glossed as 'happen' can refer to the 

passage of time or the general passing of an event: 

dua jam ok-la-g-ag-i 
two hour do-become-REAL-FPST-3s 
'Two hours passed.' 
wene ambi ok-la-g-a ako 
word one do-become-REAL-3 s.NPST t.w.k 
'that one word that happened ...' (i.e. 'that thing that was talked about that happened') 

Lat- also occurs as a primary verb in a phrase with a verbal adjunct, and means that the 

subject enters into the state indicated by the preceding element (the verbal adjunct). The only 

verbal adjunct recorded occurring with lal- is the adjective weyak and its variant wayok 

'bad'; e.g. 

wayok lar-ugw-i en 
bad become-DEL.FUT-3s source 
'Lest it become bad.' 

Other adjectives occur with the similar primary verb at- 'become' (8. 1). 

The auxiliary lat- also occurs in some instances with a reflexive sense, where the 

subject is a person or part of a person who not only undergoes the process indicated in the 

primary verb, but also may be the agent of the process; e.g. 

Hit hEn-il huvun-lar-es. 
2p 2p.GEN-eye shut-become-2p.IMP 
'Shut your eyes.' ('Let your eyes become shut'?) 
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Wane-wane erogo herak-lar-es. 
same MAN line up-become-2p.IMP 
'Line yourselves up evenly.' 
himbit-lar-u-buk 
lean-become-IMP-NEG 
'Don't lean on it.' 
nen-endawi wengge-la-sogon 
ip. GEN-heart think-become-FUT 
'We will think about it' ('we will undergo the process of thinking') 

8.3 The verb y- 9ncur a process' 

The verb y- 'incur a process' occurs as a generic verb in intransitive clauses with 

secondary verb stems and conveys the information that the subject undergoes the process 

indicated by the secondary verb stem. The meaning therefore is very similar to that of lat-

'become' and at- 'become'. There are obvious grammatical differences, however, in that at-

occurs with nominal/adjective verbal adjuncts, and lat- with primary verb roots, whereas y-

occurs almost exclusively with secondary verb stems. In addition y- is found with a set of 

secondary verb stems where the process involves motion of some sort, and where the 

possibility exists for the subjectlundergoer to also be the agent. 

As noted in section 5.2, secondary verb stems only occur with a generic verb, and are 

not found in any other context. Many of the secondary verb stems used in these constructions 

are derived from primary verbs stems, as we shall see below. 

The generic verb y- is identical to the primary verb meaning 'say', a paradigm of which 

can be seen in Appendix I, Table 1.1. This verb has the root yaga- in the present/customary 

tense, and is identical in some tense/mode categories with the verbs yl- 'weave' and yat-/ya-

'plant'. 

There are two major uses ofy-, and we shall look at these in turn. The first is where the 

subject is the undergoer and may also be the agent, and the process of the event involves 

movement, position, or some other kind of intransitive activity; e.g. 
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419) ndany- 
mbupy- 
nggo y- 
sewe y- 
wadoky- 
nduny- 
nggidi-nggidis y- 
poky- 
hunggun y- 
dineky- 
sak y- 

'arrive' 

'stop' 

'view' 
'go back and forth' 
'move' 

'fall over' 
'turn around' 

'be amazed' 

'kiss' 

'play' 
'disperse' 

Most secondary verb stems in this categoly are found only as secondary verb stems - 

they are neither related to primary verbs not do they occur as other parts of speech. A small 

number however are related to primary verbs. For the most part, the differences involve a 

transformation that involves vowel change and replacement of stem fmal consonant with k, 

though it is not possible to stipulate a regular rule; e.g. 

secondary verb stem primary verb stem 
seveky- 'duck down' <soval- 'push down' 
leky- 'go', poss. 'get going' <ía- 'go' 
but: 
wa/in y- 'to circle around' <wa/in- 'to encircle s.t.' 

The auxiliary y- also occurs after some primary verbs of motion or an object auxiliary 

inflected with the iterative participle -gek (§ 11.4), and carries the tense/mode/aspect 

inflection for the event. In these instances, y- refers to the combined event(s) indicated by the 

preceding verb(s) inflected with -gek. The subject can also be the agent; e.g. 

la-gek wa-gek yaga-1-agwi 
go-ITER come-ITER say-PRES-p 

'(They) are going back and forth.' 
wok-nere-gek yaga-1-agwi 
give- 1p.REC-ITER say-CU ST-p 
'(They) give it to us (repeatedly).' 

The second major use ofy- is where the subject is only the undergoer that incurs the 

process, and may not be the agent. Not only that, but no agent is considered to be involved in 

the event unless it is an uncontrolled, inanimate agent. This contrasts with the use of the 

auxiliary lat-, where there is the possibility of an animate agent at work even though it is not 

specified. Some examples of the use ofy- are: 
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An n-isok yetok nago y-a,-as. 
is ls.GEN-foot splinter spear say-REAL-3s.NPST 
'My foot incurred a splinter.' 
Yo atok bogo y-ag-as. 
tree end break say-REAL-3s.NPST 
'The end of the stick broke.' 

Unlike the preceding use, where only a few secondary stems are found related to 

primary verbs, in this use many secondary verb stems are clearly related to primary verbs. 

Some of these are listed in (425) below. Interestingly, the relationship between the verb 

stems appears to be different to that of those mentioned above. For many of these it appears 

that the primary verb stem is equivalent to the secondary verb stem, minus the fmal vowel, 

plus L'7. V is then a except where the preceding vowel is high, in which case Vharmonises 

with it. Other vowels in the primary verb stems then undergo vowel raising (2.4.8) if the 

conditions dictate.29  

secondary verb stem primary verb stem 
bogoy- 'break off,  <bogal- 'chop' 
dambey- 'be flicked' <dombal- 'flick s.t.' 
danggo y- 'come unstuck' <danggal- 'pull apart' 
hado y- 'break' <hedal- 'break s.t.' 
hivito y- 'tear' <hivir- 'bite with tearing effect' 
libisy- 'snap (thread)' <libil- 'tear s.t.' 
nggedoy- 'be constipated' <nggedal- 'shut or close s.t. off 
sepe y- 'be squashed' <sopal- 'squash s.t.' 
nagoy- 'get a splinter' <nagal- 'spear st.' 
sugupy- 'fall over (i.e. tree)' <sugul- 'cause s.t. to fall over' 

In addition to these, there are also a number of secondary verb stems that occur in this 

use that have not yet been observed to have a related primary verb, although it may be that 

many of these will eventually be found to be derived from primary verbs: 

29  It is possible to hypothesize rules in the opposite direction also. That is, the secondary verb 
stem is the result of 1) a primary verb stem losing the fmal syllable -"1, at which point mid 
vowels in the remaining stem that are the result of vowel raising return to 'a' (dombal- -* 
damb-, danggal- - dangg-, hedal- 4 had-. etc.); 2) a mid vowel is then added, e following 
bilabials and o elsewhere (e.g. damb- 4 dambe, dangg- 4 danggo, had- - hado etc), 
except that stems with high vowels add a corresponding high vowel followed by a 
consonant, namely s after i andp after u (e.g. lib- 4 libis; sug- - sugup etc). 
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426) doy- 
le y- 
hwis y-
nggetoky-
panggo y-
sako y-
salok-malok y-
huluky- 

'thy out (e.g. mud)' 
'become dry (e.g. clothes)' 
'become dark' 
'firm up' 
'come to pass' 
'be satisfied' 
'be tangled' 
'be steaming or boiling' 

8.4 Comment on process auxiliaries 
Comparison of the auxiliaries lat- andy- reveal much difference in form, but great 

similarities in function. What differences there are in function are related to the possibility 

or not of an agent being behind the event, withy- occurring where there is no agent (unless 

the agent is also the undergoer or is uncontrolled and inanimate), and 1w- where there may 

be an agent behind the event, even though it is unspecified. 

What we have here is a continuum of de-transitivisation. Consider the following four 

examples. The first is a transitive clause, with full nominal arguments for an agent and an 

undergoer. The second is still a transitive clause, but with no nominal reference to an agent. 

While the agent is downplayed, it is understood that the event occurred as a result of activity 

by one. 

Mantri en at o-aik dangganggas {danggal-k-as} 
orderly ERG 3s 3s.GEN-tooth pull apart-REAL-3s.NPST 
'The health orderly pulled his tooth out.' 
o-aik dangganggas {danggal-k-as} 

3s.GEN-tooth pull apart-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He took his tooth out' or 'his tooth was taken out' or 'his tooth came out (as the result 
of activity by someone).' 

The third example is again a transitive verb root, but the use of lat- detransitivises the 

verb, so that it means that the tooth could have come out by natural process, or an agent may 

have been involved, but that is considered irrelevant. This is equivalent to what is often 

called 'middle voice'. 

o-aik danggalaga {danggal-la-k-a} 
3 s.GEN-tooth pull apart-become-REAL-3 s.NPST 
'His tooth came out.' 
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The final example is an intransitive clause with the generic verb y-, and no agent can be 

involved, unless the tooth itself, or some inanimate, uncontrolled entity is (considered) able 

to be the agent. 

430) o-aik danggo y-ag-as 
3s.GEN-tooth come apart say-REAL-3s.NPST 
'His tooth fell out.' 

While there is obviously some overlap of meaning with lat- andy-, especially 

considering the second sense of lat- and the first sense ofy- where the subject can also be the 

agent, it is clear that they each encode a different voice on a continuum of transitivity. 
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9. PROGRESSIVE ASPECT 
The progressive aspect is used to indicate that an event is perceived as occurring over a 

period of time, or as occurring repeatedly. The structure of the progressive aspect 

construction is a verb (with or without an object or voice auxiliary) in the 'realis subordinate 

stem' followed by the progressive aspect auxiliary la-/dogo-, which carries the regular mode, 

tense and subject inflection. The realis subordinate stem (RSS), a nonfinite form, is 

described in § 11.1. It consists of a verb root (+1-voice auxiliary), followed by the realis 

suffix -g- and a number suffix, -ya for a singular subject or -u for a plural subject: 

431) nit ogagu 
nit oga- g-u 
ip do- REAL-p 

Verb root RSS 
'we will keep doing' 

dogosogon 
do go- sogon 
stay- FUT 
Progressive auxiliary Tense/mode 

Some more examples of the progressive aspect can be seen below. Example (432) 

illustrates the use of the progressive aspect for an event that occurred continually over a 

period of time; example (433) an event that occurred repeatedly over an extended period of 

time and in example (434) the progressive aspect refers to an event that is expected to occur 

repeatedly. 

Yogak hutun musu ningg-ya {nVn-k-ya)la-g-a. 
today morning rain consume-REAL-s stay-REAL-3s.NPST 
'This morning it rained (for a duration).' 

ena-sum libil-ogo-mbo yik-hedu-g-u la-g-ag-wa 
3p.GEN-clothes tear-MAN-REP wear-seeR-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They used to tear up their clothes and wear them.' 
Ap wa-g-u se-/ok (isa-bk), 
men come-REAL-p see them-PERF 
har-enen onggo wog-iri-g-ya dogo-p. 
2s-ERG payment give-3p.REC-REAL-s stay-INF 
'If men come, keep on paying them.' 

While this construction and the personal object constructions discussed in Chapter 7 

both consist of a verb followed by an auxiliary, they are quite different constructions. Unlike 

the object auxiliaries, the progressive aspect auxiliary is not found directly compounded to a 

verb root, but instead has the 'realis subordinate stem' intervening. It can also occur in the 
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same construction that includes an object or voice auxiliary, as in example (439) later in this 

section. 

The progressive aspect auxiliary is rather problematic formally, as it is irregular and 

unusual, as is the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' to which it is related. A table showing the more 

common tense/mode forms of this auxiliary can be seen below. 

Table 9.1: The progressive aspect auxiliary 

subject Far Near Present Imperative Ordinary Delayed Counter- 
person Past Past Customary  Future Future factual 

is lagagis lagi agirik 

dogosogon 

dogowis dukil 

2s lagagin lagen agindik dogwen dogogun duklin 

3s lagagi laga agarik  dogogwi duklip 

ip 
lagagup 

lagyo agurik 
__________ 

duklu 

lagep agipik dogwes 
dogosogon dogogup lagagwa lagao agarwik duklip 

agaorik 
agaruk  

Apart from the realis forms (near past and far past tense), the progressive aspect 

auxiliary is identical to the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay'. This is not surprising, in that the verb 'to 

stay' or 'to be' is inherently progressive, and is found in many Papuan languages as an 

auxiliary marking progressive aspect (Foley 1986:144). 

The realis forms of the progressive auxiliary differ from the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' in 

that they lack the initial syllable we that the verb wela-/dogo- has in realis mode. For 

example, '1 stayed' is welagi, but the progressive auxiliary expressing 'I continued' is lagi. 

The resulting forms of the auxiliary are thus identical to the realis forms of the verb Ia- 'go' 

and lat- 'become' A paradigm of the progressive aspect auxiliary with the verb pagal- 'hold, 

touch' in can be seen in Appendix I, Table 1.8. 

We therefore have a choice as to whether to ireat the realis forms as a contraction of 

wela-, or as the verb Ia- 'go' or the auxiliary lat 'become' being used as the progressive 

aspect auxiliary in realis mode. Bromley (1981:61) found the same phenomena (with the 
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same forms we/a- and la-) in the related Lower Grand Valley Dam language, and treated the 

form la- found as the progressive aspect auxiliary as a contraction of we/a-. I am inclined to 

agree with him, and will gloss accordingly. My reasons for doing so are firstly the close 

parallels in meaning between wela-/dogo- 'stay' and the progressive auxiliary. Secondly, 

there are absolutely no clues elsewhere that point to the use of la- 'go' or lat- 'become' as 

indicating progressive aspect. Thirdly, the forms used to indicate progressive aspect in the 

other modes are identical to the verb 'stay'. 

The present/customary tense forms of both the verb for 'stay' and the progressive aspect 

auxiliary are unusual in that they do not resemble any of the other forms of these verbs, are 

clearly derived from the verb at- 'become', and do not have any of the normal inflection for 

present customary tense (see §6.3. 1)30.  While functionally these forms match the present 

customary tense of other verbs, formally they match the verb at- 'become' in near past tense 

plus the 'prior' suffix -rik (discussed in § 10.1): 

a-g-i-rik 
become-REAL-i s.NPST-PRIOR 
'I have become' or 'I am' or '1 stay.' 
agipik /'a-kep-1ik 
become-REAL-2p.NPST-PRIOR 
,You (p) have become' or 'you (p) are' or 'you(p) stay.' 

It appears that the meaning of 'have become' has been extended to include 'being in a 

state' or 'continuing in a state', even when no process (of becoming) has been involved, and 

this second sense has been adopted by the verb wela-/dogo- 'stay' and the progressive 

auxiliary la-/dogo- as the forms for present customary tense. 

The following examples illustrate that these forms are part of the paradigms for the verb 

'to stay' and the auxiliary 'progressive aspect', where they do not share the meaning 

'become' (though for the purposes of parsing they are still glossed as such). 

30 The expected forms *welasiga  /*welasagwi or  *dogosig&*dogogwi  do not occur. 
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'To stay': 
Mberan, hat agindik? {à-k-en-tilçI Yu, an a-g-i-rik. 
Mberan 2s become-REAL-2s.NPST-PRIOR Yes is become-REAL-is.NPST- 
PRIOR 
'Mberan, are you here?' (or 'do you be?)' (Spoken from outside a house.) 'Yes, I'm 
here' (or 'Yes I am'). 
an Nggimbis a-g-i-rik 
is Nggimbis become-REAL-i s.NPST-PRIOR 
'I am staying (or live) at Nggimbis.' 

Progressive aspect: 
wene hat yuk-nin-g-ya agindik a-k-en-tik ako 
word 2s say- 1p.REC-REAL-s become-REAL-2s.NPST-PRIOR t.w.k 
'that message that you are always telling us' (compare with wene hat yukneraliga ako 
'that message you are telling/usually tell us') 

Note that the presenticustomary tense of any verb has an inherent extended aspect 

meaning. When verbs are found with the present customary tense of the progressive 

auxiliary, however, there is an even stronger extended sense, as in the final example above. 

Progressive aspect is frequently found in narrative texts in tail-head linkages. Tail-head 

linkage is when the final clause of a sentence, or at least part of it, is restated at the beginning 

of the following sentence and sets the scene for the events that follow in that sentence (Foley 

1986:200-201), and is a common feature of Papuan languages. Tail-head linkage in Nggem 

typically has a final verb from the previous sentence repeated at the beginning of the next 

with the addition of the subordinating suffix -rik or setting citic -ma/-mu (both discussed in 

Chapter 10). The progressive aspect is frequently found marking the verb in the subordinate 

clause at the beginning of the new sentence. This occurs frequently even when the same 

verb, refernng to the same event in the previous sentence, is not marked for progressive 

aspect. For example: 

Ap andi warek wulu wa-g-ag-i. War-ek wulu wa-g-ya 
man that hit-RES exit come-REAL-FPST-3s hit-RES exit come-REAL-s 
la-g-ag--i-rik o Penaga namut non ggw-ag-ag-i. 
stay-REAL-FPST-3 s-PRIOR place Penaga lake enter-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'That man was wounded and came out. After being wounded and coming out he went 
into Lake Penaga area.' 
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The use of progressive aspect in tail-head linkage is possibly a stylistic feature. Some 

speakers use much more frequently than others, and it is occasionally edited in by native 

speakers when transcribing texts. 

In an independent clause the progressive aspect construction indicates that the event 

occurred over a period of time or repeatedly. However, the sense conveyed by the 

progressive aspect in conjunction with the subordinating affixes -rik and!or -ma/-mu in tail-

head linkage or other subordinate clauses is slightly different. In these contexts, the 

progressive aspect conveys a broader 'imperfective' sense where the event is presented as a 

whole, completed event, not as a pinprick of time but as the totality of the duration of the 

event. 
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10. SUBORDINATE VERB MORPHOLOGY 
Subordinate verbs are verbs fully inflected for mode/tense and subject person-number, 

but have additional inflection sub ordinatmg them to the main clause of the sentence. They do 

not normally terminate sentences or stand alone as independent clauses. This chapter will 

describe the subordinate verbs found in sequential narrative. These verbs may be found as 

the heads of adverbial clauses of time, reason and location, are used to cany the progression 

of narrative from one event to the next, and are frequently used to link sentences in 'tail-head 

linkages'. 

10.1 The prior action suffix -rik 

A verb inflected with the prior action suffix -r1k3' (glossed as PRIOR) indicates that the 

event occurred prior to another event, which is usually indicated in a following clause. That 

is to say, the event occurred in sequence with another event. This suffix occurs on 

independent verb forms in realis mode (near and far past tenses), potential mode (future and 

delayedldefmite future tenses) and counterfactual mode. 

Near and past tenses (i.e. realis mode), delayedldefmite future tense (potential mode), 

and counterfactual mode are inflected directly with the prior action suffix on independent 

verb forms. Ordinary future tense preceding the prior action suffix has unique forms that do 

not occur elsewhere. A table of the verb wat-/wa- 'come' with this suffix in all three modes 

can be seen below. 

31  The prior action suffix -rik found in Nggem is similar to a suffix described by 

Bromley (1981:34) for Lower Grand Valley Dani and Fahner (1979:81) for Abenaho Yali, 

though with a number of significant differences. 
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Table 10 1: Perfect aspect -rik 

Realis 
(Far Past) 

Realis 
(Near Past) 

Ordinary 
Future 

Delayed/definite 
future  

Counterfactual 

is wagagirik wagEr/k 

war/mind/k 

warugurik waklirik 

2s wagagindik wagindik warugundik wak/indik 

3s wagagirik wagarik  warugurik wakilpik 

jp_ wagagurik wagurik 

warumundik warugurik 

wagarwik  

wakiurik 

p_ wagagupik wagipik 
waklipik 

3p wagagwarik 

Most of the morphological processes that occur with the affixation of -rik are explained 

in the section on morphological processes (2.4). An exception is the first person plural far 

past tense and plural delayedldefinite future tense forms, where the r (It!) of -rik replaces the 

preceding p (e.g. warugup-rik - warugurik) instead of the expected consonant cluster 

progressive assimilation at a morpheme boundary (2.4. 1), which is seen in the second plural 

realis forms, and the third person singular, second and third person plural counterfactual 

forms. I have noted before (6.7.2) that although the first and second person plural far past 

tense forms are identical, they behave differently when suffixed with the negative suffix 

-buk, indicating a probable historical distinction between these forms. Further evidence for 

this can be seen here. 

Some examples of the prior action suffix -rik can be seen below. 

Realis Mode: 
Daniel yakedagarik {yak-keda-k-a-tik} yup ya-s-iga. 
Daniel fall-see.R-REAL-3s.NPST-PRIOR cry plant-PRES-s 
'Daniel fell and is crying.' 

Potential Mode: 
An lamindik {la-min-tik} war-i-sogon. 
is go-s.FUT-PRIOR come-s-FUT 
'After I have gone I will come.' 
An Bokondini en wa-g-ya dogogurik {doko-kw-is-tik} Elabi inim 
is Bokondini ABL come-REAL-s stay-DEL.FUT-ls-PRIOR Elabi COM 
wene mbal-ug-up. 
message cut-DEL.FU1T-p 
'After I have come from Bokondini, I will cut words (i.e. discuss) with Elabi.' 
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Counterfactual mode: 
An yug-ere-1-a-rik en lak-ba daga ivak-l-ip. 
is say-3p.REC-CF-ls-PRIOR source go-put ascend come-CF-3p 
'If I had told them they would have sent them (the goods) up.' 
Raili yug-ik-l-i-rik en paku n-omb-olok wak-1-ip. 
Riley say-35.REC-CF-ls-PRI0R source nails ls.PO-BEN-PERF come-CF-3s 
'If I had told Riley he would have brought nails for me.' 

Where realis or potential mode and sequential event are found together, the additional 

component of 'same subject' (with a following clause) is also usually conveyed, as well as 

sequential event. This can be seen in examples (441), (442) and (443) above. However in 

counterfactual mode this notion is not found, as in the fmal two examples above. This feature 

of participant reference will be discussed further in section 10.3 below, after the discussion 

of the 'setting' clitic -mu. The sequential event suffix -rik and event setting clitic -mu are 

found in contrasting and complementary roles in the switch reference/ participant reference 

system of sequential events in the language. 

The prior action suffix has features of perfective aspect. It indicates a complete 

situation, has in itself no reference to the internal temporal structure of a situation, and an 

event inflected with the prior action suffix is viewed as a single whole (see Comrie 

1976: 16ff). Although it is often found in conjunction with inflection for progressive aspect 

(Chapter 9), that does not preclude it from encoding perfective aspect; according to Conme 

(1976:24), it is quite possible for a language to express both in the same construction. In 

Chapter 9 it was noted that the progressive aspect is found in subordinate clauses often used 

in tail-head linkage, the same construction in which we often fmd the prior action suffix. 

These constructions do indeed appear to encode both imperfective and perfective aspect. A 

verb inflected for both of these aspect types refers to a situation that on the one hand is seen 

as complete, single whole, but also has internal structure as expressed by the progressive 

aspect. Example ((440) in Chapter 9 illustrates this, as does example (451) below in section 

10.3. For the sake of space, further examples are not given here. 
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Although the prior action suffix is primarily used in subordinate (non-final) clauses, as 

stated above, there are instances where verbs inflected with realis mode and prior action 

appear to be independent (final) verbs, with no following event explicitly stated; e.g. 

Hat Seralema inggindik? {11-k-in-tik} 
2s Seralema ascend-REAL-2s.NPST-PRiOR 
Yu, an Seralema inggirik. {il-k-i-tik} 
yes is Seralema ascend-REAL-i s.NPST-PRIOR 
'Have you been up to Seralema?' 'Yes, I've been up to Seralema.' 
Nit nggamo war-i wambugurik. {wamb-uk-up-tik} 
ip bathe hit-PURP ascend-REAL-lp.NPST-PRiOR 
'We've been down to bathe.' 

However, these are always in realis mode (near past tense) and are always spoken in a 

context of the subject being in a particular situation as a result of the stated event which 

occurred prior to the subject being in that situation. For example, the context of example 

(446) is the subject being met and questioned as he travelled down from Seralema. The first 

speaker's question implies the following unstated statement: "Are you in your current 

situation (i.e. coming down the track) after going up to Seralema?" The answer then has the 

unstated final clause '... and now I am here' - In example (447) the context is again the 

subject being met, and explaining that they are in their current situation (i.e. where they are) 

after having bathed (i.e., 'we have been down to bathe and now are here'). These fonns are 

not normally found outside this kind of context. 32  

10.2 The setting clitic -ma/-mu 
The clitic -ma/-mu has already been described as a nominal case marker indicating 

'setting', of either location, reason or time (see §4.8.3.1). When it is cliticized onto verbs, it 

indicates that that clause is the 'setting' for another event. 'Setting' can mean location, time, 

or reason, and it is usually clear from the context which is meant. In addition, the event 

setting clitic -ma/-mu is used to indicate that there is a change anticipated in either the 

subject (switch reference) or location in sequentially or partially sequential related events. 

32  This is of course with the exception of the various realis-prior inflected forms of the verb 
ar- 'become' which have been adopted with skewed meaning as the presenticustomary tense 
form of the verb 'to stay' and the progressive auxiliary, as discussed in Chapter 9. 
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A wide range of verb fonns can be cliticized with -ma/-mu. Below are some examples: 

Presenticustomary tense, indicating location: 
o ap ne-I-agwi-ma andoma ela-les 
place men consume-CUST-p-SET there go-2p.IMP 
'Go there where people are eaten.' 

Present customary tense, indicating reason: 
Nen-endawi anggin a-s-iga-ma, nen-ake 
ip. GEN-heart heavy become-PRES-s-SET 1p.GEN-sake 
samban oga-g-ya doge-nok y-iluk y-ig-yo. 
pray do-REAL-s stay-2s.DEL.IMP say-PERF say-REAL-lp.NPST 
'Because our hearts are becoming heavy, we have spoken in order (having thought) for 
you to keep praying for our sake.' 

Realis mode, indicating reason: 
Al o-gwa en "pinat hinir-up o" in 33  
3s 3s.GEN-wife ERG peanut uproot-INF PAUS say.REAL.s 
Ia-g-a-ma o Nggimbis andoma wunggup {wil-k-up}. 
stay-REAL-3s.NPST-SET place Nggimbis there exit-REAL-lp.NPST 
'Because his wife said, "Pull up peanuts", we went out there to Nggimbis.' 

The event setting clitic -ma/-mu is frequently found in narrative where it plays a key 

role in indicating switch reference, in contrast to and in conjunction with the prior suffix -rik 

discussed in the previous section. This is explained in more detail in the following section. 

10.3 Switch reference, sequential events, and event setting 
The sequence suffix -rik and the setting citic -ma/-mu are very frequently found in 

narrative texts separately or together suffixed to verbs inflected for the mode and tense and 

subject categories described in Chapter 6, where they have the role of keeping track of 

participants in the discourse. 

We have already seen that the suffix -rik indicates that an event occurred prior to 

another event, and the subject is usually the same; e.g. 

Hall ba-luk, daga wa-g-a. Daga wa-g-a-rik, 
fire put-PERF ascend come-REAL-3 s.NPST ascend come-REAL-3 s.NPST- 
PRIOR 
andenam amwa nogo yi-g-as. Nogo yi-g-ya Ia-g-a-rik. 
there home sleep weave-REAL-3s.NPST sleep weave-REAL-s stay-REAL-
3 s.NPST-PRIOR 
'Having burnt him (i.e. had the cremation) he came up. After coming up, he slept there 
at his home. After sleeping ...' 

33 See § 11.1 for detail on this form of the verb y- 'say'. 
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The setting clitic -ma/-mu indicates a change in setting, which usually means that the 

subject is going to change and the events occurred in sequence, although there may be an 

overlap in time of the two events. The first event may also be the reason for the following 

event: 

yu-g-u la-g-ag-wa-ma, oga-g-ag-wa 
say-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p-SET do-REAL-FPST-3p 
'After they had spoken, they (different subject) did it.' 
Y-ug-u la-g-ag-wa-ma swa yubut ako nen, 
say-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p-SET bird hornbill t.w.k ERG 
"n-amik paga yupalar-i-man1s34" y-ag-ag-i 
ls.GEN-wing on hang by arms-PURP-come. 2p. IMP say-REAL-FPST-3s 
'[They said "A fierce man took our mother away."] After they said that, that hombill 
bird said "Come and hang by your arms on my wings".' 

The sequence suffix -rik and setting clitic -ma/-mu can also occur together (-rikmu). 

When they do so it indicates that the event occurred in sequence with another event and the 

subject of the following clause is usually different. There is no overlap in time between the 

event marked with -rikmu and the related event. In example (454), the clause marked by 

-rikmu is followed by a change of subject (first person plural to third person singular, 'his 

wife'). The following event is in sequence. Note that the next clause is marked by -ma, again 

indicating a change of subject (back to first person plural) as well as a sequential event, 

which is also the reason for the final clause. 

nit Orenis o-adema la-g-u-rik-mu at o-gwa 
Ip Orenis 3s.GEN-beside go-REAL-lp.NPST-PRIOR-SET 3s 3s.GEN-wife 
en "pinal hinir-up o" iri la-g-a-ma 
ERG peanut pull out-INF PAUS say.REAL.s stay-REAL-3s.NPST-SET 
andoma wunggup {wil-k-up} 
there exit-REAL- 1p.NPST 
'After we went out to Orenis his wife said "pull up peanuts" so we went out there.' 

The combination -rikmu is also frequently found marking a background information 

clause, where it can indicate reason, location, or change of location of an event. In the 

following sentence, as well as indicating sequence and a change of subject, the clause 

terminated by -rikmu is an adverbial clause of reason. 

34 manis is from omanis, a dialect variation of omanes (see §6.5.1, Table 6.10). 
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455) an n-asin ako Ninugwagas at a-aol ambi 
is ls.GEN-father t.w.k Ninugwagas 3s 3s.GEN-yng.sib one 
homb-ag-a-rik-mu wamb-ag-as, 
die-REAL-3s.NPST-PRIOR-SET descend-REAL-3s.NPST 
'My father, because (and after) one of his brothers died at Ninugwagas, went down.' 

The combination -rikmu does not occur with the progressive aspect. The different 

features of -rik, -ma/-mu and -rikmu are summarized in the table below: 

Table 10.2: Switch reference in sequential events 

Sequence Different Reason Location Different 
Location  

Time 

-rik + - 

-mu +, possible + (+) 
overlap  

? 

-rikmu + + (+) (+) (+) (±) 

10.4 Clarifications of the notion 'switch reference' 

The above statements regarding the use of switch reference devices are consistent in the 

vast majority of cases. Where a clause terminated by -rik occurs, it is nearly always followed 

by a clause with the same subject. Likewise, where a clause is terminated by -ma/-mu or 

-rikmu, there is nearly always a change of subject in the following clause. However, there are 

a significant number of instances that appear to 'break the rules'. That is, that sometimes 

where there is no change in subject, switch reference may be indicated; or where there is a 

change in grammatical subject, there is no indication by the switch reference system. This is 

the case not only for sequentially related events marked with -rik and -ma/-mu, but also for 

simultaneous events and conditional clauses, both of which the language also encodes for 

'same subject' (SS) or 'different subject' (DS)(see sections 11.3.5 and 11.4.2). Most of these 

'exceptions' can in fact be explained by the following observations. 

1. Intervening clauses 

In some instances the SS/DS agreement may not refer to the next linear clause, but 

rather to the head clause or another clause, in the sentence. Consider the following sentence: 
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456) Ala wene n-i/up i-g-ya la-g-ag-i-rik. 
God message ls.GEN-know become-REAL-s stay-REAL-FPST-ls-PRIOR 
Kobakma andenam en is wombabanunggugwarikmu 

{wombal-banun-k-uk-wa-lik-mu} 
Kobakma there ABL water drop-put is.PO-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR-SET 
yena daga wa-g-ag-is 

here ascend come-REAL-FPST- is 
'After I became knowledgable of God's message, from Kobakma after they put me 
down in the water (i.e. baptised me), I came up here.' 

In the above example the clause in the first line, with first person singular subject has 

same subject indication (the prior suffix -rik), but the next clause has a different subject 

(third person plural). The fmal clause again is first person singular subject. The first clause is 

showing same subject agreement with the fmal clause, which continues with the same topic 

of discussion, that is the speaker. The middle clause is a subordinate clause of time, and the 

subjects of that clause are not brought to any prominence at all, although it is marked as 

different subject (-rikinu) in relation to the fmal clause. Notice also that the topic of the 

sentence (the speaker, first person singular) is still in focus, as the personal object, in the 

second clause. 

2. Switch reference overruled by other features of the switch reference devices 

Occasionally, where a switch reference device has another function, the other function 

may give a false impression of change of subject. We have noted that -rikmu may also 

indicate location. In the following example -rikmu indicates sequence and location, and 

indicating the location overrules the different subject function of -mu: 

457) At o-agun a/co andi yangge wo-lok warn heda 
3s 3s.GEN-husband t.w.k that dog get-PERF pig trap 
ba-g-a-rik-mu /a-g-a 
put-REAL-3s.NPST-PRI0R-SET go-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Her husband took a dog and went to where he had put a pig trap.' 

3. Inclusive I exclusive subjects. 

In narrative, one frequently fmds the subject of one clause (e.g. first person plural) 

being followed by a subject that is a subset of the subject of the first clause (e.g. first person 

singular), or vice versa, where the subject of the first clause (e.g. third person singular) is a 

part of the subject of the following (e.g. third person plural). Languages that indicate switch 

reference may mark these in different ways. 
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In Nggem, change of number and person, where the subject of one clause is included in 

the set of the subject of the other, may be marked as either same subject or different subject. 

For example: 

Helep yik-ba-g-u la-g-a,-wa-rik 
stone weave-put-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR 
ap ambi andoma samban ogar-i inggigi. {il-k-ik-i} 
man one there pray do-PURP ascend-REAL-FPST-3s 
'After they gathered the stones, one man there went up to pray.' 

In the above example, marked as SS, the first subject is third person plural and the 

second is third person singular, a member of the first subject. In the following example, the 

clause marked as SS (-ri/c) has third person singular subject, and the fmal clause has first 

person plural subject - a group that includes the first subject. 

n-ain en yauk-n-omb-olok sup Haplinggu 
ls.GEN-father ERG put on shoulder-ls.PO-BEN-PERF path I-laplinggu 
wa-g-ag-i. Wa-g-ya la-g-ag-i-rik 
come-REAL-FPST-3 s come-REAL-s stay-REAL-FPST-3 s-PRIOR 
o Pikinam andoma nunggwa wa-g-ag-up. 
place Pikinam there enter come-REAL-FPST-lp 
'My father carried me on his shoulders and came on the path to Haplinggu. After he 
came, we came in to Pikinam there.' 

In the following example, marked as DS (-mu), the first subject is third person singular 

and the second is third person plural. Note that there is also a sense of 'reason' as well as 

sequence, which gives a reason why -mu is used instead of -rik. 

"Dek, saken oma" ap ako ane avuput in 
No, quickly come.2s.IMP man t.w.k word strong say.REAL.s 
la-g.-ag-i-mu ap ako it mberen lek y-ag-ag-wa. 
stay-REAL-FPST-3 s-SET man t.w.k 3p two go say-REAL.-FPST-3p 
'Because/after that man spoke strongly saying "No, come quickly", that man, the two 
of them went off' 

4. Animacy and control issues 

Where one of the subjects is inanimate, considered to be 'out of control', or is an 

undergoer rather than an agent, then the speaker can chose to mark a different subject 

relationship with another clause as either same subject or different subject. In the following 

example, the subject of the first clause is a snake. This clause is marked for change of subject 

by -rikmu, also indicating sequence and reason. The next subject is inanimate and 

unspecified - an uncontrolled entity that carries poison around in peoples' bodies. There is a 
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change or loss of control (control has gone out of the 'hands' of the snake). It is marked as a 

singular subject on the verb nun ggw- 'enter'. The conjunction dugwit is a same subject 

simultaneous event conjunction (see §11.4.2.1), but here the following subject is plural - a 

different subject (people who die from snake bite) as seen on the verb hamb- 'die'. 

Grammatically the subject changes from singular to plural, but it is marked as same subject 

by dugwit. Neither the carrying of the poison around the body nor the dying that occurs as a 

result are controlled events, therefore a change of subject is not required to be indicated. 

461) (Mbas alimbuk ako) aik hivit-bi-g-a-rik-mu 
snake death adder t.w.k teeth bite-put.3p.PO-REAL-3s.NPST-PRIOR-SET 
andi en ako paga ayonggol ako in-inggis in-isok-mu yoma 
that ABL t.w.k because poison t.w.k 3p.GEN-hand 3p.GEN-feet-SET here 
en-endawi-ma wo-lok nunggw-ig-ya dugw-it hamb-is-agwi. 
3p.GEN-heart-SET get-PERF enter-REAL-s stay-SIM die-CUST-p 
'(The death adder) after it has bitten them (DS), from that, because of that, the poison 

in their hands or feet here when (SS) it is carried into their hearts they die' 

Reesink (1983:235) makes the comment that in many Papuan switch reference systems, 

it is the topic of the section of discourse that is being monitored rather than the subject. This 

has been noted in some of the examples above. Foley (1986:191) has suggested that the 

switch reference system of some Papuan languages is basically an actor monitoring system. 

This is also supported by Nggem data, as in the fmal example above, where the lack of a 

controlling actor in either of the final two clauses leads to no marking for different subject. 
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Chapter 11 

Nonfinite verb morphology 



11. NONFINITE VERB MORPHOLOGY 

This chapter describes nonfmite verb morphology. Nonfmite verbs are a broad category 

covering a number of different kinds of verb constructions. The common themes of nonfmite 

verbs discussed in this chapter are that they are not inflected for tense or subject person 

(though some are for subject number), and they are in a dependent relationship with another 

(usually fmal, independent) verb. 

Some of the verb constructions found in this chapter come under the broad heading of 

'clause chaining', a common feature of Papuan languages (Foley 1986: 175ff). It is quite 

common in Nggem to have quite long chains of clauses, each of which may consist of only 

one verb, and each indicating a different relationship to the fmal verb. Other constructions 

encountered in this chapter are verbal complements and serial verb constructions. 

The chapter begins with a description of the realis subordinate stem (§ 11.1), a category 

already encountered in the description of the progressive aspect. The 'realis dependent stem', 

a construction that expresses co-equal related events is discussed in § 11.2. Following that, 

several high frequency participles are described, including the perfect (* 11.3), iterative 

(§ 11.4.1), manner (§ 11.5) and resultative (§ 11.6) participles. Each of these participle types 

have one or more 'specialised' participles, many of which have some kind of grammatical 

function. These are discussed in subsections of the relevant participles. Purpose-motion and 

causative motion constructions are dealt with in sections 11.7 and 11.8. The chapter fmishes 

with several minor categories of nonfmite inflection (11.9 to § 11.13). 

11.1 Realis subordinate stem 
The realis subordinate stem of a verb indicates that an event is considered factual in 

relation to the following element. It is found in four environments: preceding the progressive 

aspect auxiliary, as described in Chapter 9 above; preceding the verb ha- 'see'; with the 

'coincidental' clitic -sim (1l.12) or the setting citic -ma/-mu (4.8.3.1). These 
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constructions are close-knit constructions where no element may separate the verb m the 

realis subordinate stem from these foflowing elements. 

The realis subordinate stem is formed by the realis mode suffix -g-, suffixed directly to 

a verb root or voice auxiliary root, followed by a suffix for number, namely -ya 'singular' or 

-u 'plural'. Rules for the realis mode suffix as described in §5.1 and §6.1 apply. A table of 

the various types of verbs in the realis subordinate stem can be seen below. 

Table 11.1: Realis subordinate stem 

la- wa- wat-/wa- wat- haved- mba!- hin- hamb- 
'go' 'get' 'come' 'hit' 'search' 'cut' 'pull out' 'die' 

s lagya wigya wagya watya havilya mbanggya hinggya hambigya 

p lagu wugu wagu watu havetu mbanggu hunggu hambugu 

A few verbs have only one form of the realis subordinate stem that corresponds to the 

plural form but is used for both singular and plural; e.g. 

462) root:  
na- 'travel around' 
wE!- 'enter' 
hut- 'wash' 
ul- excrete 

recipient auxiliary 

Realis subordinate stem (s and p): 
nagu 
wunggu 
hutu 
ugu 
-ugu 

With some speakers realis stems with fmal ngg have only the one form used for singular 

and plural, as with wunggu (from wE!-) above. The verb y- 'say' has an irregular singular 

form of the realis subordinate stem: irE. The plural form is as expected (yugu). The verb 

wira-/wit- 'descend gradually' has the singular form wirigya but the plural form wutu. Some 

speakers use yigva as the singular realis subordinate stem of the verb YE-  'weave' while 

others use the plural form yugu for singular and plural. 

Verbs in the realis subordinate stem are found in constructions with the progressive 

aspect auxiliary Ia-/do go- as discussed in Chapter 9. In this context, the event is considered 

factual or real in relation to the 'extendedness of the event', as indicated by the progressive 

aspect auxiliary; e.g. 
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an oga-g-ya dogo-sogon 
is do-REAL-s stay-FUT 
'I will keep on domg it.' 

Secondly, the realis subordinate stem is found in dependent clauses that are verbal 

object complements of the verb ha- 'see' and its various object person forms ( 7.3). In this 

context, the event is factual in relation to it being seen to take place; e.g. 

ap ukwa M'isane mbogola pull oga-g-u sugup {isa-k-up}35  
men women many ball volley do-REAL-p see them-REAL-lp.NPST 
'We saw many people playing volley ball.' 
is ambi andenam en sukup er-ogo daga wa-g-ya ha-yogon 
water one there ABL bash say-MAN ascend come-REAL-s see-s.FUT 
'(you) will see water coming shooting up from there.' 

Note that the factuality of an event expressed by the realis subordinate stem does not 

imply factuality in terms of tense, but rather is factual or real in relation to another event, 

which may be either past or future tense. 

Both the progressive aspect auxiliary dogo- and the verb ha- 'to see' have been 

grammaticalized in participle form as clause-linking devices, where they link the event 

indicated by the verb in the realis subordinate stem to another event. These participles (and 

the morphology involved) are discussed more fully in sections § 11.3.5, § 11.4.2.1, and 

§11.4.2.2, but some examples are given here as illustrations of the use of the realis 

subordinate stem in these constructions: 

Realis subordinate stem and same subject simultaneous participle dugwit, formed from the 

progressive aspect auxiliary dogo- and simultaneous/iterative participle -it (§ 11.4.2): 

an oga-g-ya dugw-it (doko-it} 
is do-REAL-s stay-SIM 
'While I do it ... (I do something else)' 

Realis subordinate stem and different subject simultaneous action participle, formed with the 

verb ha- 'see' (and various object person forms) and the simultaneous/iterative participle 

- 

 

gek(l 1.4.2): 

an oga-g-ya neya-gek 
is do-REAL-s see me-SIM 
'While I do it (someone else does something)' (Lit. 'Seeing me do it') 

35 The root isa- 'see them' drops the initial vowel following the factive subordinate stem. 
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Realis subordinate stem and conditional event, formed with the verb ha- 'see' (and various 

object person forms) and perfect participle -bk (S11.3.5): 

468) nit oga-g-u nise-bok 
ip do-REAL-p see us-PERF 
'FUwhenfbecause we do it (someone else does something).' (Lit. 'Having seen us do 
it') 

These constructions of a verb in the realis subordinate stem followed by the verb 'stay' 

or 'see' are not considered to be serial verbs as they do not share the same mode, and a better 

analysis seems to be to consider all examples of the realis subordinate stem as verbal 

complements to either the progressive aspect auxiliaiy or the verb 'see'. In the following 

examples the verb in the realis subordinate stem is a verbal complement that parallels other 

kinds of complement to firstly, the verb dogo- 'stay' in (469), and secondly, to the verb ha- 

'see' in (470) (complements are in bold type). 

an dogosogon 'I will stay' 
an o Kobakma dogosogon 'I will stay at Kobakma' (locative complement) 
an maduk dogosogon 'I will stay small' (attributive complement) 
an ogagya dogosogon 'I will stay doing' (verbal complement) 
at en an neyayogon 'he will see me' 
at en an maduk neyayogon 'he will see that I am small' (attributive clause 

complement) 
at en an ogagya neyayogon 'he will see me doing' (verbal complement) 

As can be seen the constructions with the realis subordinate stem parallel the 

constructions with other kinds of complements of the verbs 'stay' and 'see'. This supports 

the analysis that the realis subordinate stem constructions are verbal complements. 

The realis subordinate stem is also found with the coincidental clitic -sim (discussed in 

§ 11. 12) as seen in example (471), indicating that the event is the setting (location or time) of 

another event: 

hwa wog-u-g-u-sim 
woman give-3s.REC-REAL-p-CO[NC 
'When they gave the woman to him' (i.e. 'at the wedding') 

A few examples of the realis subordinate stem occuffing with the setting citric -ma/-mu 

have been recorded. One example can be seen in §4.8.3.1, example (206). 
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11.2 Realis dependent stem 
A categoty that is veiy similar in form, but with notable differences to the realis 

subordinate stein described above is the realis dependent stem. Whereas the realis 

subordinate stem is found in veiy close knit constructions with the progressive auxiliary or 

the verb to ha- 'see' and is never found before a pause, the realis dependent stem is found in 

loose knit constructions which although dependent often terminate a clause before a pause. 

The realis dependent stem consists of the realis suffix -g-, followed by a suffix for 

number. The singular suffix is -ya, identical to the singular form of the realis subordinate 

stem, and the plural is -wi - -wis. The realis subordinate stem and realis dependent stem are 

compared in the table below: 

Table 11.2: Comparison of realis subordinate and realis dependent stems 

p 

Realis subordinate stem 
-gya 

-gu 

Realis dependent stem -gwi(s) 

The variation -wE wis for the plural form is not predictable. Verbs that have only one 

form of the realis subordinate stem also have only one form of the realis dependent stem, 

corresponding to the plural realis dependent stem. The singular realis dependent stem ofy-

'say' is iris. 

The realis dependent stem occurs in two main senses. Firstly, verbs in the realis 

dependent stem often terminate a clause in which the event referred to is an equal stage in a 

larger event or in a series of events. Frequently several clauses with verbs in the realis 

subordinate stem are strung together with each indicating another stage in the larger event or 

series. The fmal clause of the string may refer to one of the stages in the series, as in example 

(472), but most frequently the fmal verb is the verb ogal-/oga- 'do', which only serves to 

'wrap up' the series and carries the tense-aspect-mode inflection for each of the clauses in 

the siring, as in examples (473) and (474): 
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yup ya-g-wi nogo yo-g-og-wa 
cry plant-REAL-p sleep weave-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They cried and slept.' 
in-inggis yaga mbanggwis {mbal-k-wis}, en-aruk mbal-hedu-g-wi, 
3p.GEN-finger ad.ze cut-REAL-p 3p.GEN-ear cut-seeR-REAL-p 
in-iris ako-ma mbal-ogo o wake paga beyak ha 
3p.GEN-hair t.w.k-SET cut-MAN place thatch on throw see 
unggwi (il-k-wi), oga-g-u la-g-ag-wa. 
ascend-REAL-p do-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They used to cut their fingers with an adze, cut their own ears, and cut their hair there 
and throw it up on the thatch.' 
Nil nen-endawi aik watbinunggwi {wat-binin-k-wi) 
ip 1p.GEN-heart prop hit-put. 1p.PO-REAL-p 
yonggat ninupwis {nin-up-k-wis} oga-g-u la-g-ag-wa. 
help 1p-PO-REAL-p do-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They propped up our hearts (encouraged us) and helped us.' 

While the subjects of the clauses in the string may be different, they are all part of the 

larger event and so are all included m the mflection on the fmal clause of the string. In the 

following example, the fmal verb includes as subjects both the singular subject of the first 

clause and the plural subject of the second: 

Tahun tujuh puluh satu paga wuru nun ggw-ig-ya, tahun tujuh puluh satu 
year seventy one TEMP plane enter-REAL-s year seventy one 
paga ap is paga bo-g-wis oga-g-ag-wa. 
TEMP people water in put.3p.PO-REAL-p do-REAL-FPST-3p 
'In 1971 a plane came in, and in 1971 people were baptised.' 

These strings of clauses are a clear example of what Foley (1986:177) calls 'coordinate 

dependent' clauses - clauses that do not function as the arguments of a main clause, are not 

embedded, but are 'linked to a fully inflected verb in a linear string, much like beads on a 

necklace'. 

Occasionally verbs inflected with the realis dependent stem are found referring to the 

whole of an event, rather than stages. However all instances of these are found in the context 

of the stages of that event being referred to in the immediate context by other verbs found in 

the realis dependent stem. In the following example, the first instance of the realis dependent 

stem refers to a stage in the bigger event, in the second it refers to the event as a whole. 
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476) Ambetak andoma sek a-g-wi, ambetak andoma hamb-is-agwi ovara, 
some there good become-REAL-p some there die-CUST-p but 
it andi oga-g-wi ombok a-g-a-rik-mu nil 
3p that do-REAL-p big become-REAL-3s.NPST-PRTOR-SET Ip 
nen-ane hul-is-agwi dek 
1p.GEN-talk listen-CUST-p NEG 
'Some there become well, some there die but because them doing it has become big 

(i.e. it has become an important, frequent occurrence), they do not listen to us.' 

11.3 Perfect participle -luk 
The perfect participle formed with the suffix -luk occurs in dependent clauses and 

generally indicates that an event is completed before the subject performs another event, 

though there are two senses as shall be described below. In addition, there are five 

specialised perfect participles that occur in a variety of senses. These are 

wolok 'take' ('having gotten', from the verb wa- 'get') 
hedelok 'take for yourself (from heda- 'see.R') 
yE/uk 'having said' or 'having thought' (from the verb y- 'say') 

ha/ok 'if (literally 'having seen', from the verb ha- 'see'.) 
ba/uk 'having completely fmished an action' (from ba- 'put') 

The major features of the perfect participle will be described in § 11.3.1 and the 

specialised perfect participles in sections §11.3.2 to §11.3.6. 

11.3.1 General uses of the perfect participle 
There are three allomorphs of the perfect suffix. The allomorph -luk occurs after vowel 

final and I fmal verbs (including mutable vowel and i/vowel fmal verbs), and the fmal t of 

the t and i/vowel fmal verbs becomes k before the perfect suffix. The allomorph - Viuk occurs 

after all other consonants, while -bk occurs with a small set of verbs, namely na- 'consume', 

Wa- 'get', ha- 'see' and the object auxiliary -omb-. Regarding the allomorph -I>7uk, Vis u 

following root fmal ap- or amb-, o following omb-, and i elsewhere. 

A few verbs occur in irregular forms with this suffix; e.g. Zak/uk from root Ia- 'go', 

wulukiuk from root wi/ 'exit', and duruluk from root dur-'honzontalize', though this verb 

also occurs in the expected form duk/uk with some speakers. In addition, there are several 

words that appear to be formed with this suffix that have never been recorded in any other 

verb form; e.g. hariluk 'chase', mukiuk 'follow'. 
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Clauses terminated by -luk are dependent clauses that never occur sentence finally. 

They share the same subject, tense and illocutionaiy force as the next following non-fmite 

(independent or subordinate) verb. They may represent an event that is 'co-equal' to that of 

the non-fmite verb to which they are linked (that is, another of a series of co-equal events in 

a clause chain), or they may function as adverbial clauses of time or manner. 

The first sense of the perfect participle indicates that the event signified by the verb 

inflected with the perfect participle is completed before the subject performs another event. 

In many cases the subject comes into a state that has relevance for the event in the following 

clause; e.g. 

(Nm-i/uk) ak-luk andi meva endak ur-i wuluk-luk 
1p.GEN-alive become-PERF that urine first excrete-PURP exit-PERF 
erorn werar-is-agwi. 
potato roast-CUST-p 
'Having become alive (woken up), having first gone out to urinate, we roast potatoes.' 
(Pak Rail) o-inggut ak-luk la-g-ag-i. 
Mr Riley 3s.GEN-ignorant become-PERF go-REAL-FPST-3s 
'Mr Riley went having forgotten.' 
it en-eve hamb-uluk nggoma le-nd-agwi? 
3s 3p.GEN-body die-PERF where go-CUST-p 
'When they have died, where do they go?' 
is endak ne-bk Nggem en-ane ogar-u-sogon 
water first consume-PERF Nggem 3p.GEN-tal.k do-p-FUT 
'Having first drunk, we will do the Nggem language.' 

The second sense of the perfect participle is that the event indicated by the perfect 

participle is fully initiated before the following event, but the activity continues throughout 

the following event, and so occurs both prior to and simultaneously with the following event. 

Havut lavul-iluk wa-nd-iga. 
wind blow-PERF come-PRES-s 
'The wind having blown is coming' (i.e. 'the wind is blowing'). 
Ap en an yerogo pak-ban-iluk pudibenanggao pudil-benan-k-aoJ 
men ERG Is like this hold-put. ls.PO-PERF operate-put.1s.PO-REAL-3p.NPST 
'Men held me like this then operated on me (while holding me).' 

The most frequent occurrence of this sense is with verbs that involve canying, taking or 

escorting, and the perfect participle occurs preceding a motion verb; e.g. 
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ap andi beras yo dur-uluk wira-nd-agwi 
men that rice tree horizontalize-PERF descend-PRES-p 
'Those men are going down with (a) rice (sack) slung on a pole.' 
warn yi Membak o-arnwa wo-lok dag-in 
pig this Membak 3s.GEN-home get-PERF ascend-2s IMP 
'Take this pig up to Membak's house' ('Having gotten this pig, take it to Membak's 
house'). 
is ombok wokiniviluk (wok- kin-ip-iluk) la-pwak 
big water get-2p-PO-PERF go-3.HORT 
'May a flood take you (p) away' (lit 'the big water having got you, may it go'). 

These last two examples are discussed further in § 11.3.2 below. 

11.3.2 The participle wolok 'carry' 
The specialised perfect participle wolok is formed from the verb root Wa- 'get', and 

literally means 'having gotten' but is usually translated as 'cany' or 'take' or 'bring'. 

Wolok is only used with non-personal and third person singular personal objects. With 

all other objects, the stem wok- is used with the various fonns of the personal object 

auxiliaiy -ap-/-era- (7. 5) as set out below. 

woknavuluk wokneralok 
wokavuluk wokerelok 
wolok 

wokniniviluk 
wokiniviluk 
wogiviluk woginiviluk  

'get/take/receive me' 
'get/take/receive you(s)' 
'get/take/receive him/her/it/them (non-
personal)' 
'get/take/receive us' 
'get/take/receive you(p)' 
'get/take/receive them' 

Examples of some of these can be seen in (484) and (485) above. 

The participle wolok can terminate a medial clause in a clause chain, or it can form a 

complex clause in conjunction with a motion verb. An example of the latter can be seen in 

(484) above, in which the object of wolok (warn yE 'this pig') and the location goal of the 

motion verb (Membak amwa 'Membak's house') both occur before and as arguments of the 

complex predicate wolok dagin 'get-ascend' or 'take up'. In the following example, the first 

instance of wolok terminates a medial clause before a sentence final motion clause. The 

second clause refers to the same event (in a tail-head link) but the two clauses have united as 

a serial verb with the location goal occurring before the complex predicate wolok wamb-

'get-descend' ('take down'). 
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a-isa en (avyak ako) wo-lok andi Kobakma Satu 
3s.GEN-mother ERG child t.w.k get-PERF that Kobakma one 
womb-ag-as. Andoma wo-lok wambag-a-rik 
descend-REAL-3 s.NPST there get-PERF descend-REAL-3s.NPST-PRIOR 
'her mother took (the child) and went down to Kobakma One36. After taking her down 
there ...' 

Complex clauses of this kind, with a predicate consisting of a two united verbs 

(typically the first nonlinite and the second a finite independent verb) and with arguments of 

both verbs preceding the complex predicate are common in Nggem. It should be noted 

though that not all instances of two verbs occurring together constitute a serial verb 

construction (SVC). Examples (478), (479) and (482) above are examples where two 

adjacent verbs refer to distinct, separate events and are not SVCs. Perfect participle 

constructions most likely to qualify for being SVCs are verbs related to carrying or 

transporting in conjunction with a motion verb. In addition to the examples already 

mentioned, examples (481), (483) and (485) above are likely to fit this category. 

11.3.3 The participle hedelok 'take for oneself 

The specialised perfect participle hedelok is formed from the reflexive form of the verb 

to see heda- and means 'having taken for oneself; e.g. 

hwa andi en kunci hede-loli ovok wen elo-la wamb-ag-ag-i 
woman that ERG key see.R-PERF complete ground hole-rn descend-REAL-
FPST-3 S 

'That woman took the key (for herself) and went right down into a hole in the ground.' 

11.3.4 The participle of planned speech and intentional purpose yiluk 

The specialised participle yiluk is formed by the verb 'say' y- and the perfect suffix 

-iluk. Literally ylluk means 'having said', and occurs with that sense. It also occurs with the 

sense of 'having thought' (which may come from the idea of 'having said to oneself) and 

this sense is extended to mean 'in order to' or 'intentional purpose'. It is used in this sense 

very frequently. 

36 The airstrip at Kobakma has a village at each end, 'Kobakma Satu' (Kobakma One) and 
Kobakma Dua (Kobakma Two). (Satu and dua are the Indonesian numerals for one and 
two.) 



With the sense of 'having said', and 'having thought' yiiuk does not always have a 

specialised use: it merely terminates a dependent clause with one of the senses described 

above for the perfect participle. For example: 

Membak en Daniel nggedek wamb-ig-ya ha-bk 
Membak ERG Daniel fall descend-REAL-s see-PERF 
yei n-aura y-iluk pagatas {pakat-k-as}. 
hey ls.GEN-yng.sib say-PERF hold-REAL-3s.NPST 
'Membak, having seen Daniel fall, having  said (or thought) "hey younger brother" 
grabbed him.' 
na-wene mbanggas {mbal-k-as} a, dek a y-iluk samban ambi 
ls.GEN-message cut-REAL-3s.NPST or NEG or say-PERF week one 
ok-ba-/uk andi an h-adema nunggwa war-i-sogon 
do-put-PERF that is 2s.GEN -beside enter come-s-FUT 
'Having thought, "Has he discussed my message or not" I'll come in to your place after 
one week.' 

The perfect participle yiluk has two specialised uses. Firstly, it is often used to terminate 

a speech quote. Speech utterances that have had some thought or planning involved before 

the speech act (that is, if they are a 'considered remark'), are more likely to be found 

terminated by yiiuk. in these cases yiluk is usually followed by another verb of speech. For 

example: 

"Hit andi hugwi ndatak oga-s-agwi o" y-iluk yug-e re-i-agwi. 
2p that fetish same do-CUST-p PAUS say-PERF say-3p.REC-CUST-p 
'Having thought/considered "You(p) lot are doing the same as fetishes" we say that to 
them.' 
an n-isa-i inim n-asin-i inim n-owa-n-asin 
is is. GEN-mother-p COM 1 s.GEN-father-p COM 1 s.GEN-eld. sib-i s.GEN-
father 
inim "o yi paga basar ogar-u-sogon o" y-iluk yug-iri-g-i 
COM time this TEMP bazaar do-p-FUT PAUS say-PERF say-3p.REC-
REAL-i s.NPST 
'Thinking/having thought "We'll have a bazaar on this date" I told my mothers and 
fathers and relatives.' 

The most common use of yiluk as a specialised participle is in clauses of purpose. In 

these, yiiuk follows an independent verb, most commonly inflected with one of the 

hortative/intentional forms as described in §6.5 above, and carries the meaning 'in order to'. 

For example: 
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ap war-ek andi ø-abwa en sek ar-umwak 
man hit-RES that 3s.GEN-compassion ABL good become-3.HORT 
y-iluk oga-s-agwi. 
say-PERF do-CUST-p 
'Out of compassion for that sick man (lit. 'that siricken man') they do it in order that he 
will get well.' 

This example could also be translated as 'out of compassion for the sick man, having 

thought "let him get well", they do it'. 

In clauses of purpose such as these, a form of switch reference indication occurs. Where 

the subjects are the same in the subordinate clause of purpose and the independent clause of 

means, the first person intentional suffixes (6. 5.3) -/k (singular) and -uk (plural) are used. 

When yiluk follows these suffixes, it occurs as a phonological unit with the clause inflected 

with the intentional suffixes; e.g. 

It ayam pagaruguluk {pakat-u-k-y-iluk} hariluk le-nd-agwi. 
3p chicken hold-lp-INT-say-PERF chase go-PRES-p 
'They are chasing the chicken in order to catch it.' 

This example could be glossed as 'they, having thought "let us catch the chicken", are 

chasing it'. Because the subject carrying out the means is the 'planner' of the purpose, the 

first person hortative forms are used reflecting that the idea stems from themselves. 

When the subject of the purpose clause is different to that of the means clause, the 

hortative/intentional suffix agrees with the subject of the purpose clause. The first person 

suffixes have already been mentioned; the second person forms are -nok (singular) and 

-vovok (plural), and the third person singular and plural form is -upwak -umwak (as 

described in §6.5 above). When ylluk occurs following the second and third person forms, it 

does not form a phonological unit with them but is pronounced as a separate word. 

The literal meaning of these 'different subject intentional purpose' constructions are that 

the subject of the means clause, thinking that the subject of the purpose clause should do 

such and such, acts in order for that to happen'. An example of this can be seen in example 

(492) above. Another example follows: 
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An Desa Anthvam en hat tuan en urus ogaitnok {okat-inok} 
is village head Andwam ERG 2s sir ERG organise do-2s.DEL.IMP 
y-iluk an wok-ni-nok y-iluk gilingan padi 
say-PERF is give-is.REC-2s.DEL.IMP say-PERF husker rice 
nggino yukisiga {yuk-ki-s-ika}. 
request say-2s.REC-PRES-s 
'I, the head of Andwam village, in order that you sir will orgamse it, in order that you 
will give it to me, am asking you for a rice husker.' 

11.3.5 The conditional participle halok 

The conditional participle halok is formed with the verb root ha- 'see' (7.3) and the 

perfect participle. It functions as a conditional conjunction with the literal meaning 'having 

seen', and is sometimes translated as such, but it is usually translated as 'if (presupposed or 

potential condition) and sometimes as 'because' (factual condition) or 'when' (temporal 

condition). It should be noted that literal seeing does not have to take place for this participle 

to be used. Some examples follow: 

Potential condition: 
Ap ambi at o-owa harnb-ig-ya ha-lok at o-owa 
man one 3s 3s.GEN-eld.sib die-REAL-s see-PERF 3s 3s.GEN-eld.sib 
a-an ggela ako en a-aut ako wa-yogon 
3s.GEN-spirit t.w.k ERG 3s.GEN-yng.sib t.w.k get-s.FUT 
'A man, if his elder sibling dies, his elder sibling's spirit will get that younger sibling' 

Factual condition: 
alekiep h a-bk budil-is-iga 
itchy see-PERF scratch-PRES-s 
'Because he is itchy he is scratching' (lit. 'having perceived 'itchy', he is scratching'). 
o-arni en "ayam ambi yE paga avyak a-an ggela 
3s.GEN-uncle ERG chicken one this INSTR child 3s.GEN-spirit 
wa-manes" fri ha-lok wo-lok wa-g-ag-is 
get-2p.IMP say.REAL. s see-PERF get-PERF come-REAL-FPST- is 
'Because her uncle said, "get her spirit by means of this chicken", I brought it.' 

Temporal condition: 
le irE ha-bk, sakni be-1-agwi. Ovok ha-bk, 
thy say.REAL.s see-PERF burn garden put-CUST-p complete see-PERF 
yavup we-I-agwi. 
garden get-CUST-p 
'When it is dry, we burn it. When that is complete, we make a garden.' 

The various object forms of the verb ha- 'see' discussed in §7.3 also occur in participle 

form: 
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neyalok 'having seen me' 
heyalok 'having seen you(s)' 
ha/ok 'having seen he/she/it' 
n(in)iselok 'having seen us' 
hi(ni)selok 'having seen you(p) 
iselok 'having seen them' (Often phonologically linked to a realis 
subordinate stem and pronounced as -se/ok.) 

These object forms of the participle are used in two senses. Firstly, as with ha/ok, they 

may refer to a literal seeing event. In such cases, the subject of the conditional clause may be 

the same as the following clause: 

Har-en warn wol-ok inise-lok an yuk-nir-up. 
2s-ERG pig get-PERF see.them-PERF is say-is.REC-IMF 
'F€'when you see them bringing a pig, tell me' (lit. 'Having seen them bringing ... '). 

Secondly, the object forms of the participle are used as a clause-connecting device 

indicating a conditional relation to another clause, in the same way as for ha/ok mentioned 

above. However, ha/ok is used either when the subject of the conditional clause is third 

person singular or when the subject of both clauses is the same. The other object forms are 

only used when the subject of the conditional clause is different to that of the following 

clause. In other words, it is a switch reference device that indicates that the subject is going 

to change. The object inflection of the conditional participle (i.e. neya- 'see me' etc.) agrees 

with the subject of the conditional clause. The verb of the conditional clause is usually 

inflected with the realis subordinate stem, described in § 11.1. This is because the underlying 

structure is that of a verbal complement to the verb ha- 'see'. The literal meaning of such 

clauses is 'having seen the object acting as subject, the subject of the consequence clause 

'.For example: 

ovok erogo harnb-ug-u-se-lok nit o Kobakrna 
complete MAN die-REAL-p-see them-PERF ip place Kobakma 
wuru wa-g-ag-up 
descend come-REAL-FPST- Ip 
'[My father died, my elder brothers died, my fathers died,] because they all died, we 
came down to Kobakma.' (Lit. 'Having seen them all die we came down to 
Kobakina.') 

In the above example the subject of the conditional clause is third person plural (left 

implicit in this clause, but referring to the subjects of the previous clause). The third person 
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plural subject is then cross-referenced as the object of the verb (i)se- 'see them' which is 

functioning as a conditional conjunction. The subject in the consequence clause is first 

person plural. They are the ones who have been impacted by the condition, they have 'seen' 

them die. In the following example, the subject of the conditional clause is second person 

plural, and is cross-referenced on the verb 'see' as a second person plural object, followed by 

a change in subject to first person singular. 

Hir-enen onggo y-ug-u hinise-lok andi an-enen onggo 
2p-ERG price say-REAL-p see you(p)-PERF that is-ERG price 
hundur-up. 
exchange-INF 
'If you say the price, I'll buy it' (lit. 'Having seen you say the price I'll buy it'). 

The third person singular form of the participle ha/ok is the neutral form that is used not 

only when the conditional clause has a third person singular subject (as in examples (495) 

and (497) above), but is also the unmarked form used when there is no change of subject, 

whatever person/number the subject may be.37  

One further use of the conditional participle ha/ok is in a phrase with the demonstrative 

andi 'that', literally glossed as 'having seen that', which is used as a conjunction frequently 

translated into English as 'so', 'then', or 'because of that'; e.g. 

Yi menda ndi menda ako oga-g-ya dogo-sogom-buk 
this thing that thing t.w.k do-REAL-s stay-FUT-NEG 
Andi ha-bk at-ova dombok 
that see-PERF 3 s-FOCUS responsible 
'He won't keep doing eveiything. So he is responsible.' 

11.3.6 The participle of termination baluk 
The participle ba/uk does not really occur in a specialised sense, but its frequent 

occurrence warrants mention. Ba/uk is the perfect participle of the verb ba- 'put', and 

indicates that an event is completely fmished and the story line is moving onto another event. 

In this respect, ba- is being used with the 'telic aspect' sense. Ba/uk is found frequently in 

descriptive texts. For an illustration of this, see example (357) in section 7.2.2. 

37  Note that categories of different subject as defined in section 10.4 apply. 
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11.4 Iterative participle -it/-gek 

The iterative participle is found in a number of senses, most of which have a common 

feature of simultaneous event and iterative action. These are discussed in the following 

section. There are also two specialised participles formed with the iterative participle. These 

express 'same subject simultaneous event' (dugwil, § 11.4.2.1) and 'different subject 

simultaneous event' (hegek, § 11.4.2.2). 

11.4.1 General features of the iterative participle 

The iterative participle is formed by the affixation of -it or the suppletive allomorph 

-gek to a verb root or a verb root plus voice auxiliary root. There are several allomorphs of 

this suffix, for which the following rules apply: 

1 -gek occurs with: 
most motion verbs (e.g. la-gek 'go-ITER'). 
vowel and mutable vowel fmal roots other than dogo- 'stay' (e.g. 
ba-gek 'put-ITER'). This also occurs with some i/vowel fmal roots 
(e.g. wa-gek come-ITER). 

2 -egek occurs with non-assimilative consonant final roots (e.g. 
hamb-egek 'die-ITER'). 

3 The variant -gik occurs following a syllable that includes the vowel i 
(e.g. winggik 'exit-ITER'). 

4 The verb 'to stay' dogo- occurs with the allomorph -it in the form 
dugwii, which has a specialised use as 'same subject simultaneous 
event' participle. This is discussed below in § 11.4.2.1. 

5 The recipient object auxiliary (singular object) -ii-/-i- has been recorded 
occurring with both allomorphs -it and -gik E.g. -irit -igik. This is 
probably due to dialect variation. 

6 The suppletive allomorph -lEn occurs only with the third person plural 
object form of the verb 'put' bisa-, thus bisilin. 

7 The allomorph -1 occurs elsewhere. 

The most frequent use of the iterative participle is preceding a motion verb, where it 

indicates that the activity indicated by the iterative participle takes place during the motion 

event and is of an iterative nature. The subject of the two events is the same, and the motion 

verb carries the tense, aspect and mode inflection for the sentence; e.g. 

503) mbusi segowa paga war-it wa-g-ag-wa 
metal spear [NSTR hit-ITER come-REAL-FPST-3p 
'They came striking it with a metal spear.' 
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wene yE ap akwa yE awl ndi awl yug-ere-gek 
message this men women this home that home tell-3p.REC-ITER 
na-g-u dogw-en 
travel-REAL-s/p stay-2s. IMP 
'Travel around telling this message to people everywhere.' 
Ap ndawi war-it we-nd-agwi. 
men song hit-ITER come-PRES-p 
'Men are coming singing songs' (lit. 'hitting songs'). 
At Nggern en-ane mamul-nir-it !a-g-a. 
3s Nggem 3p.GEN-talk teach-ls.REC-ITER go-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He went along teaching me the Nggem language.' 

It is not clear whether these iterative-motion constructions should be treated as complex 

predicates or medial clauses followed by a motion clause. The location element of example 

(504) above (yi awl ndi awl 'eveiywhere') could be construed as being either a location 

argument of the ditransitive iterative participle or the location goal argument of the motion 

verb. If it were conclusively the latter, then there would be evidence for treating these as 

single constructions. (No other examples in the data provide sufficient evidence to form such 

a conclusion.) While it is rare for any other element to come between the iterative participle 

and the motion verb, it can happen, as in the following example. The structure in this 

example is clearly that of two clauses, one medial and one fmal. Also seen in this example is 

reduplication of the iterative participle, which emphasizes the iterative nature of the event: 

halE u/i -hede-gek hede-gek en-arnwa nunggw-is-agwi 
firewood gather-see.R-ITER see.R.ITER 3p.GEN-home enter-CUST-p 
'They go home repeatedly gathering firewood for themselves.' 

In some instances where the iterative participle precedes the motion verb la- 'go', 

physical movement is not implied, but instead there is a sense of extended, repeated or 

ongoing occurrence of the event over a period of time. That sense could be read into example 

(506) above, but is seen more clearly in the following examples: 

nit weyak adigat ogar-it le-nd-agivE 
ip bad just do-ITER go-CUST-p 
'We keep on doing just bad.' (Lit. 'We go along repeatedly doing just bad.') 
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Ap ako yawakegek ndawakegek'8 ogar-it la-nd-/ga. 
man t.w.k make this make that do-ITER go-CUST-s 
'That man keeps on making things' (i.e. 'being successful in what he does'). 

Frequently the iterative participle is found preceding an independent verb that does not 

refer to a simultaneous event and serves little flmction other than to cany the 

tense/aspect/mode inflection for the event(s) indicated by the iterative participle. The 

independent verbs found in this context are ogar- 'do', andy- 'say'. In these contexts the 

iterative participle is often reduplicated or occurs with another iterative participle that refers 

to another stage of the whole event: 

Bani winggik {wil-kik} nunggwa-gek yaga-l-agwi. 
rabbit exit-ITER enter-ITER say-CUST-p 
'The rabbits go in and out (of their box).' 
Mak-ba-luk mipun la-ge/i wa-ge/i oga-s-agwi. 
tie-put-PERF bearer go-ITER come-ITER do-CUST-p 
'After tying it, the bearers are done going and coming' (i.e. running across and back). 
enam bulan, tujuh ba/an ok-ba-/uk wok-n ere-gek yaga-l-agwE. 
six month seven month do-put-PERF give-lp.REC-ITER say-CUST-p 
'After six or seven months they give it to us' (referring to a regular practice). 

11.4.2 Simultaneous event participles 
As mentioned in the section above, there are two specialised participles formed with the 

iterative suffix. These participles, which function as a kind of conjunction, are used to link 

events that occur simultaneously. Unlike the constructions described in the previous section, 

constructions formed with these specialised participles do not indicate iterativeness; instead, 

they indicate that the event expressed by the head clause of the sentence occurred 

simultaneously with the event marked by the participle. Clauses terminated by these 

participles are dependent clauses, and the head clause of the sentence (usually the fmal 

clause) carries most of the tense-aspect-mode inflection. 

Uses of the two participles indicate whether the subject of the head clause is the same or 

different to that of the clause marked by the participle. The participle dugwit indicates same 

38 Yawakegek ndawakegek functions as a secondary verb stem but likely originated from a 
totality phrase (S3 .3.5.3) with the head an iterative participle, i.e. *yj  wak-he-gek ndi wak-he-
gek this hit-see-ITER that hit-see-ITER 'making this making that'. 
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subject simultaneous event, and hegek (and the various object person forms) indicates 

different subject simultaneous event. These participles will be described in turn. 

11.4.2.1 Same subject simultaneous event: dugwit 

The same subject simultaneous participle dugwit is a conjunction that indicates that the 

following or head clause of the sentence occurs simultaneously with the clause marked by 

dugwit, and that the subject of the following or head clause is not different. (Note that the 

defmition of 'same subject' and 'different subject' as outlined in section 10.4 apply.) 

Dugwii is formed by the affixation of the iterative suffix -it to the verb root dogo-

'stay', which is also the progressive aspect auxiliary (as described in Chapter 9). As 

mentioned above, in this context -it implies simultaneity rather than iterativeness. Thus 

dugwit means 'while staying', or 'while continuing' when occurring as the progressive 

aspect auxiliary. 

When dugwit occurs as the simultaneous event participle form of the primary verb 

meaning 'stay', it indicates that the subject is in the state described by the preceding noun 

phrase or locative phrase when the event indicated by the head clause occurs; e.g. 

an nogo n-endawi mberen dugw-it yukisiga (yuk-ki-s-ika. 
is t.w.k ls.GEN-heart two stay-SIM say-2s.REC-PRES-s 
'I am telling you this while my heart is two (in two minds).' 
Ap hulik-mu dugw-it ndawi wa-s-agwi 
men hill-SET stay-SIN sing hit-PRES-p 
'While men are on the hill they are singing' 

Verbs that precede dugwit are usually in the realis subordinate stem, as the construction 

parallels the progressive aspect construction (Chapter 9 and § 11.1). These constructions can 

be understood to be saying that 'while subject continues event A (marked with dugwit), he or 

she performs event B (usually the following or fmal clause of the sentence)'. While the 

subject of both clauses is usually the same, there is no overt 'same subject' inflection. It is 

understood that the subject is not changing by the use of dugivit as opposed to hegek, to be 

described in the following section. Some examples follow: 
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It ap andi yavup oga-g-u dugw-it ndawi wa-s-agwi. 
men that work do-REAL-p stay-SIM song hit-PRES-p 

'While those men are working, they are singing.' 
haIl mangganggu {manggal-k-u} dugw-it, wek hena-s-agwi 
fire make fire-REAL-p stay-SIM supports tie-CUST-p 
'While making a fire, the supports are tied' (i.e. when building a house). 
ap a/co wa-g-u dugw-it, yaga andugun paga 
men t.w.k come-REAL-p stay-SIM, tool shoulder [NSTR 
mbanggugwa {mbal-k-uk-wa} 
cut-REAL-FPST-3p 
'As those men came, they cut it with an axe ('shoulder tool' = 'axe').' 

11.4.2.2 Different subject simultaneous event: hegek 

When a clause is marked by hegek or the related personal object forms of hegek, it 

indicates that the event signalled by the following or head clause of the sentence occurred 

simultaneously with the event terminated by hegek, and that the subject of the following or 

head clause is different. As with dugwil, hegek is a conjunction that typically terminates a 

medial clause. 

The form hegek consists of the third person singular form of the verb to see ha-, 

suffixed with the iterative/simultaneous suffix -gek, which in this context has the sense 

'simultaneous'. Although hegek is treated as the primary form of this participle, there are six 

object forms of the participle all derived from the various object forms of the verb 'see'. The 

six forms of the participle are: 

neyagek 'while I...' (i.e. 'seeing me') c.f. neya- 'see me' 
heyagek 'while you(s)' (i.e. 'seeing you...') c.f. heya- 'see you(s) 
hegek 'while he/she/it' (i.e. 'seeing him/her/it...') c.f. ha- 'see 

him/her/it' 
ninigik 'while we' (i.e. 'seeing us ...') c.f ninisa-, nisa- 'see us' 
hinigik 'while you(p) (i.e. 'seeing you(p) ...') c.f. hinisa-, hisa- 'see 

you(p)' 
inigik (i)sigik 'while they' (i.e. 'seeing them ...') c.f mEsa-, isa- 'see them' 

Of the two variations of the third person plural forms, (i)sigik occurs following realis 

subordinate stems, with the initial i sometimes being dropped, and inigik occurs elsewhere. 

As with the conditional participle described above (ll.3.5), the object of the participle 

form used in a particular construction agrees with the subject of the clause that it marks. The 

following subject is different. For example: 
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avyak o-amunera in/rn he-gek o-isa homb-ag-ag-i 
child 3 s.GEN-umbilical cord COM see-SIM 3 s. GEN-mother die-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'While the child still had the umbilical cord (attached), it's mother died.' (Lit. 'While 
seeing the child with the umbilical cord...') 
Hat h-il huvun-ik heva-gek an-enen kaset paga 
2s 2s.GEN-eye shut-RES see you(s)-SIM is-ERG cassette in 
man ggis {mal-k-is}. 
put in-REAL-is.NPST 
'While your eyes were shut, I put (your words) in the cassette.' (Lit. 'Seeing you your 
eyes shut, I ...') 

The literal sense conveyed is each of these is 'seeing the subject A, subject B acts ...', 

though in reality literal 'seeing' of the subject of the clause is not necessary. For example: 

Hit unggu {il-k-u} hini-gik an urnwa dogo-sogon. 
2p ascend-REAL-p see you(p)-SIM is home stay-FUT 
'While you (p) go up, I'll stay at home.' 

It is not difficult to draw the connection between 'seeing' and the signal 'change of 

subject'. If someone is being seen (thus the object of 'see'), then it is normally someone else 

doing the seeing. 

As in the preceding example, most verbs preceding hegek are in the realis subordinate 

stem. This parallels constructions found with the same subject simultaneous participle 

dugwit, described in the previous section, and reflects the underlying structure of a verbal 

complement to the verb 'see' Q 11.1). 

11.5 Manner participle -ogo 

The manner participle -ogo, a medial clause suffix, indicates that an event is either a 

stage in a larger event or the manner in which an event is done. A specialised form of this 

participle found in a number of contexts with a variety of senses is discussed in section 

11.5.1, and an alternate specialised form yagan is discussed in §11.5.2. 

The manner participle occurs affixed to a verb root, and has two allomorphs. The 

allomorph -gago occurs following several t fmal and i/vowel fmal roots, with the fmal t of 

the root being deleted. With some speakers this is pronounced as -go go. The roots that take 

either of these two allomorphs are not predictable. The allomorph -ogo occurs elsewhere; 

e.g. 
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weragago 'cooking' (root weral-/wera-) 
yagago 'planting' (root yat-/ya-) 
magago magogo 'tying' (root mat-/ma-) 
widagogo 'roasting' (root widat-/wida-) 
pagagogo 'touching' (root pagal- ) 
warogo 'hitting' (root wat- ) 
belalogo 'searching' (root belal-) 
beyarogo 'opening out' (root beyat-/beya-) 
salogo 'naming' (root sal-) 

A few verbs have been observed occurring with either -gogo or -ogo depending on the 

speaker. 

Most verbs that occur with the manner participle are action-process verbs (Payne 

1997:84) that can have an agent and an affected patient (whether or not they are overtly 

expressed). Intransitive primary verbs and several significant transitive primary verbs do not 

occur with this participle (e.g. Wa- 'get', na- 'consume'). With one exception, object 

auxiliaries do not occur with this participle, the exception being the limited use benefactive 

auxiliary -omb-  (see §7.6.2). 

The manner participle is frequently found terminating a medial clause, which represents 

an event that is a sub-stage in the process for completing a larger event, usually indicated in 

a following clause. The subject of both clauses is the same. Other core arguments may be 

shared; e.g. 

ayam ambi war-ogo adenggen oga-g-i 
chicken one kill-MAN celebration do-REAL-ls.NPST 
'I killed one chicken and did a celebration (using the chicken for the celebration).' 
o-il pen ggen-ogo yokagagi {yok-ka-k-ak-i} 
3s.GEN-eye open-MAN look-see-REAL-FPST-3s 
'He opened his eyes and looked.' 
sapon bogal-ogo man hedo-manes 
soap break-MAN share see.R-2p.IMP 
'Break up the soap and share it among yourselves.' 

In the other main sense in which this participle occurs, it acts as an adverbial clause of 

manner, and refers to the manner in which an event is done. All recorded examples of this 

sense (with the exception of the specialised manner participle erogo; see §11.5.1) have the 

manner participle occurring immediately prior to another verb, with which it is pronounced 

as a single phrase. 
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Agus en pogal-ogo irE dugw-it 
Agus ERG confess-MAN say.REAL.s stay-SIM 
'Agus confessing said ...' 
Wuru ako page pival-ogo daga-s-iga. 
plane that quickly cany on shoulders-MAN ascend-PRES-s 
'That plane is quickly going up (as if it is) being carried up.' 
At ap alcwa ogor-ogo ok-b/ni-I-/ga. 
3s men women divide-MAN do-put. 1p.PO-CUST-s 
'He dividing people does to us.' (I.e. 'He divides us.') 

These two senses of the manner participle often overlap or can be taken either way, as 

in the following example: 

is namut ombok yen ggel-ogo daga wa-g-ag-i 
water lake big pool water-MAN ascend come-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'A big lake "pooled" and came up' or 'a big lake came up "pooling".' 

11.5.1 The specialised manner participle erogo 

The specialised manner participle erogo occurs in a wider variety of senses than other 

-ogo participles. It is formed with the alternative root form of the verb Er- er-39  'say' and 

the manner participle -ogo, but functions as the manner participle for both y- 'say', and 

ogat-/oga- 'do', though a rare alternate form for ogat-/oga- (i.e. ogarogo) is also found. 

Verbal adjuncts that occur with the verbs y- 'say' or ogat-/oga- 'do' as the carner of 

inflection are found with erogo with the same senses as the manner participle described 

above, i.e. indicating that the clause is a stage in a larger event or is the manner in which an 

event is done. The restriction found with other manner participles, that when they refer to the 

manner in which an event is done they occur immediately prior to the main verb, does not 

apply to erogo. Some examples follow: 

erom wera-go yapwi-ma wane-wane man er-ogo ne-I-agwi 
potato cook-RES mens house-SET same divide do-MAN consume- 
CUST-p 
'Cooked potatoes are shared and eaten in the men's house.' 
Hir-enen hen-endawi dambup er-ogo nit nen-ane 
2p-ERG 2p.GEN-heart unite say-MAN ip 1p.GEN-talk 
ako ogar-ug-up. 
t.w.k do-DEL.FUT-p 
'You (p) will do our language with united hearts.' 

39 The alternate root forms of the verb to say ir- or er- are also found in the imperatives, 
singular realis dependent stem and resultative participle. These can be seen in the paradigm 
of the verb 'say' found in Appendix I, Table 1.1. 



In the first example above, erogo, as the manner participle for ogat- 'do', indicates that 

the event is a sub-stage in the larger event. This sense is found much less frequently with 

erogo than it is with the other manner participles, but the sense 'manner in which an event is 

done' is veiy common, as in example (531) above. 

The manner participle erogo also often occurs in adjective phrases that then function as 

adverbials indicating the manner in which something is done: 

Yum atok amot er-ogo hambul-u. 
cloth edge even say-MAN fold-2s.IMP 
'Fold the cloth with the edges even.' 
Sek er-ogo ogar-es. 
good say-MAN do-2p.IMP 
'Do it well.' 
mbauk er-ogo yoma Ala o-ake yi-luk mbauk 
quiet say-MAN here God 3s.GEN-sake say-PERF quiet 
hwilak-ba-g-u la-g-ag-wa 
hide-put-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p 
'Quietly, thinking 'this here is for God's sake', they would quietly hide it.' 

Notice in the above example that erogo is not used with both instances of the same 

word mbauk 'quiet'. This and other examples indicate that adjectives can sometimes function 

as manner adverbs without erogo. 

Similar to the sense 'in the manner of, erogo is found occurring with adjective phrases 

with the sense 'in the condition of; e.g. 

hit helen er-ogo hamb-u-sogom-buk 
2p grey (hair) say-MAN die-p-FUT-NEG 
'You will not die in the condition of having grey hair' (i.e. 'you will die before you are 
old'). 
An n-ilup er-ogo pivis dirup wat-ba-,vogon. 
is ls.GEN-know say-MAN later syringe hit-put-s.FUT 
'Later in the condition of being knowledgeable (i.e. when I know) I will inject him.' 

In some instances erogo functions as an intensifier, particularly in regard to time, 

quantity or distance. 

0 hutun er-ogo wa-g-a. 
time morning say-MAN come-REAL-3s.NPST 
'He came early in the morning.' 
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Musu wisane er-ogo na-l-iga. 
rain many say-MAN consume-CUST-s 
'It is really raining.' 
Nit pivis adumu er-ogo la-g-up. 
ip later distant say-MAN go-DEL.FUT-p 
'We will later go a really long way.' 

In one instance erogo has been found occurnng after another manner participle with the 

sense of 'intensifier': 

higil-ogo er-ogo ba oma 
move-MAN say-MAN put come.2s.IMP 
'Move it this way (with greater movement implied).' 

Erogo is often found rounding off a phrase that includes numbers, quantity or a list, 

where is seems to have the sense 'combined together' or 'in a group': 

An ndugwis mberen mberen er-ogo dogo-sogon. 
is time period two two say-MAN stay-FUT 
'I will stay for four days.' 
An o, Butuk o, Yani o, Semirana o er-ogo 
is and Butuk and Yani and Seminna and say-MAN 
Orenis Weya o-adema la-g-u-rik-mu.. 
Orenis Weya 3 s.GEN -beside go-REAL-i p.NPST-PRIOR-SET 
'After I and Butuk and Yani and Semirana went to Orenis Weya's place ...' 

There are a few very common phrases and compounds that include or are formed with 

erogo. These include: 

ovok erogo 'all, completely' (ovok 'complete') 
yerogo 'like this' (yi-erogo, yi 'this') 
anderogo 'like that' (andi-erogo, andi 'that') 
akorogo 'like that which we know about' (ako-erogo, ako 'that which 

we know about') 
nggarogo 'how' (ngga-erogo, ngga 'which') 

11.5.2 The alternative specialised manner participle yagan 

The relatively rare form yagan, formed by the root y- 'say' and the suffix -agan 

'manner' (MAN) is found in some contexts where one would expect to fmd the specialised 

manner participle erogo. It appears to have the same meaning and functions as erogo, and is 

used by speakers who also use erogo, excluding the possiblity of it being a dialectal 

variation. The suffix -(a)gan is not found in any other context from which we may be able to 

draw conclusions as to its origins. Some examples follow: 
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Swa inggut andi wen-ma en yilin walin y-agan 
bird eagle that ground-SET ABL circle circle say-MAN 
mbo got paga daga-s-iga. 
sky LOC ascend-PRES-s 
'That eagle is circling around ascending from the ground to the sky.' 
Indonesia in/rn, Bok in/rn sak y-agan wulu wa-g-ag-up. 
Indonesia COM Bok COM disperse say-MAN exit come-REAL-FPST-lp 
'(We and) the Indonesians and the Bok (people), we all came out dispersing.' 

116 Resultative participle -ek 
The resultative participle indicates that the undergoer of a clause is in a condition or 

state resultant from the action indicated by the verb root. Clauses terminated by verbs 

inflected with the resultative participle are frequently found as relative clauses. Section 

11.6.1 describes general features of the resultative participle, and § 11.6.2 describes the 

specialised resultative participle erek. 

11.6.1 General features of the resultative participle 
There are several allomorphs of the resultative suffix. Most consonant final verb roots 

take the allomorph -ek. Roots with I or u in the final syllable take the allomorph -ik though a 

few exceptions are found. A few I final verb roots (including t/vowel final and I final) occur 

with the allomorph -go. Most of these verbs correspond to the verbs that take the manner 

participle allomorph -gago or -gogo (described in § 11.5). Most vowel final roots also take 

-go, though one has been observed with -k. Several verbs take another allomorph -(V)gup, 

though all verbs that have been found with this allomorph have also been found with one of 

the other allomorphs, sometimes with a different sense (see later in this section). Some verb 

roots undergo vowel changes when occurring with the resultative suffix. Some examples of 

these fonns can be seen below: 

Allomorph -ek 
ogarek 'done' (root ogat-/oga- 'do') 
welalek 'sharpened' (root welal-) 
holek 'listening' (root hul-) 
Allomorph -ik 
dinggilik 'rolled up' (root din ggil-) 
huvunik 'shut' (root huvun-) 
mink 'chosen' (root mit-/rn!-) 
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Allomorph -go or -ogo 
wigo ivogo 'taken' (root Wa-) 
werago 'cooked' (root wera-/werat-) 
pagago 'held' (root pagat-) 
yogo 'said' (rooty-) 
Allomorph-(l'9gup 
migup 'chosen' (root mit-/mi-) 
yutup 'harvested from ground' (root yid-) 
yugup 'spoken' (root y-) 

In most instances the resultative suffix is found on a transitive verb and indicates that 

the undergoer of the verb is in the state brought about by the action of the verb; for example: 

Nit Ala wene mbal-ek he-i-agwi. 
ip God message cut-RES see-CUST-p 
'We are looking at God's 'cut' (written) message.' 
o pal-ek dek ha-bk 
house build-RES NEG see-PERF 
'Because there is no built house...' 
Ambi, o-isok apwak paga segoa yulis menda welal-ek paga 
one 3s.GEN-leg buttock on spear yulis NOMR sharpen-RES [NSTR 
watigi {wat-k-ik-i}. 
hit-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'One struck him on the buttocks with a sharpened yu/is type spear.' 

Considering the above examples it is tempting to classify the verbs with the resultative 

suffix as (derived) adjectives modifying the preceding nominal. However, these are in fact 

relative clauses, internally headed by the undergoer of the clause, and in most cases, it is 

only the undergoer argument that is included in the relative clause. In the following example, 

the subject of the relative clause is also included as an argument of the relative clause, 

clearly demonstrating that verbs inflected with the resultative participle are still verbs and 

not adjectives derived from verbs. (Square brackets identify the relative clause.) 

an [warn yangge aik nagalek] ambi isakedasogon isat-keda-sokonJ 
is pig dog teeth chew-RES one steam cook-see.R-p.FUT 
'I will cook for us a pig that has been chewed by a dog.' 

Although it is not clear from the sentence who had been chewed and who was the 

chewer, the dog had done the chewing. (The speaker obviously did not consider it important 

to spell out which was which; to most, it would be clear that it is a dog that normally chews a 

pig.) Thus, both the subject and the object are included in the relative clause. 
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Intransitive verbs and transitive verbs that have an agent that is also an undergoer of the 

event may occur with the resultative participle in an active sense. 

an celana yiT-ik 
is trousers wear-RES 
'I am wearing trousers' (not 'I am worn trousers'). 

Resultative participles with this sense are frequently followed by the verb wela-/dogo-

'stay', indicating that the subject is in that state or condition in an ongoing manner; e.g. 

Hora yi-k dogw-en. 
sit weave-RES stay-2s.IMP 
'Stay sitting.' 
An n-aruk hol-ek dogo-sogon. 
is is.GEN-ear listen-RES stay-FUT 
'I will keep listening.' (Lit. 'My ear listening will stay.') 

It was mentioned above that verbs that have been found with the allomorph -gup of the 

resultative suffix have also been found with one of the other allomorphs. In at least some 

instances, the different allomorphs convey different senses: 

it en-endawi mir-ik 
3p 3p.GEN-hearts choose-RES 
'Their hearts have chosen.' (Not 'their chosen hearts.') 
o-gwa mi-gup 
3s.GEN-wife choose-RES 
'His chosen woman.' (i.e. 'his fiancée') 

In the first example above, the resultative participle has an active sense and in the 

second, a passive sense. Further research is needed to determine if there is a correlation of 

these two allomorphs with active and passive senses when a verb can occur with both of 

them. 

The verb y- 'say' occurs with three allomorphs of the resultative participle, with 

different senses conveyed with each. The form yugup indicates that the undergoer argument 

is in the condition indicated by the verb: 

Ala wene y-ugup 
God message say-RES 
'God's spoken word' 

The form yogo occurs as an interjection tenmnating a conversation. It is veiy common 

in everyday speech: 



Y-ogo. An n-arnwa wil-i-sogon. 
say-RES is is.GEN-home exit-s-FUT 
'It is said. I will go to my home.' 

The third form of the resultative participie of the verb y- 'say' is erek, and this is 

discussed in the following section. 

Verbs with personal object inflection do not occur with the resultative suffix. The verb 

ba- 'put' does occur with this suffix, but only in the unmarked third person singular object 

form: 

heda ba-go 
vine put-RES 
'a placed vine' (i.e. 'a trap') 

Likewise the verb wat- 'hit' only occurs in the third person singular object form: 

Ap Emberaya andi war-ek wulu wa-g-ag-i 
man Emberaya that hit-RES exit come-REAL-FPST-3s 
'The man Emberaya wounded came out.' 

The reflexive form of see heda- apparently occurs with the resultative suffix, but with 

an idiosyncratic allomorph -rek (i.e. hedarek). Hedarek generally means 'possessing the 

qualities of; e.g. 

Abyak homb-ag-as Papias heda-rek 
child die-REAL-3 s.NPST Papias see.R-RES 
'The child that died was like Papias.' (I.e. He possessed the qualities of age or size like 
Papias.) 

With a very few verbs the resultative participle appears to be a substantive which refers 

to the product of the process of the event indicated by the verb; e.g. 

hutun isogo {isa-ko} isak-ba-luk... 
morning steam cook-RES steam cook-put-PERF 
'In the morning after cooking a feast ...' (isogo = feast, or any food that has been 
cooked in water or steam) 
it ap en homa wera-go yapwi-ma en, 

men ERG women's house roast-RES men's house-SET ABL 
wa-o we-nd-agwi 
get-PURP come-CUST-p 
'The men come to the women's house from the men's house to get the cooked food.' 
(werago = food cooked in fire) 

It seems likely that in these examples the identity of the 'undergoer' of the activity of 

steam cooking or roasting is on the one hand so obvious (i.e. it is some kind of cookable 
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food) and on the other, irrelevant (as to its specific nature) that the undergoer argument is not 

referred to explicitly, with the result that the resultative participle appears to refer to a kind 

of nominal itself. 

1162 The specialised resultative participle erek 

The specialised participle erek" is one of the resultative participle forms of the verb y- 

'say' and occurs in a variety of contexts, all with the sense 'in the condition or state of. 

Firstly erek occurs with verbal adjuncts where it indicates that an entity is in a state or 

condition specified by the verbal adjunct. This sense can be either active or passive; e.g. 

h-ane inbup er-ek dogw-en 
2s.GEN-talk stop say-RES stay-2s.IIvIP 
'Stop talking.' (Lit. 'In the condition of your talk stopped, stay.') 
Sandal yi ogone-ma ndan er-ek a-g-a-rik 
sandal this floor-SET place say-RES become-REAL-3s.NPST-PRIOR 
'This sandal is placed on the floor.' 
Wilem irut ako wisane oga-g-ya dugw-it o-eyave 
Wilem diarrhea t.w.k many do-REAL-s stay-SIM 3s.GEN-body 
ndaik-paik er-ek iso-go pa hak a-g-ag-i. 
soft-soft say-RES steam cook-RES grass like become-REAL-FPST-3s 
'When Wilem had a lot of diarrhea it became soft like feast grass.' (Lit. '...the body 
(of the diarrhea) became in the condition soft like feast grass.') 

Secondly, erek occurs following independent verbs as a conjunction that may be 

roughly glossed as 'and in that state or condition': 

apsawe akonam bik ha-g-ag-wa er-ek ap ako were/c, 
youth there look see-REAL-FPST-3p say-RES man t.w.k EXIST 
in-isa ako werek, in-il ha-g-ag-wa. 
3p.GEN-mother t.w.k EXIST 3p.GEN-eye see-REAL-FPST-3p 
'The youths looked there and (in that state) they saw that man was there and their 
mother was there.' 

Thirdly, erek occurs following a clause including the question word nggarogo 'how'and 

usually a verb in the infmitive, and indicates a state where there is perceived difficulty; e.g. 

Mondok nggarogo ogar-up er-eli, 
defmitely how do-ll'.F say-RES 
'Definitely in the state of 'how to do it.' (I.e. 'It is very difficult to do.') 
nggarogo nogo y-up er-ek wela-g-ag-i 
how sleep weave-INF say-RES stay-REAL-FPST-3s 
'He was in the state of 'how to sleep.' (I.e. 'It was difficult for him to sleep.') 

40  See the introduction to section 11.5.1 regarding the alternate root er- of the verb 'say'. 



11.7 Purpose-motion constructions 
The purpose-motion construction is one where a subject moves in order to carry out a 

purpose. The verb stem indicating the purpose occurs immediately prior to a motion verb and 

is inflected with the purpose (PURP) suffix. 

There are two allomorphs of this suffix. The allomorph -i occurs after verb roots ending 

in a consonant, and the allomorph -o occurs after verb roots ending in a vowel. 

Any non-motion verb, including personal object auxiliaries, may occur as the purpose 

member of these constructions. Likewise, any intransitive motion verb41  can occur as the 

motion member. The two verbs always occur adjacent to each other with no intervening 

element, and the subject of both verbs is the same. The subject moves in accordance with the 

motion verb in order to carry out the purpose event, which in most cases takes place at the 

'end' of the motion event. Some examples follow: 

Nit is na-o wul-u-sogon. 
ip water consume-PURP exit-p-FUT 
'We will go out to drink.' 
Nit dirup Pyramid ogar-i la-g-yo. 
ip write Pyramid do-PURP go-REAL-lp.NPST 
'We went to do writing (a course) at Pyramid.' 
Bonnie ako buku heda-o nunggw-is-iga. 
Bonnie t.w.k book see.R-PURP enter-PRES-s 
'Bonnie is going in to get a book.' 

In a few examples, the purpose event is performed at the same time as the motion event: 

at o-gwa ako dek ha-bk haved-i winggas {wil-k-as) 
3s 3s.GEN-wife t.w.k NEG see-PERF search-PURP exit-REAL-3s.NPST 
'His wife, having seen him not, went out to search (or went out searching).' 
at o-endawi un 'In-ilup n-ilup" y-iluk 
3s 3s.GEN-heart free ls.GEN-know ls.GEN-know say-PERF 
ok-ha-o la-g-ag-i 
do-see-PURP go-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'She casually thought 'I know, I know' and went trying' (or 'went to try').42  

41 Motion verbs in constructions with personal object auxiliaries (such as Zak-ba- 'go-put 
(send)') cannot occur as the motion element. 
42 In this example the translation 'she tried to go' also fits the context, but probably is not an 
accurate reflection of the construction. 



These constructions fit the criteria for core layer serialisation as described by Foley and 

Olson (1985), sharing tense, aspect, mode and negation but with each of the verbs 

contributing different arguments to the complex predicate. (The motion verb may contribute 

a location-goal argument, and the motion verb an object argument.) 

In § 11.3.4, the participle of intentional purpose was described, which is found in 

constructions with a very similar function. The main difference is that the constructions 

described here only occur with motion verbs, whereas the intentional purpose participle may 

be used with non-motion verbs. Sometimes a speaker will use the longer intentional purpose 

constructions with a motion verb, but the purpose suffix may never be used without a motion 

verb. 

11.8 Causative-motion constructions 
In a causative motion construction, a grammatical object is caused to undergo motion. 

The construction consists of the verbs ha- 'see' or ba- 'put' in any of their roles as primary 

verb, generic verb or personal object auxiliary, followed by a motion verb. The verbs ha- and 

ha- may have personal object but no other inflection. The object of ha- or ha- undergoes the 

motion indicated by the motion verb, while the subject of the motion verb (as indicated by 

the subject inflection) is the causer of the motion. For example: 

Higil-ha nunggu-rna {nunggu-oma). 
move-see enter-come.2 s.IMP 
'Move it in.' 
Warn yi o-urnwa lak-ba nun ggw-in. 
pig this 3s.GEN-home go-put enter-2s.IMP 
'Put this pig into its home.' 
Ala en it lak-bisa wa-g-ag-i. 
God ERG 3p go-put.3p.PO come-REAL-FPST-3s 
'God sent them (here)' (I.e. 'God caused them to come') 

In each of these examples, the object of ha- and ha- (a third person singular object in 

the first two examples, a third person plural object in the fmal example) undergoes the 

motion indicated by the (final) motion verb. The grammatical subject of the motion verb (as 

indicated by the subject inflection) does not undergo the motion, but applies or causes the 
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motion to the object.43  The motion verb supplies one facet of meaning of a single complex 

event. These are nuclear layer serial verb constructions (Foley and Olson 1985), forming a 

single unit and sharing all core and peripheral layer arguments, tense, aspect, mode and 

negation. 

These constructions are very similar in form, though not in function, to the 

purpose-motion constructions described in the previous section (§ 11.7). In those 

constructions, the subject performs the motion event in order to perform the purpose event. 

In these constructions, which only occur with the verbs ha- and ba- preceding a motion verb, 

the subject causes an object to undergo the motion event. 

11.9 Repetitive suffix -mbo 
The repetitive suffix -mbo is a suffix of very limited use, occurring only after the 

manner participle -ogo. As it's name suggests, the repetitive suffix indicates an action that 

was done repetitively or iteratively. Some examples follow: 

warn ako olo mbal-ogo-mbo ninggigé {nVn-k-ik-i) 
pig t.w.k middle cut-MAN-REP consume-REAL-FPST-3s 
'It cut up the pig in the middle repetitively and ate it.' 
en-aik paga ugur-ogo-mbo ne-l-agwi 
3p.GEN-teeth [NSTR tear-MAN-REP consume-PRES-p 
'They are tearing off with their teeth (repeatedly) and eating.' 

11.10 Uncertain outcome suffix -minom 
The uncertain outcome suffix -minom is used in dependent clauses where (a) the actor 

will perform an action in the future, (b) there is an anticipated response to that action by a 

different subject, (c) the response of the second actor is uncertain, and (d) the response of the 

second actor will affect another event performed by the first actor. 

There are two dialectal variations of this suffix, -minom and -mima. The second of 

these, -mirna, looks suspiciously like the singular uncertain potential suffix -ml (described in 

§6.3.5) with the setting citic -ma. This is highly likely to be the case, in that in these 

' As encountered in section 7.2.2, lak-ba- 'go-put' means 'send' or 'cause to go'. An 
additional motion verb following this, as in examples (577) and (578), provides further 
information regarding the direction of the 'causing to go'. 
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constructions there is an element of uncertainty, and there is always a change in subject 

following the clause marked with the uncertain outcome suffix, which is a feature found in 

other constructions with the setting clitic (see e.g. § 10.2). It is harder to account for the 

variation -minom in this way, as *n0m  is not found as a suffix anywhere else. The uncertain 

outcome suffix has only been observed occurring on object auxiliaries. 

What is interesting about these sentences is that it is not the clause marked with the 

uncertain outcome suffix that has an uncertain outcome, it is always the following clause 

which is perceived to have an uncertain outcome. For example: 

Biak ha-minom, maduk i-g-ya44 ha-/ok andi an ako 
look see-IJNC.OUT small become-REAL-s see-PERF that is t.w.k 
lembaga at la-gw-is hi-g-i o. 
jail 3s go-DEL.FIJTT-ls see-REAL-ls.NPST PAUS 
'I will look, and if it (the money) has become small, then I perceive that I will go to 
jail.' 
An yug-era-o la-yogon. Yug-era-mi-ma ir-enen "dek" 
is say-3p.REC-PURP go-s.F1JT say-3p.REC-UNC-SET 3p-ERG no 
y-ug-u inise-lok an pivis yuk-hir-i war-i-sogon. 
say-REAL-p see them-PERF is iater say-2s.REC-PURP come-s-FUT 
'I will go to speak to them. When I have spoken to them, if they say "no", I will come 
and tell you.' 

When questioned about the latter example the speaker freely substituted -minom for 

-mima. As can be seen in these examples, the clause marked as 'uncertain outcome' is not 

uncertain at all: in fact the speaker considers it a likely event. It is the event indicated by the 

clause following the verb inflected for 'uncertain outcome' that is veiy uncertain as to the 

outcome, and that will affect a further action by the speaker. 

11.11 Serial event -gao 

A verb inflected with the serial event suffix -gao (with the allomorph -agao occurring 

after after y-) indicates that that event is part of a series of closely related events. (The use of 

the term serial does not mean 'serial verb' here.) The event indicated by the verb to which 

this suffix is attached may be sequential or simultaneous with the other events in the series, 

44  The form igya is a variation of agya, the singular factive subordinate stem of the verb 
at-/a- 'become' found with some speakers, where the initial a has harmonised with the 
following semivowel. 
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and they share the same subject. It is used when there is a logical progression and close 

relationship between the events. It is usually glossed as 'and' or 'and then'. 

This suffix is identical to the third person plural realis (near past) suffix. It may occur 

on a primary verb, but is most frequently found on the verb y- 'say' as a dummy verb 

following a manner participle and preceding the clitic en 'source'. 

With only seven examples in the data, it is not possible to determine all the senses of 

this suffix. Some of these examples follow: 

o Kobakrna andoma lapangan nogo yi-luk iso-go isa-gao 
place Kobakrna there airstrip sleep weave-PERF cook-RES cook-SER 
ne-/ok yenaga wa-a wutugup {wit-k-uk-up} 
consume-PERF examine get-PURP descend-REAL-FPST-lp 
'At Kobakma there having slept and having cooked a feast and eaten we went down to 
examine the airstrip (site).' 
Yornar-i Zak-/uk erorn is yornar-ogo y-agao en 
wash-PURP go-PERF potato water wash-MAN say-SER source 
warn o—eyak nau en-ogo, 
pig 3s.GEN-child pigfood sort-MAN 
ap na-munda en-ogo y-agao en, 
people consume-NOMR sort-MAN say-SER source 
warn o-eyak nau wog-era-o wi/-is-agwi. 
pig 3s.GEN-child pigfood give-3p.REC-PURP exit-CUST-p 
'After going to wash (the potatoes), the potatoes are washed in water and then the pig 
food is sorted, the people food is sorted, and then they go out to give the pigs the pig 
food.' (warn eyak 'pig's child' refers to the domesticated pigs.) 

11.12 Different subject coincident event -sim 
The coincident event clitic is used to indicate that an event occurs at the same time as, 

and is the setting for, another event performed by a different subject, usually expressed in the 

following clause. The event of the following clause occurs within the temporal boundaries of 

the event marked as the coincident event. Coincident event clauses usually function as 

adverbial clauses of time, and occasionally as adverbial clauses of location. 

The coincident event clitic occurs with the realis subordinate stem (§ 11.1) of verbs 

when the event is in the past and sometimes for events that are cunent. 

There are four allomorphs of the this clitic: 
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The allomorph -sim occurs following the realis subordinate plural stem; e.g. 
isagu-sim 'when p. subj. cookedlcooks' (root isat-/isa-) 
ogagu-sim 'when p. subj. did' (root ogat-/oga-) 
The allomorph -im occurs following the realis subordinate singular stem: 
iagya-im 'when s. subj. went/goes' (root ía-) 
ogagya-im 'when s. subj. did/does' (root ogal-/oga-) 
The allomorph -ipim -up/rn is found with the potential stem, when a singular subject. 
(There are not enough examples in the data to determine any regular pattern in the use 
of the choice of the vowels 1 or u, but it is clear that it is not based on number of the 
subject): 
war-up/rn 'when s. subj. comes' (root wal-/wa-) 
ogar-ipim 'when s. subj. does' (root ogat-/oga-) 
The allomorph -am occurs for a singular subject with a realis subordinate stem of a 
verb that has no singular form of the realis subordinate stem (see § 11.1, example 
(462)). 
hutu-am 'when s. subj. washed/washes' (root hut-) 

No plural form of this suffix has been recorded with a potential stem. 

The irregular realis subordinate singular stem of y- 'say' namely irE, which in form is 

more like a potential stem, has been recorded with both allomophs -pim and -s/rn: 

iri-pim iri-sirn 'when s. subj. said/says' (root y -) 
The following examples illustrate the use of the coincident event in adverbial clauses of 

time. 

Swa yanggwi it ano nunggusim {nVn-k-u-sim} 
bird cockatoo 3p feeding ground consume-REAL-p-COINC 
yawi sor-ogo wa-s-agwi. 
hunting hide hunt from hide-MAN hit-CUST-p 
'When cockatoos eat in the feeding ground, (we) hiding in a hunting hide kill them.' 
Hat oga-g-ya-im wulu wa-g-i. 
2s do-REAL-s-COINC exit come-REAL-is.NPST 
'While you were doing (working) I came out.' 
Ayam o-ane iri-pim yup ya-s-iga. 
chicken 3s.GEN-talk say.REAL.s-COINC czy plant-CUST-s 
'When the chicken crows she cries.' 

In the following example, the coincident event is more like the location of the main 

event: 

An anggut isa-g-u-sim daga-sogon. 
is mourning feast cook-REAL-p-COINC ascend-FUT 
'I will go up to where (they) are cooking the mourning feast.' 

Clauses marked as coincident event function in a similar way to those marked with 

hegek 'different subject simultaneous event' described in § 11.4.2.2 above. The differences 
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are that coincident events tend to be background information setting the scene for other 

events, whereas hegek is a link between events that are more likely to be co-equal in 

importance in the discourse. Coincident events provide the temporal boundaries within 

which the related event occurs. Clauses in hegek constructions overlap in time but either of 

the two events may extend beyond the temporal boundaries of the other event. 

11.13 Speculative mood suffix -o 
The speculative mood suffix -o is only found in dependent clauses that express 

'speculative outcome - result' inter-propositional relationships. It has only been recorded 

with the verb ha- 'see' following a verb in the realis dependent stem. In nearly all instances 

it is followed by the clitic -en, indicating reason, and the specialised perfect participle yiluk, 

literally meaning 'having said' but in this context better glossed as 'having thought'. 

Wuru wa-g-ya ha-o en y-iluk abyam agarwik {a-k-ao-tik} 
plane come-REAL-s see-SPEC REAS say-PERF wait become-REAL-
3p.NPST-PRIOR 
'In case a plane may come, they are waiting.' (Or more literally, 'thinking because 
(they) see a plane may come, they are waiting.') 
An har-enen yavup ambi ogar-up yuk-nu-g-u ha-o en 
is 2s-ERG work one do-INF say-ls.REC-REAL-s/p see-SPEC REAS 
y-iluk n-elese inuk ha-o wa-g-i 
say-PERF 1 s.GEN-face show see-PURP come-REAL-i s.NPST 
'In case you may say to me to do work, I have come to show my face.' (Or, 'thinking 
because (I) see you may say to me to do work, I have come to show my face.' 

The following example is the only recorded example of this suffix occurring without 

being immediately followed by en yiluk, and even with this example, the speaker repeated 

himself adding in en yiluk the second time: 

an n-inggut a-g-ya ha-o, yuk-nir-u. 
is ls.GEN-ignorant become-REAL-s see-SPEC say-ls.REC-2s.IMP 
'I may forget, (so) tell me.' 
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Chapter 12 

Summary 



12. SUMMARY 
This thesis has described the major features of Nggem phonology, syntax and 

morphology, with a primaiy focus on verb morphology, which is one of the most striking 

features of the language due to its complexity. This is typical of highland New Guinea 

languages (Foley 1986). 

Nggem has five vowels (*2.2),  unlike some related languages (Bromley 1961) but 

typical in general of Papuan languages (Foley 1986:52). There are three series of stops, some 

of which are characterised by considerable phonetic variation between allophones (*2.2). 

Important morphophonological processes include several consonant cluster assimilation 

rules and vowel harmony (*2.4).  The orthography of the language tends to obscure some 

features of the phonology, though these features are recoverable through an understanding of 

the phonology and orthography. 

Like many highlands New Guinea languages Nggem is predominantly verb final, with 

fairly flexible order of arguments. Several different kinds of clauses were described (S3 .2), 

including intransitive, existential, transitive, ditransitive, equative and attributive, as well as 

some sub-types. In addition to the noun phrase (*3.3.1)  there are also the possessive phrase, 

adjective phrase, adverbial phrases and three complex phrases (*3.3).  Major word classes 

include verbs, pronouns, nouns, adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, adverbs and various 

kinds of relators (Chapter 4), with non-verbal categories having little morphology in 

comparison to verbs, which have complex morphology, much of which is fusional. Verbs 

have a high functional load, and many clauses consist of only a verb. 

The verb complex (* 5.2) consists minimally of an inflected verb but may include verbal 

adjuncts, voice auxiliaries andlor the progressive aspect auxiliary. Verbs have a three way 

inflection of mode (Chapters 5 and 6), and several tenses (Chapter 6), each with 

idiosyncratic subject inflection. Verbs may also be inflected for hortative and imperative, 

and negation. 
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Voice inflection includes object inflection and inchoatives. Object inflection is shown 

primariiy by the use of four major and one minor auxiliaries which are compounded to the 

verb stem (Chapter 7). These auxiliaries may also contribute additional semantics to the 

verb, express various case relations of the object, or convey aspectual connotations. Two 

different kinds of inchoatives are expressed by verb morphology (Chapter 8). A middle voice 

construction usmg the auxiliary tat- 'become' indicates that an undergoer incurred a process 

where an agent, though unspecified, may have been involved in the event. The verb y- 'say' 

following a secondary verb stem (many of which are derived from primary verbs) is used to 

express an event where an undergoer incurs a process where there is no agent involved 

unless it is the undergoer itself. 

Progressive aspect (Chapter 9) is expressed by an auxiliary related to the verb meaning 

'stay' following a particular stem of the verb. Progressive aspect is used extensively in tail-

head linkage in sequential narrative. 

The verb morphology of independent clauses summarised above can be distinguished 

from that of dependent clauses. Verbs in dependent clauses are of two types: subordinate 

verbs (Chapter 10), which are primarily independent verbs with additional subordinating 

morphology, and nonfmite verbs (Chapter 11), whose morphology is more limited in tense 

and subject inflection than independent verbs. Dependent clause verb morphology expresses 

various relationships between events, such as sequence, simultaneity, condition, minor stage 

in larger event, and equal stage in larger event. Some of these categories also indicate switch 

reference. Clause chaining is common, and some serial verb constructions are found. 

Two appendices are included in this description, the first listing paradigms showing the 

major categories of verb inflection, and the second an interlinear text providing examples of 

morphology in the context of an extended discourse. 

While more work remains to be done on the language, especially in the area of syntax 

and discourse features, this description describes the most prominent features of a language 

that has otherwise been only briefly described. 
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Appendix I. VERB PARADIGMS 
The purpose of this appendix is to list major categories of verb inflection in a paradigm. 

Originally it was planned to include most of the possible conjugations of one verb, with the 

verb pagal- (pak- before auxiliaries) 'hold, touch' being chosen as it has been observed to 

occur with the four major personal object auxiliaries discussed in Chapter 7. However, 

pagat- has only rarely been observed with the auxiliary -it-/-i- 'recipient object' and so rather 

than list many possible but never encountered forms, the verb y- 'say' (which has the stem 

yuk before object auxiliaries) is substituted for pagat- with the recipient auxiliary, with 

which it frequently occurs. In addition, conjugations of the verb y- 'say' with no auxiliary are 

included in the first paradigm. 

The first paradigm lists pagat- 'hold, touch' with no auxiliary in the first column and 

with the auxiliaries -ba- 'put', and -ha- 'see' in columns two and three. Column four has the 

verb y- 'say with no auxiliary, and column five has this verb with the recipient auxiliary. 

These are all with a third person singular object. The subsequent paradigms list these two 

verbs with each of the other object person-number categories (including reflexive) with all 

the major categories of tense/mode/subject person-number and nonfmite inflection. The last 

paradigm lists the verb pagat- with inflection for negative, prior action and progressive 

aspect (but no object auxiliary). 

Categories of inflection with the setting clitic -ma/-mu are not included. Neither are the 

various object categories with negatives, prior action and progressive aspect, nor progressive 

aspect with negatives and prior action. To include all these possible combinations would add 

several thousand more verb forms, and this is not necessary as they can be deduced from the 

paradigms included. 

Unattested categories are indicated by hyphen (-) and unknown forms with a blank 

space. Where a particular verb form has dialect differences, only the form with which I am 

most familiar is listed. 
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Table I. 1: Third person singular objects 
subject pagat- 'hold' pak- 'touch ' + 
p/n (general 3s object) -ba- 'put' 
Far past 
is pagatigis pakbagagis 
2s pagatigin pakbagagin 
3s pagaligi pakbagagi 
ip, 2p pagatugup pakbagagup 

pagatugva pakbagagva 
Near past 
Is pagatis pakbagi 
2s pagatin pakbagen 
3s pagatas pakbagas 
1p pagatup pakbagyo 

pagatep pakbagep 
3p pagatao pakbagao 
Counterfactual 
1 s pagakil pakbaii 
2s pagakiin pakbaiin 
ip pagakiu pakbalu 
3s, 2p, 3p pagaklip pakbalip 
Present customary 
s pagarisiga pakbaiiga 
p pagarisagwi pakbelagwi 
Ordinary future 
s pagarisogon pakbayogon 
p pagarusogon pakbasogon 
Delayed/definite future 
is pagarugwis pakbagwis 
2s pagarugun pczkbagun 
3s pagarugui pakbagwi 
p pagarugup pakbagup 
Uncertain potential 
s pagarimi pakbami 
p pagarumwi pakbamwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
is pagarik pakbaik 
ip pagaruk pakbauk 
2s.IMiM pagaru pakbain 
2p.IMM pagares pakbas 
2s.DEL pagarinok pakbanok 
2p.DEL pagarovovok pakbavovok 
3s, 3p pagarupwak pakbapwak 
Realis subordinate stem 
s pagatya pakbagya 
p pagatu pakbagu 
Realis dependent stem 
s pagatya pakbagya 
p pagaiwis pakbagui 
Perfect 

pagakiuk pakbaiuk 
Iterative 

pagarit pakbagek 
Manner 

pagagogo - 

Resultative 
pagcxgo - 

Infinitive 
pagarup pakbaup 

pak- 'touch ' + y- 'say' yuk 'say' + -it-I-i- 
-ha- 'see' 3s recipient 

pakagagis yagagis yugogogis 
pakagagin yagagin yugogogin 
pakagagi yagagi yugogogi 
pakagagup yagagup yugogogup 
pakagagwa yagagwa yugogogwa 

pakigi yigi yugigis 
pakegen yegen yugigin 
pakagas yagas yugigas 
pakigyo yigyo yugigyo 
pakegep yegep Y71gig7p 
pakagao yagao yugigao 

pakela yiii yugik/i 
pakelan yllin yugikiln 
pakeiau yilu pigiklu 
pakelap yiiip yugikilp 

pakaliga yagaliga yugisiga 
pakeiagwi yagaiagwi yugisagwi 

pakayogon yisogon jiigisogon 
pakasogon yusogon yngusogon 

palcagwis yugwis yngurugwis 
pakagun yugun yugurugun 
pakagwi yugwi yugurugwi 
pakagup yugup yngurugup 

pakami yimi yngirimi 
pakaniwi yumwi yngurumwi 

pakaik yik yugirik 
pakauk yuk ynguruk 
pa/canen iru yugeru 
pa/canes ires yugires 
pa/amok yinok yugirinok 
pakavovok yovovok yugurovovok 
pakapwak yupwak yugurupwak 

pakagya in 1 
pakagu yngu 5 yngugu 

pakagya iris 1 
pakagwi yugwis yugugwis 

pakalok ylluk yugukiuk 

pakegek yngirit, yugigik 

- erogo - 

yagan 
- yngup - 

erek, yogo 
pakaup yup yugerup 
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Table 1.2: First person singular objects 
subject pak- + -nera-/-nap- pak- + -ban-I-banin- pak- + -neya- yuk + -nit-/-ni- 
p/n is general P0 'put me' 'see me' is recipient 
Far past 
2s paknipigin pakbaninggigin pakneyagagin yuknogogin 
3s paknipigi pakbaninggigi pakneycigagE yuknogogi 

paknupugup pakbanunggugup pakneyagagup yuknogogup 
3p paknupugwa pakbanunggugwa pakneyagagva yuknogogwa 
Near past 
2s pakneten pakbanenggen pakneyagen yuknigin 
3s pakneias pakbenanggas pakneyagas yuknigas 

paknetep pakbanenggep pakneyagep yulcnigq, 
paknetao pakbenanggao pakneyagao yuknigao 

Counterfactual 
2s paknerelan pakbanilin pakneyelan yukniklin 
3s, 2p, 3p paknerelap pakbanilip pakneye lap yukniklip 
Present customary 
s pakneraliga pakbaniliga pakneyaliga yuknirisiga 
p paknereIagvi pakbanilagwi pakneyelagwi yuknirisagwi 
Ordinary future 
s paknerayogon pakbanisogon pakneyayogon yuknirisogon 
p paknerasogon pakbanusogon pakneyasogon yuknurusogon 
Delayed/definite future 
2s pakneragun pakbanugun pakneyagun yuknurugun 
3s pakneragwi pakbanugwi pakneyagwi yuknurugwi 
p pakneragup pakbanugup pakneyagup yuknurugup 
Uncertain potential 
s paknerami pakbanimi pakneyami yuknirimi 
p pakneramwi pakbanumwi pakneyamwi yuknirumwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
2sIMIlV1 pakneran pakbanin pakneyan yukniru 
2p.1MrvI pakneranes pakbanes pakneyanes yuknires 
2sDEL pakneranok pakbaninok pakneyanok yuknirinok 
2p.DEL pakneravovok pakbanovovok pakneyavovok yuknirovovok 
3s, 3p paknerapwak pakbcinupwak pakneyapwak yuknirupwak 
Realis subordinate stem 
s } papu pakbaninggya pakneyagya 

yuknugu  p pakbczninggu pakneyagu 
Realis dependent stem 
s pa1wi5 pakbaninggya pakneyagya 

} yuknugwis  

p j pakbaninggwis pakneyagwi 
Perfect 

paknerelok pakbaniluk pakneyalok yuknukluk 
Iterative 

paknetek pakneyagek yuknirit, yuknigik 
Infinitive 

pakneraup, paknavup pakbanup pakneyaup yuknirup 
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Table 1.3: Second person smgular objects 
subject pak- + -hera-/- hap- pak- + -baga- pak- + -heya- yuk + -hit-/-hi- 
p/n 2s general P0 'put you (s)' 'see you (s)' 2s recipient 
Far past 
is pakipigis pakbagagagis pakeyagagis yukogogis 
3 s pakipigi pakbagagagi pakeyagagi yukogogi 
ip pakupugup pakbagagagup pakeyagagup yukogogup 
3p pakupugwa pakbagagagwa pakeyagagwa yukogogwa 
Near past 
is pakitis pakbagag/s pakeyagi yukigis 
3s paketas pakbagagas pakeyagas yukigas 
ip paketup pakbagagep pakeyagep jrnkigip 

paketao pakbagagao pakeyagao yukigao 
Counterfactual 
is pakerela pakbagala pakeyela yuki k/i 
ip pakerelau bagalau pakeyelau yukuklu 
3s. 3p pakere lap pakbagalap pakeyelap yuki k//p 
Present customary 
s pakeraliga pakbagaliga pakeyaliga yukirisiga 
p pakerelagwi pakbagalagwi pakeyalagwi yukirisagwi 
Ordinary future 
s pakerayogon 1.- aia p gaso g pakeyayogon yu/cirisogon 
p pakerasogon pakeyasogon yukurusogon 
Delayed/definite future 
is pakeragwis pakbagagwis pakeyagwis yu/curugwis 
3 s pakeragwi pakbagagwi pakeyagwi yukurugwi 
p pakeragup pakbagagup pakeyagup yukurugup 
Uncertain potential 
s pakerami pakbagami pakeyami yuknirimi 
p pakeramwi pakbaganiwi pakeyamwi yuknurumwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
is pakeraik pakbagaik pakeyaik yukirik 
ip .pakerauk pakbagauk pakeyauk yukuruk 
3s, 3p pakerapwak pakbagapwak pakeyapwak yukurupwak 
Realis bordinate stem 

pakupu 
T 

pakbagagya pakeyagya 
yukugu 

 
Realis dependent stem 
s 1 aicu •s pwi pakbagagya pakeyagya yukiris [ p pakbagagwis pakeyagwi yukugwis 
Perfect 

pakerelok pakbaga/uk pakeya/ok yulcu k/uk 
Iterative 

pakelek pakeyagek yukirit, yukigik 
Infinitive 

pakeraup, pakavup pakbagaup pakeyaup yukirup 
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Table 1.4: First person plural objects 
subject pak- + -ninap- pak- + -binin-/ pak- + -nini-/-nisa- yuk + -nera- 
p/n ip general P0 -binina- 'put us' 'see us' ip recipient 
Far past 
2s pakninipigin pakbininggigin pakninigigin yukneragagin 
3s pakninipigi pakbininggigi pakninigigi yukneragagi 

pakninupugup pakbinunggugup pakninugugup yukneragagup 
3p pakninupugwa pakbinunggugwa pakninugugwa yukneragagwa 
Near past 
2s pakninipin pakbininggin pakninigin yukneregen 
3s pakninzpas pakbininggas pakninigas yukneragas 
2p pakninipip pakbininggip pakninigq yukneregep 
3p pakninipao pakbininggao pakninigao yukneragao 
Counterfactual 
2s pakbininalin pakniselan yuknerelan 
3s, 2p, 3p pakbininalip pakniselap yuknerelap 
Present customary 
s pakninivisiga pakbininaliga paknisaliga yukneraliga 
p pakninivisagwi pakbininalagwi pakniselagwi yuknerelagwi 
Ordinary future 
s pakninivisogon pakbininayogon paknisayogon ywknerayogon 
p pakninuvusogon pakbininasogon paknisasogon yuknerasogon 
Delayed/definite future 
2s paknenavugun pakbininagun paknisagun yukneragun 
3s paknenavugwi pakbininagwi paknisagwi yukneragwi 
p paknenavugup pakbininagup paknisagup yukneragup 
Uncertain potential 
s paknenavimi pakbininami paknisaini yukneramx 
p pa/cnenavumwi pakbininamwi paknisamwi yukneramwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
2sIIMM pakbinininu paknisen yukneran 
2p.IMM pakbininines paknisenes yukneranes 
2s.DEL paknenavinok pakbininanok paknisanok yukneranok 
2p.DEL paknenavovok pakbininavovok paknisavovok yukneravovok 
3s, 3p paknenavupwak pakbininapwak paknisapwak yuknerapwak 
Realis subordinate stem 

I 

s 1  pakninipu pakbinunggu I paknrnugu yuknirigya 
yuknerugu 

Realis deyendent stem 
s 1 1 paknznupwis pakbinunggwi yuknirigya 

Perfect 
pakniniviluk pakbininiluk pakniselok yuknerelok 

Iterative 
pakninavil pakninigik yukneregek 

Infinitive 
pakninavup pakbinEnaup paknisaup yukneraup 
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pak- + -hisa-/-hini- yuk + -hera- 
'see you (p)' 2p recipient 

pakinigigis 
pakinigig 
pakinugugup 
pakinugugwa 

pakinigis 
pakinigas 
pakin-ugup 
pakinigao 

pakisela 
pakiselau 
pakiselap 

pakisaliga 
pakisalagwi 

pakisayogon 
pakisasogon 

pakisagwis 
pakisagwi 
pakisagup 

pakisami 
paid sanrwi 

paidsaik 
paid sauk 
paid sapwak 

yukeragagis 
yukeragagi 
yukeragagup 

ikeragagwa 

yukirzgi 
yukeraga 
yukirigyo 
yukeragao 

yukere/a 
yukerelau 
yukerelap 

yukeraliga 
yukeralagwi 

yukerayogon 
yukerasogon 

yukeragwis 
yukeragwi 
yukeragup 

yukerami 
yukerainwi 

yukeraik 
yukerauk 
yukerapwak 

Table 1.5: Second person piural objects 
subject pak- + -hinap- pak- + -bigi-/-bigiga- 
p/n 2p general P0 'put you (p)' 
Far past 
is pakinipEgis pakbigigigis 
3s pakinipigi pakbigigigas 
ip paid nupugup pakbigigugup 
3p pakinupugwa pakbigigugwa 
Near past 
is pakinpis pakbigigis 
3s paldnipas pakbigigas 
ip pakinipup pakbigigyo 

paldnipao pakbigigao 
Counterfactual 
is 
'p 
3s, 3p 
Present customary 
s paidnivisiga pakbigigaliga 
p paldnivisagwi pakbigigalagwi 
Ordinary future 
s, p paldnivisogon pakbigigctyogon 
p paldnuvusogon pakbigigasogon 
Delayed/definite future 
is pakenavugwis pakbigigagwis 
3s pakenavugwe pakbigigagwi 
p pakencwugup pakbigigagup 
Uncertain potential 
s pakbigigami 
p pakbigigamwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
is pakbigigaik 
ip pakbigigauk 
3s, 3p pakenavupwak pakbigigapwak 
Realis subordinate stem 

I painipu I paid nugu 

Realis dependent stem 

. pakinipwis 

Perfecl 

yukirigya 
yukurugu 

kirigya 
yukurugwi 

pakiniviluk 
Iterative 

pakinavit 
Infinitive 

paidnivup pakbigigaup 

paid se/ok 

paidnigik 

paid saup  

yukerelok 

yukeregek 

yukeraup 
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Table 1.6: Third person piural objects 
subject pak- + -inip- pak- + -bisa-/-bV- pak- + -isa-I-mi- yuk + -era- 
p/n 3p general P0 'put them' 'see them' 3p recipient 
Far past 
1 s paginipigis pakbogogis paginigigis yugeragagis 
2s paginipigin pakbogogin paginigigin yugeragagin 
3s paginipigi pakbogogi paginigigi yugeragagi 
ip, 2p paginupugup pakbogogup paginugugup yugeragagup 
3p paginupugwa pakbogogwa paginugugwa yugeragagwa 
Near past 
is pagE nipis pakbigi paginigis yugirigi 
2s paginipin pakbigin paginigin yugeregen 
3s paginipas pakbigas paginigas yugeraga 
1p paginipup pakbigyo paginugup yugirigyo 

paginipip pakbigip paginigip yugeregep 
paginipao pakbigao paginigao yugeragao 

Counterfactual 
Is paginipli pakbisela pagisela yugerela 
2s paginip/in pakbi s/i/n pagiselan yugerelan 
1p paginiplu pakbiselau pagE se/au yugerelau 
3s, 2p, 3p paginiplip pakbi se lap pagiselap yugerelap 
Present customary 
s paginivisiga pakbi sal/ga pagE saliga yugeraliga 
p paginivisagwi pakbiselagwi pagiselagwi yugeralag'wi 
Ordinary future 
s paginivisogon pakbisayogon pagisayogon yugerayogon 
p paginuvusogon pakbisasogon pagisasogon yugerasogon 
Delayed/definite future 
is paginuvugwis pakbisagwis pagEsagwis yugeragwis 
2s paginuvugun pakbisagun pagE sagun yugeragun 
3s pagE nuvugwi pakbisagwi pagisagwi yugeragwi 
p paginuvugup pakbisagup pagE sagup yugeragup 
Uncertain potential 
s pakbisami pagEsamE yugeralni 
p pakbisamwi pagisamwi yugeranlwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
is pakbisaik pagE saik yugeraik 
1p pakbisauk pagisauk yugerauk 
2s.IMM pakbisin pagisen yugeran 
2p.IMM pakbisines pagisenes yugeranes 
2s.DEL pagenavinok pakbisanok pagisinok yugeranok 
2p.DEL pagenavovok pakbisavovok pagisavovok yugeravovok 
3s, 3p pagenavupwak pakbisapwak pagisapwak yugerapwak 
Realis subordinate stem 

I
paginipu I paii/,ugu I paginugu yUgffigya 

Realis dependent stem 
s 

3- 
1 paginipwis I pakbopvis paginugwi yugirigya 

gugw 
Perfect 

paginiviluk pakbisiluk pagiselok yugerelok 
Iterative 

paginavit pakbisilin paginigik yugeregek 
Infinitive 

paginuvup pakbisaup pagisaup yugeraup 
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Table 1.7: Reflexive categories 
subject pak- + -beta- pak- + -heda- 
p/n 'put-reflexive' 'see-reflexive' 
Far past 
is pakbeiagagzs pakedagagis 
2s pakbetagagin pakedagagm 
3s pakbetagagi pakedagagi 
ip, 2p pakbetagagup pakedagagup 

pakbelagagwa pakedagagwa 
Near past 
is pakbetigi pakedigi 
2s pakbetegen pakedegep 
3s pakbelagas pakedagas 
ip pakbetigyo pakedigyo 
2p pakbetegep pakedegep 

pakbetagao pakedagao 
Counterfactual 
is pakbetela pakedela 
2s pakbetelan pakedelan 
ip pakbetalu pakedelau 
3s, 2p, 3p pakbetelap pakedelap 
Present customary 
s pakbelaliga pakedaliga 
p pakbetelagwi pakedelagwi 
Ordinary future 
s pakbeiayogon pakedayogon 
p pakbetasogon pakedasogon 
Delayed/definite future 
is pakbetagwis pakeclagwis 
2s pakbetagun pczkedagun 
3s pakbetagwi pakedagwi 
p pakbezagup pakedagup 
Uncertain potentia' 
s pakbetami pakedaini 
p pakbetamwi pakedamwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
is pakbetaik pakedaik 
ip pakbetauk pakedauk 
2s.IMiM pakbetoman pakedoman 
2pIM1M pakbetomanes pakedomanes 
2s.DEL pakbetanok pakedanok 
2pDEL pakbeiavovok pakedavovok 
3s, 3p pakbelapwak pakedapwak 
Realis subordinate stem 
s pakbeligya pakedigya 
p pakbetugu pakedugu 
Realis dependent stem 
s pakbetigya pakedigya 
p pakbetaguis pakedagwis 
Perfect 

pakbeta/uk pakedelok 
Iterative 

pakedegek 
Infinitive 

pakbetaup pakedaup 
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Table 1.8: Negatives, prior action and progressive aspect 
subject Negatives (6.7) Prior action -rik Realis subordinate stem and 
p/n (10.1) progressive aspect 
Far past 
Is pagatigibuk pagatigirik pagatya lagagis 
2s pagatigimbuk pagatigindik pagatya lagagin 
3s pagatigibuk pagatigirik pagatya lagagi 
ip pagatugubuk pagatugurik 1 ?pagatu lagagup 
2p pagatugupuk pagalugupik 
3p pagalugwabuk pagatugwarik pagatu lagagwa 
Near past 
Is pagatibuk pagatzrik pagatya lagi 
2s pagatimbuk pagatindik pagatya lagen 
3s pagalabuk pagalarik pagatya laga 
ip pagatubuk pagczturik pagatu lagyo 

pagatipuk pagatipik pagatu lagep 
3p pagataobuk pagatcirwik pagatu lagao 
Counter-factual 
Is pagaklibuk pagaklirik pagatya dukli 
2s pagaklimbuk pagaklindik pagatya duklin 
ip pagakiubuk pagakiurik pagatu duklu 
3s 

I 2 pagaklipuk 1 pagaklipik pagatya dukhp 
pagatu duklip 

Present customary 
Is - pagatya agirik 
2s - pagarisigadek - pagatya agindik 
3s J - pagatya agarik 
ip - pagatu agurik 

. pagarisagvidek - pagatu agipik 
3p J - pagatu agarwik 
Ordinary future 
s pagarisogombuk pagarimindik pagatya dogosogon 
p pagarusogombuk pagarumundik pagalu dogosogon 
Delayed/definite future 
Is - pagarugurik pagatya dogogwis 
2s - pagarugundik pagatya dogogun 
3s - pagarugurik pagatya dogogwi 
p - pagarugurik pagatu dogogup 
Uncertain potential 
s - - pagatya dogomi 
p - - pagatu dogomwi 
Hortatives and imperatives 
Is - - 

'p  

2s. 1MM - pagatya dogwen 
2p. 1MM - pagatu dogwes 
2s.DEL . pagarubuk - pagatya dogenok 
2p.DEL ( - pagatu dogovovok 
3s - pagatya dogopwak 
3p J - pagatu dogopwak 
Iterative/simultaneous 

- - pagatu dugwit 
Infinitive 
s - - pagatya dogop 
p - 

- pagatu dogop 
General realis negative 

pagalitek - - 
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Appendix II 

Sample text: The lost woman 



Appendix II. SAMPLE TEXT: THE LOST WOMAN 
This is a story about a woman who got lost in the forest, as told by Abok Mabel. The 

first part of the story is narrative relating to what happened to the woman, and the second 

part is expository, where the speaker relates what the woman should have done to avoid 

getting lost and the subsequent calamity. The narrative section (lines (1) to (24)) has 

interesting examples of same subject (-rik) and different subject (-ma/-mu) marking which 

illustrate well that change of control is more of a requirement for switch reference than is a 

change of grammatical subject (see especially lines (14), (15) and (16), and Chapter 10). 

Careful identification of main and subordinate clauses is required to identifiy the cataphoric 

reference of same or different subject indication (for example, see (18), (19) and (20)). 

Examples of tail-head linkage are found in lines (3), (7), (10), (14), (15), (16) and (21). The 

expository section (lines (25) to (3 1)) has several examples of counterfactual mode. 

Hwa ambi andi ap ukwa Nggem o endak oga-g-ag-wa 
woman one that men women Nggem time before do-REAL-FPST-3p 
andi adem yerogo {yi-er-oko}. 
that point this-say-MAN 
'The point of what Nggem people, (particularly) one woman, did in the past is like 
this.' 

It o Pikinam andoma an n-asin-i, n-owa-i, hinya-i 
3p place Pikinam there is ls.GEN-father-p ls.GEN-eld.sib-p mother-p 
werek-ma andoma it dagaguluk {daka-u-k-y-iluk} 
EXIST-SET there 3p ascend-i p-INT-say-PERF 
it en-awE o Ndokle andoma en. 
3p 3p.GEN-village place Ndokle there ABL 
'They planned to go up to Pikinam - to my fathers, my older siblings and my mothers 
place there - from their village at Ndokle.' 
Ndokle andoma en ap o-inis ambi Sabunggwa, Gui Endambya, 
Ndokle there ABL man 3s.GEN-name one Sabunggwa, Gui Endambya, 
Dinggun, Lowak it wa-g-u dugw-it 
Dinggun Lowak 3p come-REAL-p stay-SIM 
'From Ndokle there they came, one man's name was Sabungga, Gui Endambya, 
Dinggun, Lowak, ...' 
ap andoma obok er-ogo, Dain Mabel in/rn, Buaganggok in/rn 
men there complete say-MAN Dain Mabel COM Buaganggok COM 
it obok wa-g-u dugw-it 
3p complete come-REAL-p stay-SIM 
'All the men there, Dam Mabel, Buaganggok, they all came, ...' 
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en-anggorn in/rn eno-gwa-i in/rn en-abur-i inirn 
3p.GEN-pig COM 3p.GEN-wife-p COM 3p.GEN-child of male-p COM 
enag-arorn in/rn anggin en hup a-g-ya ha-/ok 
3p.GEN-potato COM heavy CAUSE night become-REAL-s see-PERF 
'with their pigs and their wives and their children and their sweet potato, because it 
was heavy, when it became night ...' 
o Ndanggire yeges o-adorna andi wenarn JNPRES 
place Ndanggire k.o. tree 3s.GEN-beside that down there [NPRES 
o pal-ek-rna an {at-yi} nogo yo-g-og-wa. 
house build-RES-SET 3 s-this sleep weave-REAL-FPST-3p 
'they slept beside the yeges tree at Ndanggire down where this INPRES house 
(government school) [speaker points] is (now) built.' 
Nogo yu-g-u dugw-it o pal-ek dek ha-/ok 
sleep weave-REAL-p stay-SIM house build-RES NEG see-PERF 
'While they were sleeping, because there was not a built house ...' 
hwa ambi andi o-inis Agobaga. 
woman one that 3s.GEN-name Agobaga 
'that one woman's name was Agobaga.' 
A/co andi nggawingga rnbaligiluk {rnbal-i-k-y-iluk} 
t.w.k that thatch grass cut-ls-INT-say-PERF 
Ndanggire-rna en Welakni-rna yorna nunggwa wa-g-ag-i. 
Ndanggire-SET ABL Welakni-SET here enter come-REAL-FPST-'is 
'So to cut thatch grass she came m from Ndanggire to Welakni here.' 
Nunggwa wa-g-ag-i obara 
enter come-REAL-FPST-3s but 
Ndanggire ako wa-g-u la-g-ag-wa-rik 
Ndanggire t.w.k come-REAL-p stay-REAL-FPST-3p-PRTOR 
'She came in here but after they came [from] Ndanggire...' 
Welakni-rna en nggawingga ako rnbal-ogo ap ambi en wog-e-g-eg-i, 
Welakni-SET ABL thatch grass t.w.k cut-MAN man one ERG give-3s.REC-
FPST-3s 
'at Welakni a man cut thatch grass and gave it to her, ...' 
"wo-lok la-yogon" y-iluk "wo-lok ela-k" y-iluk 
get-PERF go-s. FUT say-PERF get-PERF go-2s.IMP say-PERF 
wog-o-g-og-i obara 
give-3s.REC-REAL-FPST-3s but 
'he gave it to her saying "(I'll) take it," saying "you take it" (that is, 'we'll go 
together') but ...' 
at ako o-endawi anggat abagada 
3s t.w.k 3s.GEN-heart intelligent though 
"yu an la-vogon en" y-iluk wit/gE {wit-k-ik-J. 
Yes is go-s.FUT source say-PERF descend-REAL-FPST-3s 
'though she was intelligent she thought "Yes I'll go" and went down.' 
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Wiri-g-ya la-g-ag-i-mu Welakni-ma yenam en 
descend-REAL-s stay-REAL-FPST-3s-SET Welakni-SET here ABL 
mad/s ako o-endawi ako nomal-ogo woloka {wo-lok-ta}, 
spirit t.w.k 3s.GEN-heart t.w.k mislead-MAN get-PERF-THEME 
nggawingga ako nggelal bisi-luk o-adigat 
thatch grass t.w.k leave put.3p.PO-PERF 3s.GEN-alone 
yonggap-ma o-adik-mu wo-lok la-g-ag-i. 
forest-SET 3 s.GEN-self-SET get-PERF stay-REAL-FPST-3s 
'After going down, the spirit took her from Welakni here misleading her heart, and 
leaving the thatch took her alone to the forest to a place by herself' 
Wo-lok wunggu (wil-k-u) la-g-ag-i-rik o 
get-PERF exit-REAL-s/p stay-REAL-FPST-3s-PRIOR place 
ndom-ndom andoma yambele-ndambele wo-lok na-g-u 
mountain-mountain there wander-wander get-PERF travel-REAL-s/p 
dugii'ita {dugw-it-ta} was/rn nogo ye-g-eg-i. 
stay-SIM-THEME outside sleep weave-REAL-FPST-3 s 
'After taking her out there, while it carried her wandering around in the mountains 
there, she slept outside.' 
Nogo y-ug-u la-g-ag-i-rik mad/s amwa andoma en 
sleep weave-REAL-s/p stay-REAL-FPST-3 s-PRIOR spirit home there ABL 
mad/s /t en-angge en-angge ako-ma o-elagap-mu 
spirits 3p 3s.GEN-things 3s.GEN-things there-SET 3s.GEN-mouth-SET 
ma-ba-g-wi wog-o-g-wis oga-g-ag-wa. 
insert-put-REAL-p get-3 s. REC-REAL-p do-REAL-FPST-3p 
'After she slept, at the spirit's home there the spirits put their things there in her mouth 
and gave them to her.' 
Andi paga madis en-angge en-angge ako ningga {nVn-k-ya) 
that by spirits 3s.GEN-thing 3s.GEN-thing t.w.k consume-REAL-s 
la-g-ag-i-rik at o-endcrwi ako ap ukwa in/rn 
stay-REAL-FPST-3s-PRJOR 3s 3s.GEN-heart t.w.k men women COM 
in-il o-il yok isa-up ap ukwa in/rn ane y-up, 
3p.GEN-eye 3s.GEN-eye look see them-INF men women COM talk say-fl"JF 
rnondok dek 
defmitely NEG 
'Because of that after she ate the spirits things she could not look at people's eyes or 
talk with people.' 
Ii ugut i-g-ya la-g-ag-i-rik, at o-ebe 
eye afraid become-REAL-s stay-REAL-FPST-3s-PRIOR 3s 3s.GEN-body 
'After she became wild (lit. 'afraid eyes'), her body, ...' 
pivis andoma umwa Pikinarn nunggwa wa-g-ag-wa-ri k-mu 
later there village Pikinam enter come-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR-SET 
be/al-it na-g-ag-wa na-g-ag-wa, 
search-ITER travel-REAL-FPST-3p travel-REAL-FPST-3p 
'later after they came into the village Pikinam they travelled around and around 
searching,' 
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dek ha-bk non ggw-ag-ag-wa-rik-mu 
NEG see-PERF enter-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR-SET 
umwa mbele y-ag-ag-i. 
village arrive say.-REAL-FPST-3s 
'having not seen her they entered, then she arrived.' 
Mbele iri la-g-ag-i-mu ir-enen walin-ogo 
arrive say.REAL.s stay-REAL-FPST-3s-SET 3p-ERG circle-MAN 
tanggap ok-ba-luk inim wene mbanggugwa. {mbal-k-uk-wa} 
catch do-put-PERF COM word cut-REAL-FPST-3p 
'After she arrived, they encircled her and having caught her talked with her.' 
Andi paga ap ok-ba-g-ag-wa. 
that by whole do-put-REAL-FPST-3p 
'By means of that they made her whole.' [Brief interruption] 
Hwa ako o-inis Agobaga. 
woman t.w.k 3s.GEN-name Agobaga 
'That woman's name was Agobaga.' 
Obara wela-g-ag-i-rik, o-endawi pivis madis en 
but stay-REAL-FPST-3s-PRIOR 3s.GEN-heart later spirits ERG 
o-endawi sek ako maths en in-inggi-mu 
3s.GEN-heart good t.w.k spirits ERG 3p.GEN-hand-SET 
oga-g-ag-wa-ri k-mu o-endawi weyak ako dugw-it 
do-REAL-FPST-3p-PRIOR-SET 3s.GEN-heart bad t.w.k stay-SIM 
homb-ag-ag-i. 
die-REAL-FPST-3s 
'But after staying, later after the spirits worked on her good heart in their hands, while 
her heart was bad she died.' 
Andi at wene bola-g-ag-i, o-eyabe ako a-a/on 
that 3s message get lost-REAL-FPST-3s 3s.GEN-body t.w.k 3s.GEN-afraid 
y-iluk idi ok-hede-l-ap-ma enda {en-ta} bolaklipuk {bolak-1-4-buk}. 
say-PERF save do-see. R-CF-3 s-SET source-THEME get lost-CF-3s-NEG 
'That is it, the story of (how) she got lost. If she had been afraid and tried to save 
herself her body would not have got lost.' 
"I-fei n-aor-i yoma akwa yoma inim la-i-g-en' y-iluk 
hey ls.GEN-yng.sib-p here women here COM go-is-lINT-source say-PERF 
mbup y-il-ip-mu enda {en-ta} bolaklipuk {bolak-l-ip-buk}. 
stop say-CF-3s-SET source-THEME get lost-CF-3 s-NEG 
'Because if she had stopped saying "Hey I'll go with my younger siblings, the women 
here" she would not have got lost.' 
At o-endawi un "n-i/up n-i/up" y-iluk 
3s 3s.GEN-heart free ls.GEN-know is.GEN-know say-PERF 
ok-ha la-g-ag-i paga pivis bola-g-ag-i. 
do-see go-REAL-FPST-3s by later get lost-REAL-FPST-3s 
'Because in her heart she casually thought "I know, I know" and tried to go, she later 
got lost.' 
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Ap o-asin o-ane o-owa a-ane andi 
man 3s.GEN-father 3s.GEN-talk 3s.GEN-eld.sib 3s.GEN-talk that 
hunggitek {kul-k-itek} paga. 
hear-REAL-NEG by 
'Because she did not listen to a man's father's talk and her elder brother's talk 
[probably an idiom meaning 'wisdom of elders'].' 
Ho-ba-l-ip-mu enda (en-ta) at o-eyabe andi 
hear-put-CF-3 s-SET source-THEME 3 s 3 s. GEN-body that 
bolakilpuk {bolak-l-ip-buk}, andi sek, o-iluk duk-l-ip. 
get lost-CF-3 s-NEG that good 3s.GEN-alive stay-CF-3 s 
'If she had listened her body would not have got lost, that would have been good, she 
would have stayed alive.' 
Andi wene andi cerita negen an andi yaga-l-iga, 
that message that story history is that say-PRES-s 
Agobaga bola-g-ag-i paga. 
Agobaga get lost-REAL-FPST-3s on 
'That is the history story that I am saying, on (about) Agobaga got lost.' 
Ala wene yi Buku Lukas pasal sembilan ayat dua puluh empat, 
God message this book Luke chapter nine verse twenty four 
dua puluh Jima yi paga n-endawi ivenggenggu {wenggel-k-u} dugw-it 
twenty five this on ls.GEN-heart think-REAL-s/p stay-SlIM 
an kaset yi paga yaga-l-iga, 
is cassette this on say-PRES-s 
Wa Ala wene obok. 
thanks God message complete 
'Thinking about God's word in this book of Luke chapter 9 verse 24-25 I am speaking 
on this cassette, thanks, God's message is fmished.' 
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